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Abstract 
Environmental governance refers to a number of possible arrangements and 

decision-making processes that aim to structure the activities of humans in relation to 

the environment or natural resources. Governing the world’s fisheries remains a complex 

and pressing challenge, one that must reconcile the interests of an increasingly diverse 

cast of actors, including fishers and post-harvest workers, non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs), scientists, local and national governments, and even global 

organizations like the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. Projects to 

govern the world’s small-scale fisheries in particular face the challenging task of 

establishing order and regularity in what are dynamic and spatially dispersed activities 

that have socio-cultural, economic, political and ecological implications.   

In Mexico, cooperativism is an important form of organization for small-scale 

fishers that is embedded in a long history of state-led development and intervention. 

Cooperatives form regional associations (federations), which in turn form national 

organizations (confederations). Federations and confederations are emerging as 

important yet understudied forms of organization through which cooperativist fishers in 

Mexico are enacting new forms of collective action and political representation. The 

purpose of this dissertation is to expand our current understanding of these nested or 

multi-level cooperative institutions, and their roles as key actors in the governance of 

fisheries in Mexico. The research adopts a critical institutionalist stance for 

understanding the roles of cooperativist institutions in the governance of fisheries, 

responding to critiques of more resource- and rule-centered analyses by focusing on the 

discourses and politicized dimensions of fisheries governance. The chapters in this 
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dissertation address the following research questions: (1) What kinds of discursive and 

political practices do cooperativist fishers employ to represent themselves and other 

actors involved in the governance of fisheries? (2) How do cooperativist fishers 

assemble around and contribute to understandings of governance problems, and what 

are the implications for collective action? (3) What do the discourses of cooperativist 

fishers, examined in historical context and considering other circulating discourses, 

reveal about contested or politicized aspects of fisheries governance in Mexico?  

The dissertation builds on and draws connections between different theoretical 

traditions for understanding natural resource governance and collective action: 

institutionalist scholarship on common-pool resources and the commons; human 

geography, political economy and political ecology; science and technology studies; and 

discursive or interpretive approaches to policy analysis. The data collection and 

fieldwork that inform the dissertation were conducted in the context of a collaborative 

research project, the National Diagnostic of Fishing Organizations (DNOP), which 

involved one national confederation of fishing cooperatives, two environmental NGOs in 

Mexico, and researchers from Duke University. The dissertation relies primarily on 

different forms of qualitative data, including audio recordings and participant observation 

of national assemblies of the confederation and regional meetings for the DNOP; focus 

groups and plenary discussions with fishers at regional meetings; key informant 

interviews with leaders of fishing organizations, NGOs, academics and government 

officials; and extensive review of legal documents, policies, and academic literature.  

Collectively, the chapters in this dissertation demonstrate the importance of 

examining discourses, and the political practices and subjectivities associated with them, 
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as a way to understand how different actors become positioned in conflicts and debates 

about the governance of resources such as fisheries. A key theme that emerges from 

this research is that, through their nested or multi-level organizations, cooperativist 

fishers engage in political practices of representation that aim to re-center the interests 

of the cooperativist sector in the wake of more recent policy changes associated with 

neoliberalism, which have reduced government support for the sector. Cooperativist 

fishers employ discursive, affective and strategic political practices that are problem-

centered – aligning around complex sets of problems or problemáticas. Through these 

diverse politicized practices, they contest or call into question the dominant approaches 

for governing fisheries in Mexico, as well as the very nature of the cooperativist sector. 

Lastly, this dissertation demonstrates the importance of elements such as affect, 

storytelling, and the legacies of historical policy changes, as factors influencing the forms 

of collective action that are emerging and being re-negotiated through the work of 

cooperativist institutions that seek to remain central in the governance of Mexican 

fisheries.  
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1. Introduction  

Environmental governance refers to a diversity of arrangements and decision-

making processes that aim to structure the activities of humans in relation to the 

environment or natural resources (Bridge & Perreault, 2009). Governing the world’s 

fisheries constitutes a complex and pressing challenge, as capture fisheries in many 

parts of the world continue to decline, their contributions to food security and diverse 

economies are often threatened and overlooked, and they are embedded in globalized 

markets and multi-scalar, cross-jurisdictional institutional arrangements (Kooiman & 

Bavinck, 2005). Projects to govern the world’s small-scale fisheries in particular face the 

challenging task of establishing order and regularity in what are dynamic and spatially 

dispersed socioeconomic activities and moments of encounter between humans and 

non-humans.  The governance of fisheries also entangles the interests of an increasingly 

diverse cast of actors, including fishers and post-harvest workers, fishing organizations 

that represent them, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), scientists, local and 

national governments, and organizations with global reach like the World Bank and the 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).  

The purpose of this dissertation is to shed light on some of the major issues in 

the governance of fisheries in Mexico, focusing especially on cooperativist fishing 

organizations and their evolving roles in governance. In Mexico, cooperatives form 

regional associations (federations), which in turn form national organizations 

(confederations). These nested institutions are relatively understudied yet increasingly 

important vehicles for enacting political representation and collective action at various 

geographic and political scales – effectively extending the work of cooperatives beyond 

the local realm and into more complex governance networks. For instance, federations 
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enable fishers to access new markets, gain technical expertise, and engage in collective 

bargaining with government authorities (McCay et al., 2014). Through national 

confederations, cooperativist fishers increasingly participate in formal decision-making 

spaces such as national policy councils and form collaborations with nongovernmental 

organizations (NGOs) (Espinosa-Romero et al., 2014). 

This dissertation aims to improve our understanding of these nested or multi-

level cooperative institutions, their evolving roles in fisheries governance, and the 

contributions of cooperativist fishers to ongoing debates about how fisheries should be 

governed in Mexico. More specifically, the objective of this dissertation is to understand 

how federated cooperativist fishers employ discursive practices and other political 

strategies to articulate problems and solutions in politicized debates about the 

governance of fisheries. The focus of this research is on cooperativist fishers belonging 

to one national confederation – the Mexican Confederation of Fishing and Aquaculture 

Cooperatives (CONMECOOP, for its acronym in Spanish) – which represents 34 

federations from 14 coastal states, approximately 300 cooperatives and 33,000 

individual fishers (Nenadovic et al., 2018). The confederation offers a valuable entry 

point for understanding issues related to the cooperativist sector because of its large 

representative capacity, as well as its ongoing collaborations and alliances with both 

government and non-state actors. The dissertation addresses the following overarching 

research questions (RQ): 

RQ1: What kinds of discursive and political practices do cooperativist fishers employ 

to represent themselves and other actors involved in the governance of fisheries?  

RQ2: How do cooperativist fishers assemble around and contribute to 

understandings of governance problems, and are the implications for collective action? 
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RQ3: What do the discourses of cooperativist fishers, examined in historical context 

and considering other circulating discourses, reveal about contested or politicized 

aspects of fisheries governance in Mexico? 

The chapters in this dissertation build on and draw connections between different 

theoretical traditions for understanding natural resource governance and collective 

action, including institutionalist scholarship on the commons or common-pool resources 

(CPR); convergent theoretical streams from human geography, political economy and 

political ecology; science and technology studies (STS); and discursive or interpretive 

approaches to policy analysis. Collectively, the chapters that comprise this dissertation 

demonstrate the importance of examining discourses, and the political practices and 

subjectivities associated with them, as a way to understand how different actors become 

positioned in conflicts and debates about the governance of resources such as fisheries. 

Empirically, the dissertation combines a focus on discourse with analysis of the broader 

historical trends and policies for governing fisheries in Mexico. A central theme that 

emerges from this research is that, through their nested or multi-level organizations, 

cooperativist fishers engage in practices of representation that aim to further the 

interests of the cooperativist sector, and in the process, they contest or call into question 

the dominant approaches for governing fisheries in Mexico. The following section 

describes the theoretical concerns guiding this research, and their implications for the 

analyses presented in the chapters.  
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1.1. Theoretical framework: Rethinking governance as relational 
and performative 

Governance has become a prevalent concept and research focus in studies of 

human-environment relations, but it remains poorly or ambiguously defined in most uses 

of the term (Nuijten et al., 2004). According to Bridge and Perreault (2009, p. 276), 

“Governance refers to the fundamental question of how organisation, decisions, order 

and rule are achieved in heterogeneous and highly differentiated societies. At its core, 

governance addresses the problem of economic and political co-ordination in social life.” 

As such, governance could take a number of different forms. The concept of 

environmental governance represents shift in the central role previously occupied by the 

nation state in governing economic activities and regulating access to natural resources 

– that is, governance is distinct from government and involves many other actors (Bridge 

& Perreault, 2009; Lemos & Agrawal, 2006; Kooiman & Bavinck, 2005). Nuijten et al. 

(2004, p. 104) situate the emergence of governance as a concept in the so-called “crisis 

of the state” in the 1970s when the ability of national governments to govern social and 

economic activities became increasingly questioned in various academic disciplines and 

attention began to grow in areas like the market and the community. Indeed, processes 

of environmental governance continue to involve the rule of government by nation 

states, but decision-making is increasingly fragmented and carried out through complex 

networks of public and private actors (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005a; Lemos & Agrawal, 

2006). The governance of fisheries and other natural resources involves interconnected 

aspects of (1) decision-making about managing local or day-to-day activities, (2) the 

broader institutional arrangements or structures guiding those more localized 

management decisions, and also (3) practices of knowledge production, meaning-
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making, and underlying normative and ideological framings through which governing 

acquires rationality, meaning and purpose (Kooiman & Bavinck, 2005; Symes, 2006).   

The institutional analysis and development (IAD) framework (Ostrom 2005, 2011) 

is one of the most influential policy studies traditions for studying natural resource 

governance (Sabatier, 2007). In this institutionalist tradition, institutions are defined as 

the norms and rules that structure repeated interaction (Ostrom, 2005). The IAD 

framework situates social actors within action situations, which are shaped by various 

contextual elements (e.g., the biophysical world, existing institutions), in order to analyze 

how interactions and outcomes are influenced by the kinds of rules and norms at play 

(Ostrom, 2005). The intellectual tradition associated with the IAD framework is premised 

to varying degrees on individual rational choice (i.e., actors will maximize benefits for 

themselves), framing collective action as the aggregate of individual choices, and 

focuses on the influence of rules on behavior (Sabatier, 2007; Schlager, 2002). The IAD 

framework has been useful for characterizing institutional arrangements in a diversity of 

contexts and natural resource systems (Ostrom, 2007), and the scholarly tradition with 

which it is associated has catalyzed an immense and growing body of research. 

However, institutional analyses in this tradition have been critiqued for their relative 

inattention to power dynamics, politicized aspects of decision-making, and the 

importance of discourses as constitutive of governance (Cleaver, 2000; Clement, 2010). 

The chapters in this dissertation are motivated by such critiques of more traditional 

institutionalist scholarship. The theoretical framework guiding this work is therefore 

geared towards (1) examining governance processes from a more relational perspective 

and (2) focusing precisely on the discourses and political practices through which 
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cooperativist fishers perform or enact new forms of collective action and engage with 

governance problems in Mexico. 

1.1.1. Relational approaches for conceptualizing governance 

The overarching theoretical and philosophical approach that motivates this 

dissertation is rooted in an understanding of governance as relational – as a number of 

differentiated, relational processes through which diverse actors, institutions, discourses 

and technologies are brought together or contingently assembled. Relational refers to 

the proposition that all seemingly bound, concrete or structural social phenomena – such 

as the State or the economy, but also even the human body – are constituted by 

relations and processes. A relational approach to theorizing social-environmental 

phenomena entails understanding the world as composed of dynamic networks or 

assemblages, and foregrounding relations as objects of study and as primary 

‘ontological units’ of the world (Barad, 2007; Haraway, 2008). It is the relations among 

components in assemblages that give rise to what we might otherwise understand as 

pre-existing categories (like society, nature, gender, the economy). Relational 

perspectives are thus premised on an anti-essentialist rejection of dualisms that 

ontologically cut the ‘social’ from the ‘natural’ (or human from non-human, technical from 

political, etc.), challenging the notion that such categories as separable, inherent, or 

essential (Gibson-Graham, 1996; Castree, 2003; Barad, 2007).    

In order to examine governance processes as relational in the context of fisheries 

in Mexico, this dissertation adopts a critical institutionalist perspective – one that 

emphasizes the processual and contested nature of institutions for governing diverse 

sets of values, entitlements, and property rights over natural resources (Leach et al., 

1999). From this perspective, institutions are more than the rules and norms of a game 
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but also encompass the patterns of behavior that constitute them (Leach et al., 1999; 

McCay, 2002) and the “configurations of actors acting to define and enforce collectively 

binding decisions and rules” (Lund, 2011, p. 886). Rather than stable objects or 

outcomes, institutional arrangements are historically contingent and emerge from 

specific practices of negotiation or rule-making (Jessop, 2001; Havice & Iles, 2015). In 

turn, governance regimes are constituted by overlapping and competing institutions (e.g. 

laws, policies, informal rules and norms), the groups of actors working to enact them, 

those who are bound by or comply with them, and the practices used to define 

objectives and rationalities for governing (Nuijten et al., 2004). Understood from a 

relational perspective, governance processes – such as rule-making or the 

implementation of policies – lead to structured or institutionalized patterns of interaction, 

but they also exhibit tension as they materialize. That is, governance processes 

encounter resistance, they require active work by various actors, and the resulting 

formations or arrangements are dynamic and historically contingent – they could be 

otherwise (Anderson et al., 2012).  

Thinking of governance as differentiated processes of assemblage offers a 

possibility for understanding specific practices through which social orderings emerge 

(Law 1994), without presupposing or figuring as deterministic the effects of structures of 

social order such as ‘the State’ or ‘the market’. For instance, the State can be 

conceptualized as an assemblage of diverse actors enacting a set of “decentred 

practices” with no single coherent or unitary project, while at the same time remaining 

open to describing governmental tendencies towards ordering that emerge historically 

(Nuijten, 2003, p. 15). Relationality therefore provides a way to think about governance 

as taking place through specific and situated practices, and considering the importance 
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of historical patterns of relations, without necessarily assuming a priori what the roles of 

different actors might become. This kind of openness to emergence or potentially 

contradictory relations can be useful for avoiding panaceas (Ostrom et al., 2007) or other 

seductive narratives and presuppositions of analyses centered around the State, 

neoliberalism, or the idealization of ‘community’ or of certain forms of intervention (e.g., 

decentralization) (Goldman, 1997; Lemke, 2007). From such a relational perspective, 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation grapples with ordenamiento (fisheries planning, ordering), 

a governance concept that has emerged as a major preoccupation for fishers and 

governmental authorities alike in Mexico. Ordenamiento is conceptualized as an 

assemblage-like phenomenon, which brings together diverse discourses, rationalities, 

and specific sets of networked practices (e.g., government programs) in somewhat 

contradictory configurations.  

Another major characteristic of relational approaches to the study of 

environmental governance and social-environmental issues more generally is an explicit 

consideration of materiality, its spatial implications, and the agency and importance of 

non-human actors. Such studies might examine how institutions re-organize bodies and 

activities in space and time, or how the materiality of the world ‘pushes back’ on humans’ 

attempts to control them. For instance, Bear (2013) proposes a clear engagement with 

the materiality of the sea and of non-human agency to understand some of the conflicts 

emerging in the management of a scallop fishery. In his account of marine-space 

assemblages, management strategies that spatially delimit where fishers can fish are 

characterized as creating striations or lines that both spatially territorialize and legally 

codify the otherwise smooth space of the sea. At the same time, the ocean’s ‘continual 
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reformation’ and the fluid processes taking place at sea challenge such efforts 

(Steinberg & Peters, 2015, p. 248; Bear, 2013).  

Nonhuman entities do not figure centrally in the analyses presented in this 

dissertation, in the sense that the empirical focus is not directly on understanding the 

effects of nonhumans and material forces on the governance of fisheries in Mexico. 

However, these are non-negligible actors in governance assemblages. Fisheries and the 

lively organisms that sustain them are decidedly material and dependent on ecological 

interactions taking place at multiple scales (e.g., fish migrations), which influence the 

kinds of governance arrangements that become possible. The lived and embodied 

experiences of fishers involve encounters with nonhumans, seafaring technologies, and 

voluminous and malleable maritime spaces, which distinctly shape how they perceive 

their lives and their work. In the chapters of this dissertation, nonhuman actors and 

biophysical forces appear as characters or contested objects in the discourses and 

political debates in which cooperativist fishers are embroiled. The deaths of porpoises 

and sea turtles become politicized in contentious debates about the impacts of 

international conservation organizations and the United States on Mexican fisheries 

management (Chapter 4). Concerns over the phenomenon of climate change enliven 

debates about the role of science in fisheries management and the role of the State in 

addressing environmental change (Chapter 3).  

Lastly, thinking relationally about institutions and governance processes entails a 

rethinking or relocating of agency and choice. While institutionalist rational choice 

approaches situate agency in individual humans (Aligica & Boettke, 2009), thinking 

relationally requires an understanding of agency as more distributed. That is, agency is 

not only situated in individual humans, but it is a property that emerges historically from 
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the dynamic capacities of collectives and from the influence of nonhumans and 

biophysical forces (J. Bennett, 2005; DeLanda, 2006). Likewise, a relational approach 

enables a more open engagement with the question of collective action. Rather than 

merely the aggregate of individual choices for maximizing individual gain, collective 

action is sometimes animated by the performance of certain discourses, affective 

experiences, the articulation of shared histories and experiences of struggle, and 

reinforced by everyday practices of collectivity (e.g., maintaining a cooperative) (Basurto 

& García Lozano, forthcoming). As McCay (2002, p. 388) points out, processes of 

collective action “reshape […] networks, meanings, perceptions, and social experience” 

in ways that affect the context of people’s choices. Experiences of collective action 

therefore have the capacity to change social realities, even as they are embedded in and 

emerge from specific historical contingencies. Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation 

contribute to an enhanced understanding of the performativity of collective action and 

the role of discourses about how cooperativist fishers define themselves. In particular, 

Chapter 4 builds on work by Roelvink (2016) to understand the discursive, affective, and 

multi-scalar dimensions of collective action taking place through one confederation.  

1.1.2. Discourse and performativity 

Discourse is a major empirical, analytical and theoretical focus of this 

dissertation. Discourse can be understood as an “ensemble of ideas, concepts, and 

categorizations that are produced, reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of 

practices and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities” (Hajer, 

1995, p. 44). This definition emphasizes the practices through which meanings are 

produced and iteratively performed, those through which phenomena come to matter 

(Barad, 1998, 2007; Hajer & Versteeg, 2005b). The concept of performativity refers to 
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the ways that social-material realities are enacted and embodied through everyday 

practices. Current usages of performativity are influenced by the work of scholars like 

Judith Butler who sought to demonstrate how gender, rather than a fixed or 

predetermined essence, is actively enacted through performative acts that constitute 

gendered subjects (Butler, 1988, 1990). Subsequently, others have used performativity 

to examine how the economy is performed through networked practices rather than 

being a pre-existing realm of the social operating under ‘natural laws’, and to question 

how it could be otherwise (Callon, 2007; Gibson-Graham, 1996, 2008). Butler and 

others’ work builds on J. L. Austin’s theory of performative speech acts, which focused 

on the effects of certain forms of speech as generative of social realities – for example, 

the phrase “I do” in the context of marriage (Roelvink, 2016). Scholarship on the 

performative constitution of subjects is also indebted to Michel Foucault’s work, the 

insights of which suggest that, rather than passively compliant with external 

subjectivating forces such as the State, people craft subjectivities or adopt subject 

positions partly through their use of discourse, engaging with and sometimes 

internalizing circulating discourses, and through practices of argumentation (Davies & 

Harré, 1990; Hajer, 1995).  

The emergence of governance networks or assemblages takes place 

continuously through what we might understand as a kind of more-than-human 

performativity (Barad, 2007) – an agential coming-together of human and nonhuman 

elements, of material and expressive capacities (i.e., spatial-material reconfigurations, 

discourses, institutions or norms), into historically contingent formations with emergent 

properties that exceed or cannot be defined by those of component parts (DeLanda, 

2006; Anderson et al., 2012). Thinking from a perspective informed by this kind of 
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material-semiotic performativity (Law, 2009a), diverse actors, processes and practices 

are assembled into ‘entanglements of matter and meaning’ (Barad, 2007) that give rise 

to social phenomena such as governance regimes and taken-for-granted categories 

such as sectors, cooperativism, fisheries, oceans and maritime spaces. It is through 

specific material and discursive reconfigurations of the world, the relational work of 

diverse actors and entities, that the social phenomena we study emerge. In this 

dissertation, discursive and political practices (e.g., representation in forums, forging 

alliances) are therefore examined as indicative as well as constitutive of distinct forms of 

world-making or worlding (Tsing, 2005, 2010), in which cooperativist fishers and other 

actors co-produce the realities of fisheries governance.  

Analytically, the chapters in this dissertation are also informed by discursive or 

interpretive approaches to policy analysis. This kind of policy research emerged partly as 

a critique of more technocratic or neopositivist forms of policy analysis that are 

influenced by neoliberal economics, which emphasize individual rational action and 

attempt to eliminate the influence of values or politics through ‘objective’ forms of 

knowledge and reliance on facts (Fischer, 2003). Alternatively, more interpretive forms of 

policy analysis emphasize the socially constructed nature of institutions and 

policymaking processes, attending to the discourses through which policies are 

formulated and promoted (Fischer, 2003; Hajer, 1995). Discursive approaches to policy 

analysis demonstrate the importance of language, rhetoric, and the strategic use of 

discourse as key parts of the policy process. For instance, this kind of research attempts 

to understand the role of particular problem framings or policy frames that influence the 

kinds of solutions that become favorable or possible (Fischer, 2003; Schön & Rein, 

1994), or to identify distinct ‘interpretive communities’ (Yanow, 2000) or coalitions of 
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actors united in their use of particular policy discourses (Hajer, 1995). These analytical 

considerations inform all the chapters of this dissertation. The following section provides 

more context on cooperativism and the governance of small-scale fisheries in Mexico. 

1.2. Situating cooperativism and small-scale fisheries 
governance in historical and relational governance processes 

Small-scale fisheries (SSF) are important social-ecological systems or 

assemblages that support livelihoods, food security, and economies throughout the 

world (FAO & WorldFish Center, 2008; A. Bennett et al., 2018). SSFs have been the 

subject of increasing attention by researchers and policymakers in recent decades 

(Smith & Basurto, 2019). The peak of this rising interest is perhaps best illustrated by the 

FAO Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries (FAO, 2015), 

which were developed through extensive participation processes with fishers and their 

representative organizations. The guidelines and the recent focus on SSFs also 

suggests they are important because they offer opportunities for achieving more 

equitable and sustainable forms of co-existence and economic production, given their 

links to food security, nutrition and poverty alleviation (Jentoft et al., 2017). Defining 

SSFs is challenging, but they tend to be characterized by relatively low capital 

investment, high labor intensity, and small boats targeting diverse species with multiple 

gear types (Salas et al., 2007; Smith & Basurto, 2019). Dynamic and diverse, SSFs tend 

to be difficult to monitor and manage through centralized governance, and they are 

threatened by widespread illegal fishing and poor enforcement in Latin America as well 

as throughout the developing world (Mills et al., 2011; Salas et al., 2007). These 

governance issues pose significant challenges for managing SSFs in Mexico (Cinti et al., 

2010; Finkbeiner & Basurto, 2015) where the small-scale sector is a significant producer, 
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accounting for the majority of vessels and landings for direct human consumption (Salas 

et al., 2011).  

Small-scale fishers in Mexico commonly organize into cooperatives to coordinate 

harvesting and marketing activities. Cooperatives are social organizations formed by 

individuals with common interests “based on principles of solidarity, individual efforts, 

and mutual assistance for the purpose of satisfying individual and collective needs 

through the realization of economic activities of production, distribution, and 

consumption of goods and services” (translated from the Law of Cooperatives; DOF, 

1994). In Mexico, cooperativism is embedded in a long history of state-led development 

and intervention, and has become a major organizational model and ethical-ideological 

orientation for small-scale fishers (Quezada Domínguez, 1995; Young, 2001). After the 

Mexican Revolution, federal government administrations promoted the formation of 

cooperatives through a diversity of mechanisms, such as requiring fishers to form 

cooperatives to obtain fishing permits, reserving high-value species (e.g., shrimp, 

lobster) for cooperatives, and through subsidies, parastatal commercialization 

enterprises, and low-interest loans (Ibarra et al., 2000a, 2000b; Young, 2001). These 

measures served to position cooperatives as key actors in the development of fisheries 

as a national industry. In addition, the political and ideological appeal of cooperativism in 

Mexico stems partly from being framed in broader political discourse as a ‘third way’ or 

utopic alternative to both capitalism and socialism, one that prioritizes values such as 

solidarity, workers’ autonomy, and internal democracy (Vargas-Cetina, 2005).  

Over time, federal support for fishing cooperatives has declined in Mexico, 

following a series of economic crises starting in the late 1970s and subsequent 

neoliberal reforms that largely eliminated preferential treatment of cooperatives and 
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enabled greater private investment and industrialization in fisheries (Ibarra et al., 2000b; 

A. Bennett, 2017). However, despite waning support from the federal government, 

cooperatives remain important institutions in many fishing communities and they belong 

to a broader cooperativist movement that is vying to maintain cooperatives at the center 

of social and economic life. A major feature of this cooperativist movement is the 

formation of nested, multi-level cooperative institutions (federations and confederations), 

which are the focus of this dissertation.  

Cooperativism occupies a contradictory place in the political-economic 

organization of fisheries in Mexico. On one hand, the history of fishing cooperatives in 

Mexico is intertwined with processes of state-formation and resource nationalism – that 

is, in which managing and regulating natural resources affirm the sovereignty and 

authority of the nation state (Koch & Perreault, 2019). The cooperativist fishing sector in 

Mexico has been constituted through historical processes of collectivization and 

economic regulation that have centered state capital and development ideologies, in 

conjunction with other socio-material conditions (e.g., poverty in the rural countryside as 

an impetus for coastal migration) (Breton & Estrada, 1989; Quezada Domínguez, 1995; 

Young, 2001). The macro-economic policies of the Mexican government have had direct 

and cascading effects on fisheries and the material conditions that sustain them (Ibarra 

et al., 2000a, 2000b; Young, 2001). In turn, nationalized practices of state intervention 

are situated in broader political-historical relations between different nation states. For 

instance, state-led efforts to legislate and develop fisheries in Mexico emerged partly as 

a response to the incursions and pressures of foreign capital from Japan, Russia, and 

the U.S. (Quezada Domínguez, 1995).  
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On the other hand, cooperatives are associated with discourses and principles of 

autonomy, democratic decision-making, solidarity, and collective action for economic 

production. In Mexico and Latin America more broadly, cooperativism has been 

conceptualized as a model for ‘solidarity economies’ where the cooperative emerges as 

an idealized form of social organization (Marañón Pimentel & López Cordoba, 2013; 

Vargas-Cetina, 2005). In part, these contradictions coexist because the doctrine of 

cooperativism in Mexico has been influenced by diverse philosophical traditions, from 

individualism and liberalism to Marxism, syndicalism, and even religious and fascist 

ideologies (Ortiz Porras, 1998). Cooperativism is an ideologically pliable, hybrid form 

that has been employed as a tool by political leaders and policymakers of vastly different 

philosophical orientations to fit their goals (Nava Hernández & Barajas Pérez, 2015). Its 

adaptability creates the possibility or promoting social-economic organization that favors 

both its participants (e.g., attenuating the impacts of neoliberal socio-economic policies 

such as austerity) and the goals of different governmental regimes (Ortiz Porras, 1998). 

Cooperativism in fisheries has taken a life of its own after governmental efforts to 

promote it, and cooperatives remain important local institutions throughout Mexico. In 

this sense, much like social movements and other kinds of workers’ associations, 

cooperativists have taken ideological-discursive and institutional tools offered by the 

State and taken from other realms and refashioned them for new world-making projects 

(Edelman, 1999).  

Cooperativist fishers operate in what is increasingly a neoliberal context, 

characterized by reduced government presence and the end of several formerly 

important avenues for federal support (e.g. parastatal commercialization, loans), while at 

the same time facing increased pressures to achieve both increased export-driven 
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production and sustainability through scientific management and conservation objectives 

(Ibarra et al., 2000b; Hernandez & Kempton, 2003; Ibarra et al., 2005). For instance, one 

significant pressure on fishers is to ensure their practices are not perceived as harmful 

for protected species (e.g., marine mammals, sea turtles); otherwise they face the threat 

of fishery closures and export embargos from the United States (Ibarra et al., 2000a; 

OECD, 2006). This concern is explored in more detail in Chapter 4, which sketches the 

elements of a discursive storyline along which cooperativist fishers coincide, arguing that 

environmental conservation serves to enact a form of enclosure on fishers.  

Some additional contextual considerations are also useful for understanding 

cooperativism and fisheries governance in Mexico. Fisheries management in Mexico is 

the responsibility of two deconcentrated or administratively decentralized federal 

agencies housed under the Secretariat of Agriculture (Secretaría de Agricultura, 

Ganadería, Desarrollo Rural, Pesca y Alimentación, SAGARPA). One agency, the 

National Institute of Fisheries (INAPESCA) conducts scientific research to guide 

management while the other, the National Commission on Aquaculture and Fisheries 

(CONAPESCA) is responsible for a diversity of tasks including regulating fishing permits 

and concessions, monitoring and enforcement, subsidies, and even fostering national 

consumption of seafood. This management arrangement separates the scientific and 

regulatory capacities of management, without any formal mechanisms for inter-agency 

coordination (Méndez-Medina et al., 2020). In addition, relationships between fishers 

and government agencies suffer from decades of corruption and lack of transparency in 

decision-making (Finkbeiner & Basurto, 2015). Finally, the challenge of governing 

fisheries in Mexico is also influenced by a broader trend of power consolidation in the 
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executive branch of government1. The President and their political party exert great 

influence, not only on all aspects of the federal government but also on states and 

municipalities, a trend known as presidencialismo (Rodríguez, 1997). This pattern 

influences fisheries governance because federal agencies and their capacities can be 

altered drastically with each new six-year presidential administration (Espinoza-Tenorio 

et al., 2011). Accordingly, organizations that represent the cooperativist sector, like other 

productive sectors, must court each presidential administration to maintain support and 

ensure federal policies favor those they represent. 

In response to diverse institutional constraints and opportunities, cooperativist 

fishers in Mexico increasingly employ federations and confederations as avenues for 

achieving collective action and political representation. The capacity to form nested or 

multi-level cooperativist institutions (federations) can be traced historically to the first 

Law of Cooperatives in Mexico (DOF, 1938), which compelled rather than merely 

enabled cooperatives to join federations and a national confederation representing the 

entire cooperativist sector. In this legislation, the following roles and duties are outlined 

for federations: (1) monitoring and coordinating the activities of cooperatives; (2) 

common use of goods and services; (3) collective purchase and sale of raw materials 

and goods for consumption; (4) representation and general defense of cooperatives, 

intervening in conflicts among them with support from a federal agency; and (5) 

contributing financially to a common national fund for cooperatives (DOF, 1938, Article 

73). In contrast, the current Law of Cooperatives (DOF, 1994) enables federations to 

 

1 The federal government in Mexico has a similar structure as the United States, with executive, legislative 
and judicial branches that in theory maintain checks and balances on one another. However, the executive 
branch has been notoriously more powerful and historically ruled by one political party for the majority of the 
20th century (Rodríguez, 1997).  
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form their own national confederations, beyond the intersectoral one, but does not lay 

out any idealized roles for them.  

The legal origins or federations and confederation reveal, once again, the 

somewhat contradictory space occupied by cooperativist institutions – on one hand as 

compliant with state-sanctioned forms of organization while on the other as active 

participants in co-producing the role of the cooperativist sector in governance. That is, 

while enabling legislation provides cooperativist fishers with a framework for organizing 

at nested scales, individual organizations such as CONMECOOP are actively 

assembling or constructing the roles these organizations can play in broader governance 

processes. This dissertation examines the work of the confederation in such processes 

of co-production or assembly by attending to the discursive and political practices 

employed by cooperativist fishers belonging to the confederation. Discursive practices 

serve to favorably position the sector in relation to other actors and to particular 

governance problems around which fishers mobilize. Nested institutions such as the 

confederation also form alliances with actors such as NGOs and legislators that similarly 

aim to further the aims of cooperativist fishers. Alliances are contingent on mutual 

benefits, shared perceptions of problems, or convergence along shared discourses, as 

the chapters in this dissertation demonstrate.  

Through their discursive and political practices, nested or federated cooperatives 

emerge as important actors in multi-level or multi-scalar governance processes 

(Armitage, 2008; Mansfield, 2005). Multi-level or multi-scalar are terms that suggest the 

practices of these governance actors disturb stable understandings of scale, working at 

multiple ‘levels’ at once – or rather, engaging in practices that have implications across 

different scales of intervention – and that through their political practices (e.g., advocacy, 
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representation) they challenge scalar hierarchies and discursively produce scalar 

relations (Mansfield, 2005; McCarthy, 2005). More generally, by forming and harnessing 

the multi-scalar capacities of nested or multi-level organizations, such as federations and 

confederations, cooperativist fishers are enacting new forms of agency, collective action 

and political representation that have the potential to shift and rework how the 

governance of fisheries plays out in Mexico.  

1.3. Methodology 

1.3.1. Context: The National Diagnostic of Fishing Organizations 

The data collection and fieldwork that form the basis for this dissertation were 

conducted in the context of a collaborative research partnership involving the 

confederation (CONMECOOP), two Mexican NGOs (Comunidad y Biodiversidad, or 

COBI, and Sociedad de Historia Natural Niparajá, or simply Niparajá) and researchers 

from my group at the Duke University Marine Laboratory. This collaborative project, the 

National Diagnostic of Fishing Organizations (DNOP, its acronym in Spanish), emerged 

from a shared concern for assessing the performance of cooperative fishing 

organizations in Mexico, determining the factors influencing their performance or degree 

of functionality, and identifying pathways for strengthening or improving the conditions of 

the sector. The DNOP involved two phases, each carried out through meetings in six 

coastal regions across 14 coastal states (Figure 1). The regions used in the study were 

selected collectively by all partners in the DNOP project, under the rationale that the 

regions reflect similarities in the conditions and characteristics of fisheries in these 

states, as well as logistic considerations. 
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Regional meetings for Phase 1 took place in 2017 and focused on conducting in-

depth surveys of fishing organizations, as well as 45 plenary discussions with fishers 

that aimed to understand specificities about their organizations, their institutional and 

historical context, and major issues they face. The plenary discussions, which were 

semi-structured and relatively open-ended, represent one key source of information for 

this dissertation – see Nenadovic et al. (2018) for detailed findings from the surveys. 

During the discussions, fishers spoke at length about their concerns and perspectives 

about fisheries management. Plenary discussions from Phase 1 were audio-recorded 

and transcribed by field assistants. In 2018, I analyzed these transcripts in parallel with 

one research assistant to identify common problems and solutions being proposed by 

fishers. The qualitative analysis was done inductively to identify emergent patterns, 

commonalities, and exemplary quotes.  

Phase 2 of the project involved returning to each region, using plenary style 

meetings to present findings and recommendations generated collaboratively during the 

first phase, and conducting a series of smaller focus groups with fishers to understand 

their perceptions of recommendations for strengthening the sector. A total of 149 

cooperatives and 33 federations participated in the second phase, which involved 52 

focus groups structured by fishers’ positions in their organizations: 11 groups consisted 

of directors of federations, 22 with directors of cooperatives and 19 with regular 

members of cooperatives. Plenaries and focus groups from this phase of the research 

are another important source of data for this research. I participated in two regional 

meetings (Region 2 and Region 3), where I conducted participant observation and a 

focus group, and contributed to collective ethnographic accounts of the meetings. I also 

conducted participant observation during the training of field assistants for this phase of 
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the project. Focus groups from Phase 2 were recorded primarily through note-taking by 

field assistants, and audio-recordings were employed to identify quotes and ensure 

accurate and complete data collection. These data play a supplementary rather than 

central role in the chapters of this dissertation.  

In addition to these regional meetings, being part of this project enabled NGO 

and academic partners (including myself) to be present during the annual assemblies of 

CONMECOOP. Assemblies are the primary decision-making mechanism for cooperative 

organizations. Members of the confederation (i.e., federation leaders) come together 

each year in Mexico City to hold space for democratic decision-making on the activities 

of the confederation, and they also invite other key governance actors to become part of 

the discussions (e.g., government officials, legislators, NGO partners). In the ensuing 

discussions, cooperativist fishers are given space to express their concerns, grievances 

and proposals to the confederation leaders and to invited guests. Therefore, the 

assemblies become important political spaces where a diversity of issues affecting the 

sector are articulated discursively, sometimes also leading to direct political actions such 

as the formation of alliances or planning for more formal interventions (e.g., drafting a 

document expressing their collective position on an issue). I attended and audio-

recorded the assemblies of the confederation between 2017-2019, which each took 

place over 2 days of lengthy discussion, and also engaged in participant observation and 

informal interviews during the assemblies. 

1.3.2. Guiding methodological and analytical approach 

The methodological approach guiding this dissertation is inspired by the work of 

scholars in the fields of anthropology and science studies, who have contended with the 

issue of adapting ethnographic methods and social science methods in general to the 
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study of global processes, such as globalization, responding increasingly to the 

recognition that the worlds and objects we study require a multi-scalar and multi-sited 

approach (Marcus, 1995; Tsing, 2005; Hine, 2007; Blok, 2010; Falzon, 2016). The 

fieldwork for this dissertation was also informed by feminist STS scholarship, which 

prompted me to understand the scientific endeavor as one that is productive and 

performative of certain versions of reality, rather than merely describing or representing 

some objective reality ‘out there’ (Haraway, 1988; Barad, 2007; Mol, 1999; Law, 2009b). 

Similarly, I analyzed the discourses of cooperativist fishers and other governance actors 

from a performative rather than representational stance, in that language does not 

merely describe or represent objects as they are (i.e., mirroring, mimesis) but discourse 

is a process through which ‘objective’ and material realities and their meanings are 

produced and reproduced (Barad, 2007; Haraway, 1997). In the context of my fieldwork, 

this perspective meant I initially sought to understand how different actors including 

NGOs and researchers from Duke University were enacting particular forms of scientific 

representation and contributing to how the cooperativist sector is understood. Ultimately, 

my research did not focus on these dynamics, but these questions continued to 

influence data collection I remained curious about how cooperativist fishers engaged 

with other non-state actors and with various circulating discourses about the sector and 

fisheries.  

In order to examine the complexity of governance processes and actors that 

interacted with the confederation, I engaged in multi-sited ethnographic inquiry primarily 

at two kinds of sites: (1) regional meetings of the DNOP (Phase 2), and (2) the national 

assemblies of the confederation. I conceptualize these study sites as ‘sites of encounter’ 

where various actors interact: confederation leaders and staff; cooperative members 
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(socios), cooperative directors, and federation leaders; NGOs, academics from our 

team, and field assistants. These are sites where I could observe and record the use of 

various governance discourses that illustrate the regional perspectives of cooperativist 

fishers, the perceived impacts of public policies, representations of complex governance 

dilemmas or problemáticas, and how different groups of actors become positioned in 

storylines or narratives (Hajer, 1995). 

In my fieldwork at these sites (regional meetings and assemblies), I sought to 

understand (1) the nested or multi-level representativity being enacted by the 

confederation as it positioned itself as a spokesperson for the sector, and (2) how 

cooperativist fishers engaged in discursive practices to describe their problems and their 

relationships to other governance actors, as well as the kinds of circulating discourses 

with which they engaged (e.g., narratives about the State, sustainability discourses). 

These mobile and ephemeral forms of ethnographic engagement were informed by 

previous work on collaborative event ethnographies of global conservation meetings, 

which aimed to reconstruct these large events through collective ethnographic practice 

(Brosius & Campbell, 2010; Campbell et al., 2014). Working with Crisol Méndez Medina, 

the postdoctoral fellow in charge of coordinating the research for Phase 2 of the DNOP, 

we attempted to reconstruct the events of the plenaries of each regional meeting through 

similar collaborative ethnographies. She worked with field assistants to register 

collectively all the events and details of each regional meeting, and I was present for two 

of the six sets of meetings.   

My first encounter with the DNOP project was through an audio recording of the 

2016 assembly of the confederation that I began to analyze inductively to understand the 

context of the project. I began to conceive of the assembly as a politicized action 
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situation (Ostrom, 2011), where federation leaders from different regions voiced their 

concerns, grievances and proposals to the larger national body. Actors in the assemblies 

followed particular rules of engagement: fishers were allowed to speak freely but had to 

respect each other’s turns and the time available, and in turn they received responses 

from either confederation leaders or government officials. Listening to this first assembly, 

I was fascinated by the stories that fishers told about their problems, the vivid language 

they used to describe their experiences – often framed in terms of calamity, neglect or 

injustice – and the emotional expressions through which they made their arguments, 

ranging from sadness and anger to humorous and bombastic displays of personality.  

As I transcribed the recording of the assembly without much pre-existing 

knowledge of governance issues in Mexico, I began to develop codes or categories to 

trace emergent patterns in fishers’ discourses based on principles of constructivist 

grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006, 2008). One salient characteristic of the discursive 

data was cooperativist fishers’ tendency of fishers toward crafting arguments based on 

their problems. Accordingly, I analyzed the discussions from this assembly using 

principles from argumentative or social-interactive discourse analysis (Billig, 1987; 

Davies & Harré, 1990; Hajer, 1995), attending to the kinds of rhetorical devices or 

strategies used by both fishers and government actors in these debates. The resulting 

analysis became the basis for Chapter 3, an earlier version of which was published in 

the journal Maritime Studies (García Lozano et al., 2019). Over the following years, I 

attended the assemblies of the confederation from 2017-2019, where I collected audio-

recordings and engaged in participant observation of the events. I took extensive notes 

that I began sharing with the confederation, which helped them maintain records of the 

events. Field assistants from the DNOP helped me immensely by transcribing the audio 
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from the assemblies, as well as the audio from Phase 1 discussion groups that inform 

the analyses presented here.  

A central objective of this dissertation is to understand how cooperativist fishers 

employ discursive practices to direct attention to particular issues or to challenge the 

dominant approaches for solving governance problems. Discourse analysis serves as a 

tool for examining competing accounts of the world made by governance actors – 

particularly cooperativist fishers but also those in official discourses that circulate 

through policies, governmental interventions, and the work of NGOs. Some accounts 

become prioritized or mobilized through political practices of representation as 

arguments for alternative ways of governing fisheries. Analytically, therefore, the work in 

this dissertation relies on discourse analysis from the tradition of various discourse-

centered policy analysis approaches – for instance, by examining how cooperativist 

fishers assume different subject positions through discursive practices (Davies & Harré 

1990) or how they converge along particular narratives or storylines that are mobilized to 

propose certain kinds of solutions (Kaplan, 1986; Roe, 1991; Hajer, 1995).  

Additional analytical questions stemming from my engagement with the science 

studies literature also guided my attention during fieldwork and in discourse analysis: 

How do different actors in the social worlds we study articulate matters of concern? How 

are matters of concern rendered technical or understood as matters of fact (e.g., through 

what kinds of rhetoric or pragmatic linguistic elements)? What kinds of facts are 

articulated, contested, mobilized to support certain governance narratives or arguments? 

These questions are informed by work on the role of discourses of environmental 

expertise and how they become articulated or not to further certain forms of intervention 

(Blok, 2014; Choy, 2005). In addition, I was interested in understanding how competing 
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discourses about governing fisheries relate to spatial imaginaries (e.g., at what scale 

should certain governance processes take place?) and diverse actors’ scale-making 

projects (Mansfield, 2005; Tsing, 2005). These types of questions emerged from an 

iterative engagement with data from assemblies and informal interviews – that is, the 

design of the research was interactive and evolved as I made connections between 

existing data, fieldwork experiences, theory and ongoing analysis (Maxwell, 2005).  

Lastly, to complement data collection and existing data from the DNOP regional 

meetings and assemblies, I also carried out extensive review of documents and primary 

literature (including legislation, NGO documents, journal articles, etc.) and conducted a 

series of in-depth interviews with key informants. In July of 2019, I traveled to the 

Juridical Library of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico (UNAM), where I 

obtained and scanned archival documents related to fisheries and cooperativism, which 

supplemented documents I obtained online. Interviews with informants were conducted 

between February 2019 and February 2020, mostly in person in Mexico but several also 

remotely via telephone or Skype. Informants included 2 confederation leaders, 9 

participants from 6 different environmental NGOs, 3 from the federal government (one 

from INAPESCA and two from CONAPESCA), and 2 academics whose work deals with 

fisheries issues and who have been involved in key governance processes (e.g., 

advising legislative reform, participating in regional planning efforts). Informants were 

selected because of their direct involvement in partnerships with the confederation, as 

well as their expertise on small-scale fisheries issues of interest (e.g., subsidies, 

planning). Subsequent informants were identified by referral. For instance, one NGO 

informant recommended I interview the leader of another NGO given their expertise on 

issues related to fisheries subsidies and civic participation.  
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My approach during these interviews was influenced by Peck & Theodore's 

(2012) ‘distended case’ approach for studying policy processes, in which they 

recommend combining participant observation and in-depth interviewing in a more 

disruptive than passive sense, asking participants to reflect on circulating discourses and 

ideas to generate insights on how policies are actively translated and how they mutate or 

become mobile (see also McCann & Ward, 2012). In the context of my research, I asked 

informants general questions about governance issues in Mexico and went on to present 

them with competing or contradictory accounts of the issues to ask them to make sense 

of discrepancies or convergences. The interviews are not of central empirical focus in 

this dissertation but were intended as a way to supplement analysis of discursive 

practices used by cooperativist fishers, and to better understand the social-material 

realities taking place beyond the spaces where such discourses are (re)produced – that 

is, beyond the assemblies and the regional meetings of the DNOP.  

1.4. Overview of the chapters 

Although the chapters of this dissertation can be read as separate pieces, they 

each contribute towards the broader objective of this dissertation: to better understand 

the discursive and political practices of cooperativist fishers, particularly those in one 

national confederation, and their positions in debates over major governance problems 

in Mexico. The chapters take different approaches for examining how cooperativist 

fishers come to be positioned in relation to particular problemáticas, meaning a complex 

problem or problem framing. Chapter 2 examines in detail one problem framing that has 

become a major preoccupation among fishers, governmental authorities, academics and 

NGOs: the ordering or planning of fisheries in Mexico (Ordenamiento). In Chapter 3, I 

develop the concept of problemáticas to describe how certain problem framings become 
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catalysts for the formation of discursive coalitions that connect and position different 

actors in governance narratives. Then, in Chapter 4, I examine problemáticas as part of 

a broader problem-centered political praxis taking place through the confederation. 

Collectively, the chapters demonstrate the importance of attending to the discursive 

practices of fishers as a way to reveal underlying tensions regarding the role of the State 

and the role of science in governance, as well as contested and politicized issues that 

might be taken for granted or difficult to grasp through more traditional policy analysis 

approaches. 

First, Chapter 2 grapples with Ordenamiento as a governance concept with 

considerable empirical and semiotic ambiguity, at once signifying different things to 

many actors. The chapter employs a Foucauldian ‘analytics of government’, informed by 

concepts from the actor-network theory (ANT) tradition of science studies (Law, 2009a), 

in order to understand the governmental techniques and rationalities associated with 

ongoing attempts to establish order in Mexican fisheries. This chapter is a good starting 

point because it offers a thorough historical review of fisheries governance in Mexico, 

tracing how fisheries have shifted over time in governmental agendas: from an object in 

need of development and growth towards one in need of constraint and control, the latter 

to be achieved via scientific knowledge production and through the management of 

‘unruly’ or ‘disordered’ growth in fisheries. The chapter demonstrates how governmental 

policies and trends in the political economy of Mexican fisheries have facilitated this 

contradictory trajectory of growth that now has become a problem and requires order.   

Shifting away from governmental strategies for managing fisheries and their 

contradictory effects, Chapter 3 examines how cooperativist fishers employ national 

assemblies of the confederation as politicized spaces to craft arguments about 
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governance problems. The analysis in Chapter 3 focuses particularly on the 2016 annual 

assembly of CONMECOOP, where discussions about climate change became salient 

and fishers’ discourses revealed tensions about the role of the state, the purpose of 

scientific knowledge in resource management, and the nature of the cooperative small-

scale fishing sector. The chapter provides a critical discussion of the IAD framework as a 

tool for thinking about multi-level governance and collective action, contrasting it with 

more relational and performative accounts of the social. In the chapter, discursive 

practices are theorized as part of politicized performances that coalitions of actors use to 

express policy preferences and weave together governance narratives, which are useful 

analytically for understanding diverse actors’ positions and broader debates at the 

national level.    

Chapter 4 focuses on the politics of collective action among cooperativist fishers 

associated with the confederation. The chapter sketches three major components of 

what I describe as a problem-centered performative politics – by which I refer to the 

tendency of cooperativist fishers to mobilize around shared problems or problem 

framings, employing discursive strategies such as narratives, affective expressions, and 

multi-scalar practices through the confederation to further their interests. The chapter 

considers the implications of this problem-centered praxis for the kinds of collective 

action taking place through the national confederation. As I argue in Chapter 4, accounts 

of governance problems or problemáticas around which fishers assemble conjure up 

worlds that overflow with descriptions of agency and causality. They are ‘entanglements 

of matter and meaning’ (Barad 2007) that reflect the coming-together of histories, 

subjectivities, institutional arrangements, and the bodies and technologies that contend 
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with or are governed by them. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings from 

this dissertation and charts directions for future research.  
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2. Ordenamiento: The quest for order in Mexico’s small-
scale fisheries 
2.1. Introduction 

Projects to govern the world’s fisheries face the significant challenge of 

establishing regularity and order in what are otherwise messy, unpredictable, spatially 

dispersed activities and encounters between humans and nonhumans. Ordenamiento 

(ordering, planning, zoning) is a central concern and problem framing in the governance 

of Mexican fisheries, not only in the policies and legislation of the federal government, 

but also in the complaints and proposals of small-scale fishers and the interventions of 

other actors such as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). The General Law of 

Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture (LGPAS for its acronym in Spanish) (DOF, 2007) 

defines ordenamiento of fisheries as a “set of instruments the purpose of which is to 

regulate and manage fishing activities, inducing the sustainable use of fishery and 

aquaculture resources, based on the availability of fishery resources, historical 

information regarding levels of extraction, use, and development potential of activities, 

capacity for fishing and aquaculture, points of reference for the management of fisheries, 

and in congruence with ecological planning of the territory” (Article 4, Fraction XXV, 

translated by the author). The legislation defines three major elements that comprise 

ordenamiento: (1) specific programs devoted to ordenamiento, (2) fishery management 

plans, and (3) permits and concessions. Ordenamiento programs involve technical 

studies and knowledge production practices that attempt to account for the resources 

and users in different fisheries, the purpose of which is to generate management 

recommendations for better planning. Meanwhile, the latter two (management plans and 
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permits and concessions) are more general fisheries management instruments that, per 

the law, are to be employed for achieving ordenamiento.   

The objective of this chapter is to understand how ordenamiento has been 

carried out as a set of tools and management principles to order fisheries in Mexico, 

particularly in the context of small-scale fisheries. The chapter employs a Foucauldian 

‘analytics of government’ (Lemke, 2007) to examine the historical origins of 

ordenamiento as a policy concept, and the relationships between particular 

governmental techniques, political rationalities, forms of knowledge, and discourses that 

animate ordenamiento in Mexico. The analysis is extended and enriched through 

engagement with theoretical insights from political geography and actor-network theory 

(ANT), which have also influenced the work of post-Foucauldian scholars interested in 

questions of government (Lemke, 2007; Rose & Miller, 1992). The chapter is motivated 

by the following questions: (1) What does ordenamiento pesquero currently entail, 

beyond its legal definition, and how does it function to constitute both governmental 

authorities and the subjects upon which they act? (2) How do small-scale, cooperativist 

fishers perceive the government’s programs of ordenamiento and their implications for 

fishers’ activities? (3) How do other non-state actors such as NGOs intervene in 

ordenamiento and to what effect? 

The chapter begins by tracing the origins and nature of ordenamiento as a set of 

political rationalities and governmental technologies (Rose & Miller, 1992) that have 

historical origins in Mexico’s broader tradition of governing fisheries, especially recent 

shifts associated with neoliberal reform and adherence to international legislation and 

sustainability discourses. The chapter situates projects of ordenamiento in specific 

practices of economic regulation, legibility-making, and practices of scientific 
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measurement and calculation, all substantiated through the mobilization of particular 

policy discourses. Then, the chapter examines the discourses and perceptions of 

cooperativist fishers regarding ordenamiento, locating the problems or conflicts they 

identify as emerging largely from disputes over access. Understanding fishers’ 

perspectives is important because historical accounts of fisheries governance in Mexico 

tend to center the ambitions and achievements of governmental authorities, especially 

those of federal government administrations. For cooperativist fishers, the main purpose 

of ordenamiento is to determine the legitimate users of resources, and they employ 

policy discourses associated with ordenamiento to argue for the importance of the 

cooperativist sector. In the process, some cooperativist fishers accept or internalize the 

terms of ordenamiento to make claims about access and the importance of the sector, 

while others craft alternative proposals, seeking to challenge the established rationalities 

and mechanisms for ordenamiento. The analysis presented here also examines some of 

the emerging roles of NGOs in projects of ordenamiento – from contractors or 

consultants to catalytic agents in participatory decision-making projects that aim to 

reshape ordenamiento and hybridize it with knowledge and techniques garnered from 

the broader academic and conservation worlds.  

What emerges from the analysis in this chapter is a vision of ordenamiento as a 

policy assemblage, in which heterogeneous elements, practices and actors become 

contingently aligned through projects to establish order in Mexican fisheries. Some of the 

alignments constitute strong or inflexible networks – interrelated sets of practices that 

create cuts or exclusions in the activities of various actors, through governmental and 

scientific practices that necessarily abstract and simplify complex socio-natural 

processes. However, ordenamiento is differentially interpreted and performed across 
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sites, which in practice creates confounding effects as well as opportunities for different 

actors to establish new possibilities and practices. Overall, the analysis demonstrates 

ordenamiento is a considerably fraught governance concept that produces tensions with 

other practices and trajectories in the governance of Mexican small-scale fisheries. The 

chapter also points towards contradictions and possibilities for new becomings in the 

work of fishers and NGOs, who attempt to reconcile the official principles of 

ordenamiento with their own desires and the realities for implementation. Before 

proceeding to the main arguments, the following two sections describe the theoretical 

approach and methods respectively.  

2.2. Theoretical Framework 

The management of natural resources is an issue directly linked to the exercise 

of political power in decision-making. Such decision-making is increasingly fragmented 

and carried out through complex networks of public and private actors (Lemos & 

Agrawal, 2006), but nonetheless continues to involve at its core the rule of government 

by the nation state. This is particularly true in Mexico, where State authority plays a 

central role in political action and popular political imaginaries (Nuijten, 2003). This 

chapter employs a Foucauldian ‘analytics of government’ (Lemke, 2007) in order to 

understand the governmental practices and techniques involved in the ordenamiento of 

fisheries, and to understand them in the broader historical context of processes of 

nation-building. The work also draws theoretically on complementary theorizations of the 

State from political geography and the tradition of actor-network theory (ANT) in 

sociological studies of science, which has important insights for contemporary 

understandings of political economy and human-environment relations (Castree, 2002). 
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Although Foucault did not explicitly develop a theory of the State – in fact he 

once compared the task to an ‘indigestible meal’ (Lemke, 2007) – his work on 

governmentality created new possibilities for approaching questions about the exercise 

of political power that are central for understanding government and state-formation, as 

evident in the subsequent waves of scholarship on the matter (Lemke, 2007; Mussetta, 

2009). Governmentality has been defined broadly as a ‘governmental rationality’ or as 

the ‘art of governing’ – that is, the way in which governing is carried out and by whom 

(Gordon, 1991, p. 3). However, in his lectures at the Collège de France, Foucault also 

offers a more specific and wide-reaching definition encompassing three aspects: (1) “the 

ensemble formed by institutions, procedures, analyses and reflections, calculations, and 

tactics that allow the exercise of this very specific, albeit very complex, power that has 

the population as its target, political economy as its major form of knowledge, and 

apparatuses of security as its essential technical instrument”, (2) “the tendency, the line 

of force, that for a long time, and throughout the West, has constantly led towards the 

pre-eminence over all other types of power – sovereignty, discipline, and so on – of the 

type of power that we can call ‘government’ and which has led to the development of a 

series of specific governmental apparatuses (appareils)1 on the one hand, [and, on the 

other] to the development of a series of knowledges (savoirs)”, and (3) “the result of the 

process by which the state of justice of the Middle Ages became the administrative state 

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and was gradually ‘governmentalized’” (Foucault, 

2007, pp. 108–109). 

 

1 For Foucault, apparatus (appareil, dispositif) refers to “a thoroughly heterogeneous ensemble consisting of 
discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific 
statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic propositions–in short, the said as much as the unsaid. 
Such are the elements of the apparatus. The apparatus itself is the system of relations that can be 
established between these elements.” (Foucault 1980).  
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Foucault’s framing of governmentality, while not a fully fleshed out theory, 

illustrates a concern for the ways in which forms of power and knowledge become 

“reciprocally constituted” through “regimes of representation and intervention” in diverse 

forms of governing –  that is, the ways that “Government defines a discursive field in 

which exercizing power is ‘rationalized’” (Lemke, 2007, p. 44). Central to this framing are 

the relationships between the State and the subject or individual as mutually constitutive, 

or “how the modern sovereign state and the modern autonomous individual co-

determine each other’s emergence” (Lemke, 2007, p. 44). Governmentality or an 

‘analytics of government’ allows us to conceptualize the State, not as some monolithic 

monster with centralized agency, but as the effect of networked practices that bring 

about certain modalities of rule (Rose & Miller, 1992). Therefore, for the purposes of this 

chapter, we understand ‘the State’ as an effect of specific and historically contingent 

social relations, which emerges through diverse strategies and practices as a relational 

and incomplete process (Lemke, 2007; Mussetta, 2009); a decentered assemblage of 

actors and practices that nonetheless coalesce and become punctualized (Law, 1992) 

into a seemingly concrete entity or actor (see also Nuijten, 2003; Richter & Giorgiadou, 

2016). It follows that the act of government by the State is therefore the 

institutionalization of various networked practices that aim to determine the ‘conduct of 

conduct’ (Lemke, 2001, p. 191), which takes place through an ongoing relationality 

between certain political rationalities, governmental technologies, and forms of 

knowledge that constitute both individuals and the State (Rose & Miller, 1992; Lemke, 

2007).  

Political rationalities refers to “the changing discursive fields within which the 

exercise of power has been conceptualised, the moral justifications for particular ways of 
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exercising power by diverse authorities, notions of the appropriate forms, objects and 

limits of politics, and conceptions of the proper distribution of such tasks among secular, 

spiritual, military and familial sectors” (Rose & Miller, 1992, p. 175). We can also 

understand political rationalities as regularities in political discourses (Rose & Miller, 

1992), such as those defining the purpose and objects of fisheries planning and 

management, which are often articulated in official policy documents and other forms of 

political discourse. Meanwhile, governmental technologies can be understood as “the 

complex and mundane programmes, calculations, techniques, apparatuses, documents 

and procedures through which authorities seek to embody and give effect to 

governmental ambitions” (Rose & Miller, 1992, p. 175). Technologies therefore does not 

refer only to matters of techne in the sense of material practice, but also political 

technologies such as discourses and pedagogical strategies (Dean, 1996; Lemke, 

2007). Discursive and material alignment between specific rationalities and technologies 

– and the associated regimes of social relations they engender (e.g., institutions, forms 

of property) – enables the emergence and maintenance of State authority, as well as the 

kinds of subjects and natures being regulated (Asher & Ojeda, 2009; Mussetta, 2009). 

Furthermore, this kind of alignment is partly possible because the work of governing is 

often programmatic in nature – articulated in specific governmental programs for 

intervention, which function to discursively establish a set of problems to be solved 

(problematizations), the rationale and appropriate techniques for solving them, and the 

kinds of citizens or subjects to be fostered for a given intervention (Rose & Miller, 1992; 

Li, 2007). Government programs and policies rely on particular policy frames (Schön & 

Rein, 1994; Fischer, 2003), discursive accounts of policy problems and the necessary 

pathways for solving them. A policy frame 'provides conceptual coherence, a direction 
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for action, a basis for persuasion, and a framework for the collection and analysis of 

data—order, action, rhetoric, and analysis' (Rein and Schön, 1993, p. 153, cited in 

Fischer, 2003).  This chapter aims to understand ordenamiento of fisheries from this 

perspective, attending to its historical emergence, the associated discourses and 

rationalities that animate it, and the specific techniques through which it is performed.  

These elements of a Foucauldian ‘analytics of government’ can be brought in 

productive complementarity with insights drawn from other political theorists engaging 

more explicitly with state-making, which as Lemke (2007) points out, is useful for 

avoiding some blind spots in the initial wave of post-Foucault governmentality studies. 

Among these blind spots, notably, is the notion that political power is contained or 

enacted solely in relation to the bounded territory of the nation-state (Lemke 2007). 

Political geographers’ engagement with sovereignty and territoriality is especially 

instructive for understanding State power as not necessarily bounded by national 

territory, even if many of the political practices of governmental authorities attempt to 

control processes within and to reinforce such boundaries (Agnew, 1994, 2005). In 

addition, sovereignty and State power are negotiated through geopolitical processes 

occurring internationally, a dimension which was not initially reflected in governmentality 

studies (Lemke, 2007). More generally, the sovereignty of nations is best understood as 

relational and fragmented (Lund, 2011), manifested in contested and often gradual or 

graduated practices (Ong, 2000), and articulated through specific projects such as the 

allocation of territorial rights or the establishment of national industries and 

infrastructures (Lunstrum, 2013; Sikor & Lund, 2009; Asher & Ojeda, 2009). Crucially 

here, state-making often operates through practices of legibility-making (Scott, 1998; Li, 

2005; Richter & Georgiadou, 2016), which aim to make complex and often informal 
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worlds of localized practice legible and measurable from the outside. Legibility-making 

practices include things like cadasters, registries, spatial-territorial allocation of land or 

resource access rights, and cartographic efforts to make visible land or resource use 

patterns (Peluso, 1995; Scott, 1998; Richter & Georgiadou, 2016). Legibility-making 

exercises – even those made in efforts to resist other hegemonic forms of legibility and 

control – tend to spatialize or limit the spatial extent occupied by certain kinds of people 

or activities, leading to novel forms of territorialization and at times stabilizing social 

relations that were previously more dynamic in nature (Peluso, 1995, 2005). 

Legibility-making is one lens for understanding the role of expertise and 

calculation in governmental projects to manage natural resources such as fisheries. 

Nonetheless the idea of legibility and the State’s governmental gaze (Scott, 1998) does 

not fully reflect the diverse roles of actors beyond the State – non-state actors such as 

NGOs, scientists, and the subjects who are the targets of governmental interventions – 

in shaping the outcomes of governance and employing their own legibility-making 

practices (Li, 2005; Peluso, 1995). Another complementary approach for understanding 

such interactions is the scholarship of ANT scholars in the sociology of science, whose 

work attends to the specific material-semiotic practices through which scientists and 

other actors form durable networks and alliances (Blok & Jensen, 2011; Law, 1992). 

Scientists and experts are often enrolled as key actors in the ‘extensive networks’ of 

nation-building projects (Blok & Jensen, 2011, p. 60; Latour, 1993). Such projects are 

sustained partly by the work of what Latour (1987) referred to as centers of calculation, 

which gather and deploy scientific inscriptions and chains of translation in ways that 

support particular social orderings. Centers of calculation also tend to rely on the 

adoption of standardized measurement or metrological practices (Blok & Jensen, 2011). 
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Inscription refers to processes whereby scientists transform ‘material substances’ 

(such as fish or people) into outputs such as graphs, indicators or scientific facts (Blok & 

Jensen, 2011, p. 31; Latour & Woolgar, 1979). Once made, inscriptions can then be 

transported along a network with relative ease (e.g., as a scientific claim, figure, or 

graph), retaining their relative shape, and combined with other inscriptions and included 

in reports or scientific papers. Hence the resulting inscriptions could be considered 

combinable and immutable mobiles (Blok & Jensen, 2011). Immutable mobiles can be 

mobilized through ‘chains of translation’ (Latour, 1999, p. 91), in which scientists act as 

‘fact-builders’ attempting to stabilize certain orderings through their claims and alliances 

(Blok & Jensen, 2011, p. 35). Translation refers to “all the negotiations, intrigues, 

calculations, acts of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or force takes, or 

causes to be conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor or 

force” (Callon & Latour, 1981, p. 279; Blok & Jensen, 2011). 

From this perspective, scientific endeavors and governmental legibility-making 

projects are forms of translation through which some actors, identified as experts, aim to 

represent human populations and non-human actors in a way that enables their 

management from the outside. In other words, the work of scientists and other experts, 

whose work is often rendered non-political and therefore neutral input for the decisions 

of government, enables modalities of ‘action at a distance’ (Latour, 1987), which Rose 

and Miller (1992) argue is a defining feature of ‘modern government’. Importantly 

however, translation is not merely a matter of representing as mimesis or mirroring, but 

rather a form of mediation. Mediators “transform, translate, distort, and modify the 

meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry” (Latour, 2005b, p. 39). Practices of 

scientific inscription and translation necessarily abstract complex phenomena into 
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measurable indicators and variables, which has performative effects in the sense of 

enacting some forms of reality over others (Law, 2009b). As such, they animate 

particular ontological politics (Mol, 1999), or politics of what comes to be considered 

reality. The performative dimensions of governmental programs such as ordenamiento 

urge us to consider, what kinds of subjects and citizens are constructed through 

indicators and calculative practices? How are non-human actors such as fish 

populations also constituted and represented?  

Generally, fisheries management has been premised on the transformation of 

fish, fishers, and other actants into “abstract objects that can be handled by the 

management system” (Johnsen et al., 2009, p. 10), often by turning them into scientific 

inscriptions such as datasets and models. Scientific inscriptions are managed, however 

messily, by centers of calculation such as government agencies or research centers. A 

national fisheries ministry is a good example of a center of calculation, since it engages 

in standardized collection of fisheries data and creates models and recommendations 

that influence policy decisions (Johnsen, 2005). In Mexico, two deconcentrated or 

administratively decentralized federal agencies are tasked with the management of 

fisheries, in a manner that effectively separates the apparatus of scientific expertise from 

the decision-making or regulatory authority. One agency operates as a scientific center 

of calculation, fed by regional investigation centers, and generates management 

recommendations to inform the other agency’s decisions.  

The analysis in later sections examines these issues in greater depth, but an 

important point is that Ordenamiento Pesquero, as a heterogeneous and indefinite set of 

planning strategies, is the result of (1) evolving political rationalities that aim to manage 

fisheries for certain purposes, (2) interrelated governmental techniques and instruments 
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such as permits and legibility-making processes (e.g., censuses), (3) the work of experts 

whose calculative practices become legitimized as the inputs and indicators for planning 

instruments, and importantly, (4) interventions by non-state actors whose involvement in 

ordenamiento has the potential to significantly influence its outcomes. Considerable 

tensions emerge from these planning efforts, in part because diverse actors carry them 

out and because they are questioned and co-produced by fishers and other non-state 

actors. After a discussion of the methodological approach (Section 2.3), the following 

sections examine the historical origins and political rationalities through which 

ordenamiento has emerged as a contemporary policy concept (Section 2.4); the specific 

practices and techniques through which ordenamiento is conducted (Section 2.5); and 

the perceptions of cooperativist small-scale fishers regarding their encounters with these 

projects of government, as well as the alternatives they envision (Section 2.6). 

2.3. Methods 

This chapter employs several sources of qualitative data in order to examine 

current and historical processes associated with ordenamiento of fisheries in Mexico. 

First, historical analysis of fisheries policies and governmental strategies relies on review 

of secondary sources from the peer-reviewed literature and legal documents. This 

historical analysis enables undersanding of the changing political rationalities and 

governmental techniques that inform the governance concept of ordenamiento. Then, in 

order to analyze how ordenamiento is carried out through specific programs, the chapter 

relies on analysis of more recent policy documents, including the official policies and 

guidelines for ordenamiento (CONAPESCA, 2010), the policies and reports on the 

ordenamiento of small-scale fisheries (Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010a, 2010b), and 

official ordenamiento program reports for specific resources and for the small-scale 
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sector between 2011-2014. The latter include all those published publicly on the 

CONAPESCA website: 11 program reports for ordenamiento of species or ‘strategic 

resources’ (i.e., economically important resources such as shrimp) and 4 reports for 

small-scale fisheries ordenamiento. These documents reflect the politics of 

ordenamiento as they developed after 2007, when the concept emerged in the current 

fisheries law (DOF, 2007). Ordenamiento reports were analyzed qualitatively according 

to the following criteria: (1) framing of the problems to which ordenamiento responds, (2) 

claims made about the nature of the fishing sector, (3) indicators used to measure 

sustainability or evaluate outcomes of ordenamiento, and (4) measures and 

recommendations proposed. Other key documents reviewed to contextualize 

ordenamiento reports included fishery management plans and the National Fisheries 

Chart produced by the National Institute of Fisheries (INAPESCA), which synthesizes all 

available information on different species and makes recommendations for their 

management.  

In addition, the primary author conducted 16 interviews with key informants 

representing academics, NGOs, and government officials. In these interviews, 

informants were asked to define ordenamiento, describe what it entails and their 

involvement in ordenamiento projects, identify achievements as well as problems or 

obstacles on the matter, and to articulate a vision of what a proper ordenamiento would 

look like. The interviews serve primarily to contextualize policy documents and the 

discourses of fishers, drawing on informant’s insights to understand how ordenamiento 

is carried out ‘on the ground’ and to identify any incongruencies or tensions arising from 

ordenamiento programs.     
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Figure 1: Map of the regions of the DNOP or Diagnostic project. The following are 
the states in each region. Region 1: Chiapas, Oaxaca; Region 2: Tamaulipas, Veracruz; 
Region 3: Baja California, Baja California Sur; Region 4: Sonora, Sinaloa, Nayarit; 
Region 5: Guerrero; Region 6: Tabasco, Campeche, Yucatan, Quintana Roo. Each red 
point marks the cities where regional meetings were held. (Source: Adapted from 
Nenadovic et al., 2018). 

Lastly, in order to examine the perspectives of fishers, this study draws on 

empirical data generated in the context of a collaborative research project, which 

involved a national confederation of fishing cooperatives, two Mexican NGOs, and 

academics at Duke University. The project emerged from a shared concern for 

assessing the performance of cooperative fishing organizations in Mexico, the factors 

influencing their degree of functionality, and identifying pathways for strengthening or 

improving the conditions of the sector. This Diagnostic Project involved two phases. 

Phase 1 took place in 2017 and consisted of meetings in six coastal regions across 14 
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states (Figure 1). Regional meetings involved in-depth surveys of fishing organizations 

and 45 plenary discussions with fishers. Plenaries were semi-structured and relatively 

open-ended, and aimed to understand the specificities of fishing organizations, their 

institutional and historical context, and major issues they face. Plenaries represent one 

key source of information for the present study. During these discussions, fishers spoke 

at length about their concerns and described their perspectives regarding governmental 

interventions.  

Phase 2 involved returning to each region, presenting findings and 

recommendations generated collaboratively during the first phase, and conducting a 

series of focus groups with fishers to understand their perceptions of recommendations 

for strengthening the sector. A total of 149 cooperatives and 33 federations participated 

in the second phase, which involved 52 focus groups administered according to fishers’ 

positions in their organizations: 11 groups consisted of directors of federations, 22 with 

directors of cooperatives and 19 with regular members of cooperatives. The sample 

includes fishing organizations affiliated with the two existing confederations in Mexico, as 

well as cooperatives not affiliated with any confederation. Focus groups from this phase 

of the research are a second key source of data for this research, specifically portions in 

which fishers were asked to discuss fisheries management and issues related to 

ordenamiento.  

Plenary discussions from Phase 1 were audio-recorded and transcribed, while 

focus groups from Phase 2 were recorded primarily through note-taking by facilitators 

and audio-recordings were employed to identify quotes and ensure accurate and 

complete data-collection. Fishers’ discourses during both phases of the research were 

analyzed qualitatively, through an iterative process that yielded the coding structure 
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described in Table 1. The codes generated emerged from inductive coding to identify 

patterns and regularities in fishers’ discourses. These codes or categories inform the 

following analytical axes which guide discussions in later sections: (1) discursive 

elements of ordenamiento, (2) scientific practices of measurement and calculation, and 

(3) legibility-making practices and their relation to access.  

In addition, fishers’ statements from these phases of research are complemented 

and contextualized with broader analysis of annual assemblies of the national 

confederation. Assemblies represent a space where federations from various parts of 

Mexico come together to make decisions collectively and articulate shared problem 

framings to determine strategically their action as a national organization. Thus, 

statements at the assembly provide evidence for how cooperativist fishers describe 

ordenamiento in a distinct institutional context and how regional concerns might be 

reflected in this national forum. Assemblies of the confederation were audio-recorded 

and transcribed for the years 2016-2018. For this study, explicit mentions of 

ordenamiento were identified and coded to the same categories as discourses from 

Phases 1 and 2 (Table 1).  

Analysis was guided by insights from argumentative discourse analysis (Hajer, 

1995) and the related subject-positioning theory (Davies & Harré, 1990), which attend to 

the kinds of arguments through which actors position themselves in relation to others 

through discourse. These analytical tools are consistent with an understanding of 

discourse as an ongoing process of meaning-making and knowledge 

production/reproduction, through which shared meanings of the world arise and are 

iteratively performed (Hajer, 1995; Hajer & Versteeg, 2005a). Discourses often become 

structured and institutionalized through the practices of powerful or influential actors 
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such as experts and politicians, but while some discourses may become hegemonic, 

they do not exist in isolation from other discourses. That is, hegemonic discourses are 

not immune to disruption or to the effects of competing or counter-discourses, which 

enable slippage, subversion and resistance (Hajer, 1995; Dryzek, 2005). Understanding 

contradictions, inconsistencies, and the relationships between competing discourses is a 

key analytical anchor for the discourse analysis presented here. Specifically, the 

analysis attempts to identify differences between official government discourses and the 

discourses through which fishers describe their encounters with these modes of 

intervention.  

Table 1: Qualitative coding categories used to analyze fishers' discourses about 
ordenamiento. 

Code or category Description 

Internalization or acceptance 
of order and rules 

Fishers employing government definitions of 
ordenamiento; explanations that suggest internalization of 
prevailing political rationalities; references to local 
organization enacted by cooperatives 

Perceptions of eligibility 
criteria 

Who should have permits and why? Historical rights, 
arguments for the importance of the cooperative sector, 
false cooperatives 

Normative definition Cooperativist fishers’ definitions of ordenamiento – what 
should it consist of, or how is it unfulfilled? 

Interactions among different 
activities  

Conflicts over use and access, interactions between 
cooperatives and other sectors or activities  

Illegitimacy and illegality 
Perceptions of illegitimacy and illegal activities; 
descriptions of the role of ordenamiento on resolving 
these issues  

Conflicts between definitions 
of Ordenamiento 

Examples of conflicting definitions of ordenamiento; 
adaptations of State definitions to local contexts 
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A limitation of this study worth noting is the emphasis and empirical attention to 

cooperative organizations, which in effect excludes the views of independent fishers 

(libres) from considerations about small-scale fishers’ perceptions. Another limitation is 

the reliance on the insights of official reports and key informants, rather than first-hand 

experience in ordenamiento programs. Therefore, the findings of this research must be 

considered from this inherently partial and incomplete perspective. The purpose of this 

research is not to provide an exhaustive and complete vision of fishers’ perspectives but 

rather to provide a comprehensive sense of the relationships between historical shifts in 

policies and governmental techniques and how these are understood by cooperativist 

fishers. Nonetheless, the experiences of key informants are useful for understanding 

processes from various contexts and identifying underlying mechanisms and issues 

unrecorded in official documents (Bernard, 2006; Heinen, 2010). Moreover, this work 

results from significant engagement with cooperativist fishers from all over Mexico and 

their regional and national organizations (federations and one confederation 

respectively). The empirical data collected for this study, and the broader research 

collaboration in which it is embedded, reflect a diversity of perspectives and institutional 

histories among cooperative organizations in Mexico. That commonalities can be 

identified in such a diverse population suggests there are common patterns of relations 

between fishers and the governmental agencies responsible for ordenamiento in Mexico. 

The following sections examine these dynamics in greater detail. 

2.4. Historical shifts in the governance of Mexican fisheries 

Governing fisheries is a relatively recent preoccupation in the long history of 

Mexico, a country where the governmental gaze has tended towards the center – that is, 

towards the capital, Mexico City – and where mountains and agricultural fields have 
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been more prominent sites of national development (Alcalá, 2003; Rodríguez, 1997). 

During the 20th century, the incipient mode of rule for governing fisheries in Mexico was 

characterized by resource nationalism and developmentalism, with priorities dictated by 

the powerful and paternalistic executive branch of the federal government. Mexico’s 

post-revolutionary government functions as a federation, which consists of three nested 

levels: the federal government (with executive, legislative, and judicial branches), the 

state level, and the level of municipalities. The authorities of these levels of government 

are interdependent but retain some level of autonomy in practice, suggesting the system 

is one of polycentric governance (Carlisle & Gruby, 2019). However, the balance of 

power has historically tilted towards the president and the executive branch, a key 

feature of government in Mexico that is often referred to as presidencialismo (Rodríguez, 

1997). The history of managing fisheries in Mexico reflects this trend.  

The legal definition of fishing in Mexico is rooted in the colonial tradition of 

Spanish law, which endows the crown with absolute control over natural resources 

(Merino, 1987). The earliest legislations on these matters asserted national sovereignty 

over navigable waters and coastal resources. For instance, the first ever Law of 

Fisheries, enacted in 1872 during the long presidency of Benito Juarez (1858-1872), 

declared fisheries as belonging to all Mexican citizens and created measures for 

charging access fees to foreign fleets (Cifuentes Lemus & Cupul Magaña, 2002). Early 

legislative frameworks, which also included the 1888 Law of General Communication 

Channels (Ley de Vías Generales de Comunicación), simultaneously opened up 

fisheries and national waters to free use by all citizens while placing the authority over 

their regulation on the federal government. Through the 1888 Law, for instance, the 

federal government under Porfirio Díaz (1877-1880, 1884-1911) seized on new 
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jurisdictional capacities to grant concessions to fluvial and coastal waters, effectively 

positioning the federal government as the grantor and arbiter of rights that had otherwise 

been informally determined at the local level since colonial times (Craib, 2004).   

Subsequent presidential administrations slowly advanced the place of fisheries 

on the national agenda. Notably, President Francisco Madero (1911-1913) – whose brief 

presidency was associated with the start of the Mexican Revolution and the end of 

Porfirio Díaz’s stronghold on the office – declared fisheries as the basis for the 

nourishment of the nation (Cifuentes Lemus & Cupul Magaña, 2002). President 

Venustiano Carranza (1917-1920) established several centers for scientific investigation 

in support of fisheries (Cifuentes Lemus & Cupul Magaña, 2002), creating some of the 

first linkages between scientific expertise and fisheries production. After the Mexican 

Revolution, which put in disarray any attempts to regulate fisheries, the Constitution of 

1917 re-affirmed the principle of national sovereignty by placing all water bodies and 

coastal resources under the complete dominion of the State (Merino, 1987). This new 

constitution, particularly Article 27, enabled the federal government to impose whatever 

property regime is deemed necessary for the public interest, and to regulate uses of 

coastal resources generally (Gatti, 1986). 

The Law of Fisheries of 1925, enacted during the presidency of Plutarco Elías 

Calles (1924-1928) and often considered the first comprehensive fisheries legislation, 

further establishes resource nationalism as a guiding approach, positioning fisheries as 

sites for exploitation and development for the benefit of the ‘national community’ 

(González Oropeza, 1994). In this context of fostering national production, the 1925 law 

also establishes the first precedents for seasonal fishery closures, reserved zones, and 

the use of permits and concessions as key instruments for controlling fishing access 
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(Cifuentes Lemus & Cupul Magaña, 2002; Martínez Martínez & González Laxe, 2016; 

Gatti, 1986). Fishing permits and concessions enable authorities to determine who 

fishes and where, in theory, but not to control how much they fish, which makes them 

problematic instruments for adequately controlling fishing effort (Ibarra et al., 2000a). 

Nonetheless, permits and concessions remain the primary instruments for governing 

access in fisheries in Mexico, in complement with other policy instruments.  

Starting in the 1930s, the development of fisheries as a national industry began 

in earnest, and cooperativism figured centrally in this endeavor. Cooperativism emerges 

in the post-revolutionary period as a utopic form of social organization, one that 

promises protection from the evils of liberal capitalism that were characteristic of the pre-

revolutionary presidency of Porfirio Díaz, the Porfiriato (Nava Hernández & Barajas 

Pérez, 2015). As outlined in the Constitution of 1917, cooperatives would engage in 

economic production and trade but only under the regulatory control and protection of 

the federal government (Nava Hernández & Barajas Pérez, 2015). In the 1930s, three 

different cooperative laws were enacted, which partly aimed to define and distinguish 

cooperative institutions from other mercantile associations. Nonetheless, the cooperative 

vision that emerged was by most accounts a corporatist one, where cooperatives 

operate like companies with significant support by the State (Nava Hernández & Barajas 

Pérez, 2015; Quezada Domínguez, 1995). The administration of President Lazaro 

Cardenas (1934-1940) was especially instrumental in promoting cooperativism 

generally, but in fisheries this involved actively organizing fishers into cooperatives and 

granting them exclusive rights over commercially valuable species (McGoodwin, 1980; 

Gatti, 1986). Cardenas’ plan for the nation (his Plan Sexenal, among the first such 

explicit national planning attempts), sought to position cooperatives as a key figure in the 
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organization and orchestration of the nation’s economic and social life (Martínez 

Martínez & González Laxe, 2016). Processes of collectivization or cooperativization 

during Cardenas’ presidency, which paralleled those taking place on land through the 

ejido system2, enabled lasting articulations between organized fishers and the State, 

turning them over time into State-capitalist enterprises (Quezada Domínguez, 1995). 

That is, in the following decades, cooperatives became enrolled in the national vision of 

rural economic development and export-driven production, and became thoroughly 

dependent on State capital inputs and protections in ways that contradict cooperativist 

principles of autonomy (McGoodwin, 1980; Quezada Domínguez, 1995; Nava 

Hernández & Barajas Pérez, 2015).  

Cooperativism therefore occupies a contradictory place in the political-economic 

organization of fisheries in Mexico. On one hand, cooperatives are associated with 

discourses and principles of autonomy, democratic decision-making, solidarity, and 

collective action for production. In Mexico and Latin America more broadly, 

cooperativism has been conceptualized as a model for ‘solidarity economies’ where the 

cooperative emerges as utopic form of social organization, an intermediate alternative to 

both capitalism and socialism (Marañón Pimentel & López Cordoba, 2013; Vargas-

Cetina, 2005). Indeed, cooperatives have taken a life of their own after governmental 

efforts to promote them, and remain important institutions throughout Mexico across 

various sectors. However, cooperativism has figured prominently as a tool for achieving 

 

2 The ejido system is the set of arrangements under which land tenure rights became reorganized and 
reallocated after the Mexican Revolution. The ejido system assigns collective or common property rights to 
commoners or ejidatarios, whose responsibility it becomes to manage a piece of land collectively. Ejidatarios 
would hold usufruct rights rather than ownership rights (the latter of which would involve the right to 
alienation, i.e., to sell or transfer rights). Similarly, fishing cooperatives were granted usufruct rights (often 
spatially allocated, but also species-specific) to ensure security of access and enable the productivity of 
national fisheries.  
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resource nationalism in Mexican fisheries and a means for regulating, making legible, 

and controlling both the labor and production generated in fisheries (Quezada 

Domínguez, 1995; Young, 2001). 

Developmentalist trends in fisheries continued into the period between 1940-

1970, which was characterized by national policies to integrate peasants or campesinos, 

as well as rural peoples more generally, into the emerging push for industrialization and 

modernization of Mexico’s economy (Alcalá, 2003). In the 1940s, President Manuel Avila 

Camacho started a fisheries statistics program through the newly established Secretariat 

of the Navy, the purpose of which would be: “to carry out through technical criteria the 

tasks of conservation, development, organization, promotion, protection, surveillance, 

and control of maritime flora and fauna.”3 This quote depicts the federal government as a 

caretaker with extensive capacities, an explicit articulation of the role governmental 

techniques would play in promoting the many and sometimes contradictory objectives of 

governing fisheries. The Law of Fisheries of 1947 and later 1950, both enacted during 

the presidency of Miguel Alemán (1956-1952), more formally granted exclusive access 

over so-called ‘reserved species’ to fishing cooperatives, including abalone, lobster, 

shrimp and totoaba, among the most important fisheries of the nation (Martínez Martínez 

& González Laxe, 2016). This law also established the National Fisheries Registration 

(Registro Nacional Pesquero), a system in which fishers must enroll in order to receive 

permits and concessions as well as government subsidies, and the National Advisory 

Commission of Fisheries (Comisión Nacional Consultiva de Pesca), a forum in which 

 

3 President Avila Camacho stated this in a speech, which was quoted in the online documentary La Marcha 
al Mar published by CONAPESCA on YouTube (https://youtu.be/LlHxFAYdXKY, accessed 2/27/2020) 
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both technical experts and industry leaders discussed strategies for developing the 

fishing sector (López Chavarría, 1997).  

In the next sexenio4, President Adolfo Ruiz Cortines (1952-1958) put in place the 

most explicit attempt to develop fisheries, the March to the Sea (Marcha al Mar) 

program, which involved: promoting migration to Mexico’s coasts, especially the Pacific 

which represented an underdeveloped frontier where labor was needed to increase 

fisheries productivity; providing vessels, gear and infrastructure throughout the country, 

including an integrated set of ports and landing facilities; and promoting aquaculture for 

peasant communities (Alcalá, 2003; Martínez Martínez & González Laxe, 2016). The 

discourses associated with the March to the Sea were nationalistic and continuous with 

past interventions, seeking to develop Mexican fisheries as a purely national affair, one 

that would take place internally without foreign intervention (Alcalá, 2003). The 

measures employed to promote increased productivity kickstarted a trajectory of growth 

in terms of capture volume, which increased from approximately 52,000 tons in 1945 to 

186,000 tons in 1958 (Gatti, 1986) and would continue growing into the next few 

decades. By many accounts, however, the March to the Sea program was not as 

successful as intended, but its initiatives represented a unified and articulatory vision of 

how fisheries could be managed as an industry – articulatory in the sense that a network 

of vessels, ports and canneries could be interconnected to deliver fishery products into 

broader markets. 

 

4 Following the Mexican Revolution, which was fought precisely to end the long rule of Porfirio Díaz, the new 
constitution mandates that presidents serve only one term lasting six years (sexenio). These six-year terms 
markedly shape the policy landscape of Mexico, especially in more recent administrations where different 
parties have come to rule the executive branch, and federal agencies can undergo drastic reconfigurations 
with each new presidency.  
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In the 1970s fisheries experienced a surge in productivity, driven directly by the 

policies of President Luis Echeverría (1970-1976), whose administration sought to 

create economic growth and employment for the growing population of the country 

(which had nearly doubled since the 1950s) (Alcalá 2003). Financial support from the 

State was expanded for small- and medium-scale producers across sectors, and during 

this period some major objectives were to populate the nation’s coasts and to make 

fisheries an export-driven industry of national importance (Alcalá, 2003; Ibarra et al., 

2005). Echeverría employed populist discourses to foster the growth of both industrial 

and small-scale fisheries, which he exalted for their ability to provide employment and 

affordable nutrition to the nation (Alcalá, 2003). During his administration, the 1972 Law 

for the Promotion of Fisheries re-affirmed the reserved valuable species for 

cooperatives; approximately 2,000 million pesos were invested in the fishing sector, 

which included programs for providing vessels and gear to thousands of fishers; the 

number of cooperatives increased drastically, in part because they now had access to 

low-interest loans; fisheries landings increased to approximately 520,000 tons by 1976; 

and the territorial waters of Mexico were expanded to 200 nautical miles through an act 

of congress, a move that caused reverberations in ongoing international discussions 

taking place over exclusive economic zones (EEZ) and the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (Szekely, 1977; Gatti, 1986; Alcalá, 2003; Ibarra et al., 

2000b).  

Among the most notable developments in this time period was the creation of 

Productos Pesqueros Mexicanos (PROPEMEX) in 1971, a parastatal company for 

processing and commercialization to which cooperatives and major producers were 

obligated to sell their products, often at prices set by the State to promote export-driven 
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national growth (Alcalá, 2003; Ibarra et al., 2000a). The administration of President José 

López Portillo (1976-1982) continued support for fisheries, creating a national system of 

education and capacity building, as well as a fisheries development bank to continue 

providing loans to cooperatives and other fishing enterprises. The so-called Banco 

Nacional Pesquero y Portuario (BANPESCA)5 was established through approximately 

80 million pesos of funding from the Interamerican Development Bank (IDB) and 120 

million pesos invested by the federal government (Alcalá 2003). Loans made through 

BANPESCA enabled increased capitalization in Mexican small-scale fisheries, funded 

the construction of significant infrastructure, and also supported a burgeoning industrial 

sector for the nation’s major commercial export fisheries (tuna, shrimp, and sardine-

anchovy) (Alcalá 2003). Eventually, BANPESCA was unable to finance the growing debt 

and became bankrupt in the 1980s (Ibarra et al. 2000a, 2000b), but fishers remember 

this time period as one of prosperity and growth for the sector, when the State’s 

paternalism and clientelism paid off greatly for them (Alcalá 2003). Notably, Portillo also 

promoted a process of ‘cooperativization’ whereby industrial shrimp fleets were 

transferred from private ownership to cooperatives in both the Pacific and Gulf of Mexico 

regions (Gatti 1986). The confluence of these developmentalist policies – State-led 

processing and commercialization, direct vessel transfers, educational and capacity 

building programs, low interest loans – formed the basis for a state apparatus that 

financed and supported fishing enterprises until the end of the decade, and that crated a 

trajectory of accelerated growth in landings.  

 

5 Before this time, cooperatives also had access to low interest loans through a different government trusts 
(fideicomisos) and through a national cooperative development bank, the Banco de Fomento Cooperativo 
(BANFOCO). BANFOCO was initially conceived as a bank for workers’ unions, later for cooperatives, and 
eventually transformed into BANPESCA (Ortega, 2012). 
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The historical review presented so far illustrates how fisheries became positioned 

gradually, through relative alignment in both the political rationalities and techniques of 

sequential presidential administrations, as a governance object to be developed and 

promoted. Governmental techniques for promoting fisheries development included direct 

provision of fishing technologies, assignment of permits and concessions to legitimize 

access rights for commercial fisheries, and also the provision of subsidies and other 

economic incentives for encouraging desired activities. After the late 1970s, the onset of 

economic crises precipitated a drastic shift in strategies for governing fisheries in 

Mexico. During the administration of President López Portillo, Mexico invested heavily in 

oil production6, which made the national economy especially vulnerable when the price 

of oil fell and the Mexican peso became severely devalued, leading to a debt crisis in 

1982 (Rodríguez, 1997). Economic crisis led subsequent federal administrations to 

adopt neoliberal policies and participate in structural adjustment programs, whilst 

reworking welfare policies to make up for the impacts of federal cuts and austerity 

measures (Rodríguez, 1997; Ibarra et al., 2000a). Around this time, Mexico’s 

presidential administrations simultaneously embarked in decentralization reforms, 

through which the municipal governments might come to fill the functional gaps left by 

parastatal companies and state interventionism (Rodríguez, 1997; Sánchez Bernal, 

2014; Méndez-Medina et al., 2020). The social and political conditions in Mexico had 

theretofore favored a highly centralized State, with a heavy hand in controlling socio-

economic affairs, particularly through networks of clientelist and paternalistic relations – 

that is, in which political support was assured through favors and economic support, and 

 

6 The oil industry had been nationalized in Mexico since the 1930s, through the state-owned company 
Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), but López Portillo intensified national investment in oil extraction.  
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in which government authorities both endowed (e.g., vessels, gear) and protected 

certain sectors from harm (e.g., price fluctuations, decreased productivity) (Alcalá, 2003; 

Rodríguez, 1997).  

Mexico’s incursions into neoliberalism shifted the established patterns of 

engagement between fishers and the State, primarily through a major legislative 

overhaul in the 1990s. The 1992 Law of Fisheries, enacted during the presidency of 

Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994), eliminated exclusive access rights previously 

enjoyed by cooperatives in favor of a system of permits and concessions, opening up 

valuable species to private firms (Soberanes Fernández, 1994). The guiding principles of 

this new legislation were to continue improving production and commercialization 

practices, while at the same time ensuring the conservation and preservation of marine 

fauna and flora, through aims such as modernization of fishing fleets, rational use of 

resources, ‘responsible fishing’7, and equitable economic development (Garita Alonso, 

1994). Preferential treatment for cooperatives no longer fit in this new context for 

managing fisheries, nor within the landscape of market-oriented economic policies. A 

new Law of Cooperatives was enacted in 1994 expanded the organizational autonomy 

of cooperatives (e.g., lessened bureaucratic requirements for their formation) but 

simultaneously reduced the State’s obligation to provide economic support (Ortiz Porras, 

1997). The new cooperative law reduced the minimum number of members required for 

 

7 Responsible fishing is a term that emerged from the 1991 Committee on Fisheries (COFI) of the United 
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and was later reinforced most notably in the 1995 Code 
of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (FAO, 1995). Often used interchangeably with sustainable fishing, and 
just as ambiguously, responsible fishing denotes a governmental aspiration to prevent overfishing and 
ensure the long-term conservation of global fishery resources. The code is in many ways a performative 
text, since it serves to position fisheries management as both a global problem and one that can be solved 
through international cooperation.  
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forming a cooperative from 10 to 5, which fishers commonly cite as a problem8 because 

it enables the formation of smaller cooperatives operating like private firms or family 

businesses, threatening the collective nature of cooperativism. Other significant changes 

during this time associated with a decline in the status of fishing cooperatives include: 

changes to Article 27 of the Constitution facilitated the granting of private property rights 

over coastal resources, the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) discouraged preferential treatment to any economic sector, parastatal 

commercialization and loans through BANPESCA came to an end, and competition with 

private investment increased (A. Bennett, 2017).  

The 1992 Law of Fisheries also put in place a system of standards called Official 

Mexican Norms (NOMs) to generate management recommendations for different 

species, such as closures, size limits and quotas; and it tasked the National Institute of 

Fisheries (INAPESCA) with creating a National Fisheries Chart, a graphical 

representation and guiding document containing all available information and 

management recommendations for harvested species (Martínez Martínez & González 

Laxe, 2016). The new Law of Fisheries marked a reorientation in fisheries governance 

towards balancing social and economic concerns with environmental ones, and for the 

first time engaging explicitly with ideas of sustainability that were becoming prominent in 

international discussions. Fisheries were no longer only to be developed and exploited, 

but also protected through scientifically established norms and the participation of 

resource users (Garita Alonso, 1994). Similarly, the General Law of Ecological 

Equilibrium and Environmental Protection (LGEEPAS), enacted in 1988 by the 

 

8 Fishers often incorrectly argue the number was changed from 30 to 5. Perhaps some confusion stems 
from requirements for savings and lending cooperatives, which must be constituted by a minimum of 25 
members.  
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administration of President Miguel de la Madrid (1982-1988), also reflects Mexico’s 

reorientation towards environmental concerns and international agreements (Valenzuela 

Reyes, 2018). Indeed, Mexico’s adherence to international commitments significantly 

influenced recent approaches in fisheries. Specifically, Mexico was a strong supporter of 

the 1995 Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries established by the United Nations 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Declaration of the International 

Conference on Responsible Fishing that preceded it in 1992. The origins of 

ordenamiento as a concept can be traced precisely to these agreements, in which 

signatory States made commitments to ensure the ‘optimal performance’ and 

sustainability of resources, as well as environmental conservation (Valenzuela Reyes, 

2018, p. 152).  

At the turn of the new millennium, fisheries policies in Mexico became 

characterized by greater emphasis on scientific management and engagement with 

sustainability discourses (Hernandez & Kempton, 2003; OECD, 2006; Espinoza-Tenorio 

et al., 2015). The 1995-2000 sectorial Plan for Fisheries and Aquaculture, decreed 

during the presidency of Ernesto Zedillo Ponce de Leon (1994-2000), illustrates the 

policy discourses being employed. The plan echoed the language of the FAO Code of 

Conduct in that it “emphasized the need to ‘halt the tendency towards environmental 

deterioration’, to ‘reverse the process of over-exploitation of resources’, and to ‘promote 

responsible fishing practices in conformity with resource availability’” (OECD, 2006, p. 

225). These elements would also form the basis for the emergence of ordenamiento a 

few years later, as the following section demonstrates. Stemming partly from the 

realization that an increasing number of the nation’s fisheries were reaching their 

maximum potential, and many were overexploited, these policy discourses reflect a 
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realignment in problem framings (CONAPESCA 2010, INAPESCA 2006). Rather than 

increase exploitation, the governing of fisheries must respond to overcapacity and 

overexploitation – fishing effort must be controlled and brought to reasonable levels to 

ensure the long-term sustainability of fisheries (FAO, 1995, 2013).  

During the history of fisheries management in Mexico, it is worth noting that the 

status of fisheries changed frequently in the institutional structure of the federal 

government, depending on the choice of each presidential administration. For instance, 

fisheries have been managed under the secretariat of agriculture, the secretariat of 

environment, the secretariat of commerce, or as its own secretariat or under-secretariat. 

In 2000, yet another reorganization resulted in the current arrangement of federal 

fisheries agencies. Currently, two deconcentrated agencies are responsible for fisheries 

management, both housed in the Secretariat of Agriculture and Rural Development 

(SADER)9. The National Institute of Fisheries (INAPESCA) is responsible for all scientific 

investigation in support of fisheries management, which takes place through regional 

investigation centers, and among its most important tasks is the production of the 

National Fisheries Chart. INAPESCA is a primary center of calculation that serves to 

establish the scientific basis for governance decisions. Meanwhile, the National 

Commission of Aquaculture and Fisheries (CONAPESCA) is the primary administrative 

and regulatory agency, in charge of emitting permits and concessions (in theory relying 

on the recommendations of INAPESCA; DOF, 2007, Article 44), as well as managing all 

other programs including subsidies, infrastructure, and promoting national consumption 

 

9 Until recently, this secretariat was named the Secretariat of Livestock, Rural Development, Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Nutrition (SAGARPA). 
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of fish10. The current fisheries legislation, enacted in 2007, represents the most 

ambitious attempt to engage with sustainability and also reflects the increasing 

importance of decentralization and civic participation in fisheries management (Ponce 

Díaz et al., 2009; Nenadović et al., 2016) – concerns that are mirrored in Mexico’s move 

towards decentralization and democratization more broadly (Cook, 1994). It is in this 

General Law of Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture (LGPAS, DOF, 2007) that 

ordenamiento emerges as a policy concept, and subsequently becomes the dedicated 

responsibility of a department in CONAPESCA. The following section examines the 

specific principles and practices associated with ordenamiento. 

2.5. Ordenamiento in action 

As mentioned in the introduction, ordenamiento pesquero emerges as a legal 

concept in the current law of fisheries (LGPAS, DOF, 2007) as a set of diverse 

instruments employed to ensure sustainable use (aprovechamiento sustentable)11 of 

fishery and aquaculture resources. The legal definition is open enough to encompass 

instruments already employed to manage fisheries, namely (1) permits and concessions, 

which assign withdrawal rights (Schlager & Ostrom, 1992) for harvesting species broadly 

or within specific geographic areas, and are emitted by CONAPESCA; and (2) fishery 

management plans formulated primarily through the scientific efforts of INAPESCA. In 

the official document outlining the policy framework of ordenamiento (CONAPESCA, 

2010), permits and concessions are conceptualized as part of a system of controls or 

regulations for ensuring sustainable use of resources, which also includes other 

 

10 It is also worth noting that the Secretariat of Environment and Natural Resources (SEMARNAT) and its 
deconcentrated commission in charge of protected areas (CONANP) also indirectly influence some fisheries 
management issues involving protected species and through the creation of marine protected areas. 
11 Sustainable use of natural resources is defined as that which enables the indefinite maintenance of 
ecosystem functions and capacities, according to the LGEEPA, Article 2 (Valenzuela Reyes, 2018). 
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regulations such as the official norms (NOMs)12 (Figure 2). Permits authorize fishers to 

harvest a species or set of species (e.g., all finfish), usually limited to an area or littoral, 

for a period of up to 5 years. Permits are assigned to individuals or cooperatives, but in 

either case they correspond to a specific vessel (DOF, 2007). Meanwhile, concessions 

grant exclusive rights to harvest one sessile or non-migratory species within a limited 

geographic area for a period of 5 to 20 years, subject to biennial review by INAPESCA 

(DOF, 2007). Single-species concessions do not confer geographic exclusivity of 

access, since other fishers can harvest other species in the same area. However, 

overlapping and therefore multi-species concessions are technically possible and do 

exist (Niparajá & EDF, 2018). 

Fishery management plans produced by INAPESCA are in-depth technical 

studies that include management objectives, biological and socio-economic information, 

and information on how the specific fishery or area is currently managed, indicators to be 

measured, specific actions to be taken with timelines for achieving the objectives (DOF, 

2007, Article 39). Management plans expand on the information and recommendations 

made in the National Fisheries Chart for a given species or taxonomic group. These 

management plans are also considered a key component of specific ordenamiento 

‘programs’, which according to the LGPAS must include the following: (I) delimitation of 

the geographic area that the program encompasses, (II) an exhaustive and actualized 

list of resource users, (III) information on the resources subject to appropriation in the 

area, and (IV) management plans that are approved and published (DOF, 2007, Article 

37). To carry out ordenamiento programs, authorities are encouraged to rely on 

 

12 The Official Mexican Norms or NOMs are legally binding documents that outline the specific norms and 
regulations for the harvest or extraction of fishery and aquaculture resources, such as fishing gear 
requirements, minimum sizes, fishing zones or other specifications (CONAPESCA, 2010). 
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traditional forms of knowledge (the meaning of which is not clearly defined in the law) 

and to form community groups for implementation (DOF, 2007, Article 38). No other 

requirements are outlined in the legislation, which currently does not have a more 

detailed set of ratified rules (reglamento), meaning the specifics of ordenamiento are left 

to the discretion of CONAPESCA. 

 

 

Figure 2: Ordenamiento conceptualized as a set of 'control systems' for the 
management of fisheries. (Source: Adapted from CONAPESCA, 2010) 

 

As defined in the LGPAS, ordenamiento therefore suggests an integration and 

some degree of redundancy in management practices that are otherwise handled by 

different agencies: permits and concessions are the purview of CONAPESCA; fishery 

management plans are generated by INAPESCA and regional investigation centers; and 

programs of ordenamiento are in principle supposed to incorporate elements of the two 

aforementioned, but are ultimately the responsibility of CONAPESCA. As such, the legal 
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concept of ordenamiento reflects a trend in Mexico of emphasizing both decentralization 

of duties and inter-agency coordination (Méndez-Medina et al., 2020). However, 

coordination for ordenamiento has not fully materialized in practice, according to key 

informants (two from government and one academic). Partly this is because, besides the 

legal framework of the LGPAS, there are no formal mechanisms enabling or requiring 

inter-agency coordination (Méndez-Medina et al., 2020).   

In practice, ordenamiento programs have been implemented by CONAPESCA 

through a contracting or consulting mechanism. That is, CONAPESCA employs funding 

from its overseeing secretariat (SAGARPA, now SADER) to finance ordenamiento 

programs, which are carried out by external institutions such as universities, NGOs, 

federated cooperatives (i.e., federations, confederations), and state-level government 

agencies that apply for these streams of funding13. Accordingly, ordenamiento programs 

have been implemented heterogeneously and by different sets of actors (Table 2). 

Generally, these programs involve a review or synthesis of ecological and fishery-

specific information, and often also fieldwork brigades to collect relevant ‘social data’ 

(e.g., conduct censuses, registration of permits, vessels) and consultative meetings in 

which fishers are informed of the processes to be conducted. Two major kinds of 

ordenamiento programs have been carried out for capture fisheries: (1) ordenamiento 

programs by strategic resource or species, which tend to have a regional focus and 

include consideration of different extractive sectors (e.g., small-scale and industrial), and 

(2) ordenamiento programs geared towards the small-scale sector specifically 

(ordenamiento ribereño). The main output of ordenamiento programs has been 
 

13 This kind of funding mechanism is referred to as the Rules of Operation, overseen by SAGARPA, which is 
distinct from the discretionary funding assigned to CONAPESCA. According to one informant, 
CONAPESCA’s functions are increasingly funded through Rules of Operation to reduce what was previously 
widespread corruption and lack of transparency in discretionary spending.  
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information – in the form of published technical reports that are intended to provide the 

basis for management – rather than direct coordinated action.  

 

Table 2: Types of organizations awarded funding for ordenamiento projects 
between 2014-2018. These figures reflect a combination of fully fledged ordenamiento 
programs and also smaller projects or sub-components of ordenamiento, e.g., 
conducting a census. Source: CONAPESCA, www.datosabiertos.gob.mx (*Conversion 
rates vary, but $1 USD equals approximately $18-24 MXN) 

Type of 
Organization Example Number of 

Projects 
Total Funding per type 
(Mexican pesos, MXN*) 

Non-governmental Environmental 
NGOs 28 122,686,562 

State Government of the 
State of Baja 
California Sur 

10 17,750,300 

Cooperative Federation of 
cooperatives 9 54,050,000 

Private 
Environmental 
services consulting 
firm 

6 51,441,500 

Academic Universities, 
Technical institutes 4 11,721,200 

Federal INAPESCA 1 3,500,000 

 

From a legal standpoint, ordenamiento is premised on the following concepts as 

guiding principles: sustainable use, the precautionary principle, and co-responsibility 

(Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b; Valenzuela Reyes, 2018). Sustainable use and the 

precautionary principle are related, in the sense that acting conservatively or with 

precaution and minimizing impacts of fishing activities is crucial for sustainability or long-
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term use of renewable resources (FAO, 1997). Co-responsibility entails the involvement 

of all levels of government (municipal, state, federal) and the participation of resource 

users in decision-making (Ponce Díaz et al., 2009). The issue of co-responsibility is 

increasingly emphasized in Mexican legislation such as the LGPAS, but recent research 

suggests official participatory processes such as state fisheries councils do not actually 

function as effective mediums for civic participation (Hayashida Carrillo et al., 2018). 

Some exemplary cases do exist in which fishers take more active roles asserting their 

right to participate in decision-making, for instance, in processes for determining times 

for seasonal closures or establishing fishing quotas or catch limits (Ponce Díaz et al., 

2009).  

Regarding ordenamiento programs specifically, the variable implementation of 

the programs makes it difficult to assess the degree of participation, but at least in some 

contexts participatory processes have not materialized significantly. For instance, 

according to one informant who participated in an ordenamiento process in the Gulf of 

Mexico, participation was informative at best. That is, the university conducting the 

ordenamiento informed fishers of the protocols to be employed, but fishers did not 

participate directly in program development. Moreover, in this case, fishers believed the 

process was not legitimate because a university and not INAPESCA was conducting the 

study, and they were confused because a similar technical study had already been 

conducted to develop a management plan for the species in question. The ordenamiento 

therefore seemed redundant to fishers.  

There is at least one case, however, in which fishers have become active 

participants in ordenamiento. Spearheaded by the Centro Intercultural de Estudios de 

Desiertos y Océanos (CEDO), an NGO in the Upper Gulf of California region, this 
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program aimed to produce an integrative or holistic vision of ordenamiento as 

participatory marine spatial planning (MSP)14. The MSP-Ordenamiento project involves 6 

communities along a coastal corridor in the state of Sonora, a region with high fisheries 

productivity and a history of conflicts between small-scale fisheries, industrial fishers and 

conservation interests (Rodríguez Quiroz et al., 2010). From 2015-2018, the leading 

NGO facilitated the formation of a network of stakeholder groups, including an 

‘intercommunity group’ made up of democratically elected representatives from each 

community, a ‘technical group’ composed of academics, NGOs, and federal government 

scientists, and a ‘nucleus group’ consisting of federal- and state-level authorities. 

Collectively, the MSP stakeholder groups developed an integrated management plan 

that focuses on 11 target species for SSF in the region and involves four major 

management instruments or strategies: (1) regularization of fishing permits, (2) refuges 

or no-take zones managed by fishers, (3), quotas or catch shares, and (4) locally 

managed areas for benthic species. The outcomes of this ambitious MSP-Ordenamiento 

remain to be fulfilled, but the formal plan was submitted to CONAPESCA in 2018 and 

was pending approval as of late 2019. According one key informant involved, some 

components are already being implemented locally through informal arrangements by 

communities.  

The MSP-Ordenamiento case provides several insights about ordenamiento 

programs in action. Primarily, the decentralized mechanism for implementing 

ordenamiento (i.e., through third parties such as universities or NGOs) creates 

opportunities for non-state actors to actively intervene and thereby co-determine what 
 

14 MSP is generally defined as “a public process of analyzing and allocating the spatial and temporal 
distribution of human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic, and social objectives that 
are usually specified through a political process” (Ehler & Douvere, 2007, p. 18). 
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these programs entail. The case is exceptional in its involvement of diverse actors using 

a ‘bottom-up’ approach, rather than management recommendations imposed top-down 

by government authorities. As such, the recommendations generated include novel 

management instruments such as locally enforced management zones, where fishers 

would monitor protect certain areas from overharvest, illegal fishing, and harmful gear. 

The explicitly spatial and ecosystem-based focus of the program, which is characteristic 

of MSP generally, also moves ordenamiento beyond typical regulations such as 

seasonal closures and size limits for single species, and towards a more complex 

approach that takes into consideration multiple species, harvesting methods and 

interactions among resource users in space and time. Nonetheless, one major 

characteristic of this case, as in all ordenamiento programs generally, is a reliance on 

legibility-making practices for counting and legitimizing (‘regularizing’) the activities of 

fishers in a management area. The following sections examine this focus on legibility-

making, as well as other key dimensions of ordenamiento.  

Given these general considerations, it is possible to understand ordenamiento as 

a composite or assemblage of diverse management tools and practices that are 

differentially implemented by both state and non-state actors, involving a number of 

overlapping authorities, formal and informal rules and norms, and forms of knowledge 

about fisheries. Despite case-specific differences, ordenamiento programs share some 

characteristics and trends can be identified from the initial attempts that have emerged 

since 2007. The following sub-sections elaborate on three key dimensions of fisheries 

ordenamiento programs which will provide a more thorough understanding of both the 

governmental logic and practices involved: (1) the discursive nature of ordering 

strategies, (2) the centrality of scientific practices of calculation and measurement, and 
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(3) legibility-making practices as major governmental techniques for ordenamiento, 

especially for small-scale fisheries.  

2.5.1. Ordenamiento as a policy discourse 

Ordenamiento occupies a discursive arena in which certain forms of 

governmental intervention are rationalized (Lemke, 2007), with the objective of 

establishing order in what are increasingly framed as unruly social relations and more-

than-human entanglements unfolding in fisheries. While not an entirely cohesive 

governmental program, ordenamiento of fisheries is characterized by a particular policy 

frame (Fischer, 2003; Rein & Schön, 1996) that contains several interrelated elements. 

Policy frames are diagnostic and prescriptive in nature, and they operate by defining 

problems and solutions both rhetorically and through proposed forms of action (Rein & 

Schön, 1996). According to a document produced by CONAPESCA (2010), which 

outlines the official national policies to guide ordenamiento of fisheries, the main 

problems to which ordenamiento responds are the following: (1) overcapacity or 

overcapitalization of the nation’s fisheries, including the small-scale sector, which has 

led to excessive fishing effort and overexploitation; (2) ecological deterioration occurring 

in many fisheries partly as a result of this overcapacity, but also other issues such as 

contamination; and (3) limits to economic growth, given that most fisheries are currently 

near maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and few opportunities remain for intensifying 

productivity, although some exist for increasing economic growth (e.g., through value-

added initiatives in processing and commercialization). The document aligns these 

problem framings with the principles of the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Fisheries (FAO, 1995) and other agreements for sustainable fisheries made by Latin 

American countries, which represent Mexico’s international commitments to address 
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issues such as illegal fishing and overexploitation (CONAPESCA, 2010). FAO initiatives 

and directives for responsible fisheries commonly emphasize the need to control or 

reduce excessive fishing effort that increasingly pervades the world’s fisheries (FAO, 

2013). These problem framings are characteristic of environmental discourses that 

emphasize the ‘ecological limits’ associated with humans’ activities (Dryzek, 2005). At 

the same time, this document’s assessment of the current status of Mexico’s fisheries 

relies on a categorization scheme that sorts fisheries into categories of development 

potential: from those at maximum capacity to those with significant potential for 

increased production. Therefore, the question posed by these problem framings remains 

a developmentalist one: how to continue deriving the most economic value or benefit 

from fisheries? 

Another policy document published by CONAPESCA summarizes ordenamiento 

strategies specifically for the small-scale sector (Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b). This 

document emphasizes the issue of ‘disordered growth’ as a major problem framing for 

the governance of small-scale fisheries15. Framed in this way, ordenamiento responds to 

a problem that was at least partly caused by previous government interventions in 

fisheries, which the document itself acknowledges (Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b) and 

the historical review presented above also illustrates. Especially in the 1970s, 

government policies aiming to increase productivity in fisheries made it attractive for 

thousands of people to migrate to coastal towns in search of new economic 

opportunities in fisheries (Young, 2001; Hernandez & Kempton, 2003). These migration 
 

15 Although the focus of this study is capture fisheries, aquaculture is also characterized in ordenamiento 
documents as an activity experiencing ‘disordered growth’ and in need of control (CONAPESCA 2010a). 
However, the purpose of ordenamiento programs for aquaculture is framed as achieving the unfulfilled 
potential of aquaculture production which promises to make significant economic and nutrition contributions. 
This kind of framing is consistent with global policy discussions on aquaculture which position it as a 
promising frontier for economic development and capitalist production (see Saguin, 2016). 
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patterns have contributed to such issues as competition for resources, inadequate 

settlements, and ethnic conflicts among coastal settlers. Moreover, government policies 

to furnish the fishing sector with vessels, engines, and countless other subsidies have 

contributed significantly to the problem of ‘overcapitalization’ and excess effort – 

although the small-scale sector has received substantially less of these incentives than 

the industrial sector (DataMares, 2018). These contradictions reflect a shift and greater 

complexity of fisheries as governance objects, from targets of development to new forms 

of control and measurement. A similar pattern can be observed in the broader scientific 

literature on small-scale fisheries, which indicates that over the course of the 20th 

century, fisheries have gone from being primarily objects of development to become 

objects in need of control and limitation (Basurto et al., 2017).  

In the general policy document (CONAPESCA, 2010), ordenamiento responds to 

the problem framings presented by promoting ‘rational and measured’ use of fisheries 

resources. The solution proposed is to develop stricter management measures, and 

ordenamiento is positioned here as the set of practices for generating knowledge to 

develop and decide on those measures. The document establishes a clear discursive 

link between ordenamiento and the concept of sustainable development, which is also a 

central objective of the National Development Plan enacted by the federal government at 

the time (2007-2012) and a sectorial plan on fisheries. Here, the challenge of 

sustainable development is framed squarely in a paradigm of liberal government, 

centering autonomy and freedom. Sustainable development is articulated as the 

“permanent process of the expansion of capacities and freedoms that enable all 

Mexicans to have a dignified life without compromising the patrimony of future 

generations” (CONAPESCA, 2010, p. 13). However, an earlier portion of the document 
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suggests a contradiction in this framing, since some freedoms and capacities cannot 

endlessly be expanded without some contraction in others – which they refer to as 

inevitable ‘social and economic costs’ of stricter ordering measures (CONAPESCA, 

2010, p. iv). These contradictions are indicative of neoliberal forms of government that 

have emerged in recent decades, in the sense that, while freedom and autonomy are 

reframed as the desired outcomes of government, they necessarily rely on new forms of 

regulation that constrain other forms of agency and freedom (Rose & Miller, 1992; see 

also Heynen et al., 2007). The framing of sustainable development presented here 

emphasizes holism and situates sustainability as perfectly balanced between the 

biological-ecological, the socio-economic, and the juridical-administrative – the role of 

the latter being to regulate and control the other two. Thus, the role of government is to 

control and ensure balance between the biological-ecological and the socioeconomic 

realms.   

The kinds of intervention offered for achieving sustainability are framed in terms 

of “eco-efficiency”, an environmental discourse and paradigm that emphasizes the role 

of market mechanisms for bringing about ‘optimal performance’ and simultaneously 

achieving ecological and economic objectives. In the general policy document, the 

alignment with eco-efficiency promises to “generate additional value for goods and 

services produced, in function of care for the environment, and maximizing the 

performance of resources, in terms of competitiveness, innovation and environmental 

responsibility” (CONAPESCA, 2010, p. 16). According to the document, increasing the 

level of ‘technification’, productivity and competitiveness of fishing enterprises, as well as 

regulating them and promoting their vertical and horizontal integration in 

commercialization processes, will lead to economic growth while reducing environmental 
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impacts (CONAPESCA, 2010, p. 16) – a so-called win-win. This proposition echoes the 

broader trend in ‘green neoliberalism’ or market environmentalism, which emphasizes 

market-based measures to promote sustainability through synergistic relations between 

market and environment, promising elusive win-win situations that often fail to 

materialize (Campling & Havice, 2013; Bakker, 2010; McAfee, 1999; McAfee & Shapiro, 

2010). In this eco-efficiency framing, fisheries are conceptualized as manipulable 

systems, in which different variables can be altered to produce the desired objectives. 

Such a framing fails to account for the complexity of social relations and encounters that 

constitute fisheries, and promotes a vision in which progress or the state of the ‘system’ 

can be estimated through proxy measures such as capture rates, biomass, or profit. The 

argument for eco-efficiency also positions the State as the central agent to oversee the 

‘technification’ and modernization of the sector, and to generate the appropriate 

economic regulations needed for enhanced ‘performance’. 

Grounded in these problem framings, this general guiding document 

(CONAPESCA, 2010) describes general objectives of ordenamiento as the following: 

generating information to inform management, develop specific recommendations based 

on FAO guidelines (FAO, 1995), and abating illegal fishing while increasing the value of 

fishery products. For these objectives, the document emphasizes the importance of 

participation from multiple levels of government, academia, and from resource users. 

Participation from resource users is referred to mostly as ‘consultative’ and through 

formal mechanisms such as the National Fisheries Council and state-level fisheries 

councils, which as mentioned earlier, research suggests are not sufficient or effective 

means of civic participation (Hayashida Carrillo et al., 2018). Moving from objectives to 

action, rather than prescribe a single path, the document lays out several possible 
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approaches to be considered, collecting up some of the most widely cited approaches 

for understanding and managing fisheries: dynamic or adaptive management, 

ecosystem-based management, marine spatial planning, quotas or catch shares. All of 

these are presented as viable approaches in ways that render technical (Rose, 1999; Li, 

2007), rather than political or ethical, the issue of ordenamiento. For instance, regarding 

ecosystem-based management, in which fisheries are conceptualized as part of complex 

and interconnected ecological systems, the document emphasizes bioeconomic 

dimensions of this approach (e.g., identifying reference points for appropriate levels of 

exploitation, such as MSY). Lastly, the document describes the existing system of 

regulatory measures employed for managing fisheries in Mexico – including official 

norms (NOMs), seasonal closures, capture quotas, and fishery management plans – 

and presents a framework for generating indicators which would in principle allow 

evaluation of how ordenamiento programs influence the state of different fisheries. As 

such, the document presents a toolset of techniques for ordenamiento, which align with 

the problem framings of eco-efficiency and predominantly bioeconomic solutions.  

2.5.2. Ordenamiento and practices of calculation and measurement 

Ordenamiento programs rely on practices of calculation and measurement for 

assessing the state of fisheries, especially through the development of indicators. The 

official policies for ordenamiento (CONAPESCA 2010) adopt a model of indicators 

promoted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

based on the concept of “pressure-state-response” (PSR). The PSR model is premised 

on the idea of using indicators to estimate the impacts or pressures of human activities 

on the state of natural resources, and to develop appropriate societal responses (OECD, 

1993). From this perspective, “Indicators of environmental pressures are closely related 
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to production and consumption patterns; they often reflect emission or resource use 

intensities, along with related trends and changes over a given period” (OECD, 2003, p. 

21). In this model, causality is unilinear in the sense that it examines impacts of human 

activities on the environment. As such, this approach does not explicitly consider more 

complex dynamics such as feedbacks, trade-offs or synergies in human-environment 

relations, which are increasingly considered important for understanding the 

sustainability of natural resources (e.g., (Persha et al., 2011; Chhatre & Agrawal, 2009; 

Liu et al., 2007). In addition, the PSR model performs an ontological cut between the 

spheres of ‘human’ and ‘environment’, when their very separability has come under 

question by much critical work on human-environment relations (e.g., Barad, 2007; 

Moore, 2015), as well as scholarship examining the interrelated nature of coupled 

human-natural systems or social-ecological systems (e.g., Berkes et al., 2003; Liu et al., 

2007; Ostrom, 2009). A more fundamental issue with indicators is that they necessarily 

abstract and simplify complex processes, reducing them to calculable variables. Such 

practices of abstraction are in some senses practically necessary for grappling with the 

complexity of fisheries. Nonetheless, examining the performative effects of such 

scientific practices remains important as they illuminate some processes and 

characteristics at the expense of others (Law, 2009b). 

Resource-specific ordenamiento reports reflect a wide range of concerns and 

situate the problematics of ordenamiento in the context of particular taxonomic groups 

and regions (see Table 3). For instance, the program for the ordenamiento of mullet 

fisheries (Mugilidae) in coastal-estuarine regions of the states of Tamaulipas and 

Veracruz, emphasizes the issue of contamination in lagoon systems and illegal fishing 

driven partly by the high value of mullet gonads. Meanwhile, ordenamiento for sharks 
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and rays emphasizes the need to adhere to international conservation agreements and 

the difficulty of tracing exploitation rates for individual species. The 11 reports 

considered here share a concern with overexploitation, unregulated harvest, market 

pressures, and the lack of information or appropriate regulatory mechanisms (i.e., norms 

such as size or gear restrictions). In addition to more specific ones, the reports also 

share the following common objectives: (1) generating necessary or lacking information 

on both biological-fishery dynamics and socioeconomic aspects, (2) maintaining or 

reducing harvest rates to prevent or reverse declines in target populations, and (3) 

promoting the ‘technification’ or modernization of fishing and processing operations in 

order to increase economic value without increasing exploitation.  

Despite the diversity of ordenamiento programs – geographic and taxonomic 

diversity, but also in terms of the actors involved – the reports all propose sustainability 

indicators consistent with the OECD approach (Table 3). That is, they emphasize 

measuring fisheries productivity using bioeconomic indicators of exploitation or effort 

(e.g., catch per unit effort, CPUE) to calculate biological reference points such as 

maximum sustainable yield (MSY), and using biological traits of harvested species to 

model population dynamics. None of the indicators employed reflect multi-species 

relationships or indirect effects from other fisheries or other sectors such as aquaculture. 

Socioeconomic indicators tend to focus on economic measures, such as income and 

employment rates. When proposed, social indicators such as ‘wellbeing’ only reflect 

material dimensions such as access to housing and services. Two reports also propose 

‘governance indicators’ such as effectiveness of norms and transparency, but these are 

not defined or operationalized. In fact, in most ordenamiento program reports, 

sustainability indicators are proposed but not actually calculated or estimated, which 
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suggests these reports function as guidelines for future work rather than definitive 

planning documents. The task of ordenamiento therefore remains incomplete. According 

to one key informant, an academic fisheries scientist, the lack of baselines also makes it 

difficult to evaluate the impacts of proposed management recommendations over time. 

Indicators that are more concretely specified include reference points such as maximum 

allowable catch set by INAPESCA in the National Fisheries Chart. Even when more 

diverse indicators are proposed, as in the case of octopus in the Yucatán region (see 

Table 3), management recommendations that follow are generally technical: a system of 

quotas, size minimums, reducing effort by limiting permits, more selective fishing gear, 

and the creation of management committees. 

Table 3: Resource-specific ordenamiento programs and the indicators proposed 
to measure sustainability. 

Program Year Geographic 
Area Sustainability Indicators 

Geoduck 
(Panopea 
generosa and P. 
globosa) 

2010 Northeast region 
(Baja California, 
Baja California 
Sur, Sonora) 

Density of banks (number in an area, 
transects), length, growth rates, mortality 
rate; Biological Reference Points (BRP)  

Octopus 
(Octopus vulgaris 
and O. maya) 

2010 Yucatán Biological indicators: size, abundance, 
recruitment (number of adults); Effort 
indicators: capture, exploitation rate, area 
fished, number of fishing gear, number of 
vessels; Socioeconomic: rentability (cost-
benefit), employment, educational 
attainment, income, ‘co-responsibility’ 
(reports/complaints per officer) 

Jaiba, swimming 
crab (Callinectes 
spp.) 

2011 Sonora & Sinaloa Optimal yield, MSY; capture, biomass, 
environmental variables (e.g., ENSO) 
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Lobster 
(Panulirus argus, 
but also P. 
guttatus and P. 
laevicauda) 

2011 Yucatán 20 indicators proposed – many social and 
economic ones in addition to biological: 
capture (tons/year), CPUE, age structure (# 
individuals/size class), earnings per trip, 
presence of gravid females, recruitment, % 
mature individuals, prices, density of 
lobster, net economic benefit, 
unemployment rates, alternative livelihoods, 
etc. 

Jaiba, swimming 
crab (Callinectes 
spp.) 

2012 Pacific (except 
Sonora & 
Sinaloa) 

Optimal yield, MSY; capture, biomass, 
environmental variables (e.g., ENSO) 

Mullets: Lisa 
(Mugil cephalus) 
and Lebrancha 
(Mugil curema) 

2012 Tamaulipas & 
Veracruz 

Size at first capture, age classes for the fish 
species, estimated number captured by the 
fishery 1994-2008; dynamic biomass model, 
CPUE, MSY 

Snook or Robalo 
(Centropomus 
undecimalis, C. 
poeyi, C. 
parallelus) 

2012 Gulf of Mexico Biological reference points; proposes 
considering biological-fishery indicators 
(CPUE, exploitation rate, capture trends), 
governance (effectiveness of norms, 
monitoring and enforcement), and 
socioeconomic (volume and value, effort, 
employment generated, income)  

Sharks and Rays 2012 Gulf of Mexico, 
Caribbean 

Biological reference points, MSY and other 
parameters from National Fisheries Chart; 
many other indicators mentioned: 
socioeconomic (volume and value of 
capture, effort in terms of vessels, days, 
trips, value of exports, jobs generated, 
wellbeing as housing and basic services) 
and governance indicators (transparency, 
monitoring and enforcement, effectiveness)  

Shrimp, multiple 
species 

2012 Gulf of Mexico Capture and yields, CPUE (kg/day); density, 
abundance, age, growth rate, reproduction 
rates, fishing pressure or effort per species; 
recruitment analysis (sizes), presence of 
reproductive females, ‘fishery performance' 
(kg/vessel) 

Gulf croaker 
(curvina golfnina, 
Cynoscion 
othonopterus) 

2014 Upper Gulf of 
California 

Number of registered vessels; spatial 
concentration of vessels; CPUE 
(volume/vessel); variation in capture relative 
to maximum or historical average; annual 
variation in biomass; capture value; area 
used for fishing, degree of investment in 
primary processing, capacity-building 
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Tuna, multiple 
species 

2014 Gulf of Mexico Capture per species, Effort (number of 
vessels, hooks), efficiency of float, capture 
trends, variability in age of target, MSY, 
relative biomass (B-year / B-MSY), 
mortality, total allowable catch (TAC), 
incidental capture rates 

 

The version of sustainability that becomes possible through these indicators is 

largely focused on the productive aspects of resource systems, their capacity to continue 

generating economic benefits. The effect is that other indicators of sustainability are not 

measured or prioritized in the same way. Partly the reliance on capture data occurs 

because management agencies have depended largely on landings records by fishers 

(Ramírez-Rodríguez, 2011), which measure capture in terms of live weight or volume 

but fail to account for differentiated impacts on individual species (e.g., in grouped-

reporting fisheries such as sharks) or the age distribution in stocks or populations. One 

informant, an academic fisheries scientist, similarly argues that ordenamiento programs 

and fisheries management in Mexico generally tend to rely on simple measures such as 

catch per unit effort (CPUE) to estimate the appropriate biological reference points. In 

the informant’s opinion, several other measures exist that might better reflect the health 

of fish stocks, such as the proportion of juveniles to adults. Some program reports do 

propose using such measures (see, e.g., lobster and octopus, Table 3). Reliance on 

capture data also stems partly from data gaps, since INAPESCA has devoted its 

resources to studying the biological-ecological and some socioeconomic aspects of 

fisheries, but relatively less on socio-cultural dimensions of fisheries. Alternative kinds of 

social information (e.g., cultural importance, values, wellbeing, labor conditions, conflicts 

over access, relative dependence on fishery resources) are largely unavailable and 

therefore missing from the technical studies presented in ordenamiento reports. Instead, 
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the reports normally contain descriptive socio-economic information such as the number 

of permits and vessels dedicated to the fishery, the demographic characteristics of 

different communities, and in some cases the household-level assets or utilities available 

in each community. Often the reports rely on government data produced by the national 

census and the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI).  

Some ordenamiento processes implemented by NGOs and academics reflect 

more complex consideration of both biological and social information. For instance, a 

recent study by Melo et al. (2018) seeks to establish information for the ordenamiento of 

small-scale fisheries in the Midriff Islands Region of the Gulf of California, proposing a 

series of bioeconomic, socioeconomic and governance indicators similar to those 

proposed for snook (Centropomidae) and sharks and rays (Table 3). The study 

acknowledges that limited information is an obstacle to operationalizing the proposed 

indicators, especially social ones, but a key element of this ordenamiento proposal is the 

explicit focus on fishers’ perceptions of management instruments. Researchers 

determined which management instruments fishers considered most appropriate for 

regulating different fisheries in the region, such as quotas, size limits, or restricted 

zones. Accordingly, this study represents a more explicit consideration of fishers’ 

perspectives than most of the official reports. Similarly, the MSP-Ordenamiento project 

described above (Section 5) directly incorporates fishers’ participation for determining 

multiple uses of coastal-maritime space. Both of these efforts consider multiple species 

and sets of resource users, as well as temporal patterns in resource use. Lastly, other 

official planning efforts are increasingly taking into consideration more complex resource 

systems and moving beyond single species. For instance, two recent management 

plans, produced by INAPESCA in collaboration with other government agencies and 
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NGOs, consider entire lagoon systems rather than individual species. These efforts 

represent a potential shift in the implementation of ordenamiento, although the future 

direction of planning efforts remains unclear.  

2.5.3. Ordenamiento as a legibility-making project 

Two interrelated concerns arise when examining ordenamiento as a process of 

legibility-making, which produces certain patterns of social relations (e.g., the allocation 

of property rights). The first is that ordenamiento programs seek to identify all resource 

users in a fishery or region, which has been especially the focus of programs geared 

towards small-scale fisheries (SSF). The second relates to the effects of management 

instruments such as permits and concessions, which order the activities of fishers by 

assigning access and use rights, and also have a spatial-territorial dimension.  

In Mexico, SSFs are defined as operations taking place aboard ‘minor vessels’ 

(less than 10.5 m in length), which normally employ outboard motors, require ice to 

preserve catches, and remain at sea between 3-5 days with approximately 2-3 

crewmembers (DOF, 2000). According to the official policies for SSF ordenamiento 

(Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010a, 2010b), obtaining reliable information about resource 

users is a difficult yet necessary task in order to calculate fishing effort and implement 

control measures. In this document, SSF ordenamiento responds directly to a drastic 

increase in fishing effort evidenced by the number of registered small-scale vessels, 

which increased from approximately 32,000 in 1981 to 92,000 in 2010 (Botello 

Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b). The stated priorities for ordenamiento are to maintain a 

“trustworthy registry” (registro fidedigno) and contribute to capacity-building for the 

sector (Botello Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b, p. 12). An underlying goal for SSF ordenamiento 

is to promote “orderly development” (desarrollo ordenado), including the possibility of 
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increased production (CONAPESCA, 2010, p. 31). Overwhelmingly, SSF ordenamiento 

programs have focused on identifying resource users, ‘regularizing’ permits (i.e., 

providing permits to those who are fishing without them, while keeping record of existing 

permits), and other legibility-making techniques such as registering and labeling fishing 

vessels and installing tracking devices (e.g., satellite or radio microchips). The only 

results published from SSF ordenamiento programs between 2008-2013 are reported in 

terms of numbers of fishers and vessels counted (CONAPESCA, 2014; Table 4).  

According to several informants (one from an NGO, two from government, one 

academic) ordenamiento programs largely fail to move beyond such practices of 

legibility-making. One informant argued there is a disconnect between ordenamiento as 

a holistic and integrative legal concept and the narrow focus of implementation in SSF, 

as well as a failure to mobilize the information generated towards ecosystem-wide or 

even multi-species management plans that take into account the complex 

spatiotemporal dynamics of fishing. Another informant argues the goal of ordenamiento 

– which should be to make actual changes in fishing practices based on the knowledge 

produced – has not been fulfilled. SSF ordenamiento practices are therefore incomplete 

or inconsistent relative to proposed policies for ordering fisheries. The emphasis on 

legibility-making, according to one informant, is likely a response to significant data gaps 

about the practices of small-scale fishers who are more numerous and spatially 

dispersed than industrial fishers. Through this interpretive lens, given their consolidated 

nature, tracking the number and activities of industrial fishing enterprises is already 

feasible for management authorities, and ordenamiento can then proceed to processes 

beyond counting fishers. It is also worth noting that one governmental aspiration 

articulated in the policies of ordenamiento is to design public policies to “promote the 
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consolidation and development of fisheries and aquaculture production” (CONAPESCA 

2010, p. 16). Consolidation, while favorable for governmental tasks such as calculating 

and limiting effort, can have unintended consequences by accumulating wealth in few 

hands and reducing employment opportunities (Carothers & Chambers, 2012). 

Table 4: Results of SSF Ordenamiento programs from 2008-2013  
(Source: CONAPESCA, 2014). 

Year Total 
Fishers 

Economic 
Units 

Total 
Vessels 

Vessels 
with 

microchips 
2008 24,614 4,176 11,127 907 

2009 12,253 197 5,990 5,989 

2010 6,292 570 3,960 3,835 

2011 24,636 3,778 18,874 16,075 

2012 21,890 1,760 15,499 15,016 

2013 8,952 766 4,410 3,522 

Totals 98,637 11,247 59,860 45,344 

 

In one SSF ordenamiento program, a NGO was tasked with collecting socio-

economic information, making an actualized list of fishers, vessels and permits, and 

facilitating the ‘regularization’ of permits. The NGO therefore played a central role in 

making legible the resource users in the area via census and enrollment in official 

government listings (i.e., the National Fisheries Registration). However, according to one 

informant who participated in the process, the data generated were ultimately kept by 

CONAPESCA and not published. Perhaps more importantly, the informant pointed out 

that without ongoing or collaborative record-keeping efforts, census information was 

likely to become obsolete quickly as new fishers and vessels with different 

characteristics were likely operating. This issue illustrates the necessarily incomplete 
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and ongoing nature of legibility-making exercises. Richter and Georgiadou (2016) point 

out this issue regarding slum-listing practices in India, which they argue produces 

‘temporary official knowledge’ that enables planning processes to proceed rather than 

establish perfect or final information. However, in the authors’ case several mechanisms 

existed for participation in the verification and revision of government data, and hence 

they argue temporary official knowledge functions to establish dialogue rather than 

closure. Regarding ordenamiento in Mexico, such processes of verification are largely 

lacking and may be necessary moving forward, since incomplete knowledge can create 

meaningful exclusions. 

In some cases, ordenamiento programs fail to record or register fishers who 

might have historic claims to the activity, in effect excluding them. For instance, in 

Yucatán, fishers complained to local journalists because they were excluded from a 

fishing census conducted by the Secretariat of Fisheries of the state of Yucatán (Diario 

de Yucatán, 2019). In addition, fishers argued that several processing plant workers and 

out-of-state fishers were erroneously counted in the census. These mismatches are 

expressed in contentious terms by fishers because what is at stake is legitimate access 

to the valuable octopus fishery in the region. Fishers’ discourses examined in the 

following sections illustrate similar tensions. Those who fail to be accounted for in these 

legibility-making projects risk being considered illegal fishers. Meanwhile, for those 

lacking permits, ordenamiento programs offer the potential of obtaining legal access via 

permits and certifications and becoming re-positioned as legal fishers. Permitting is 

therefore performative of a particular form of subjectivity, that of the legitimate resource 

user. Fisher’s extractive activities become legitimized by the approving and documenting 

gaze of the State, which materializes into official permits and credentials.  
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Permits and concessions provide a means through which the State becomes the 

grantor of fishing rights – specifically usufruct rights (Niparajá & EDF, 2018) or the rights 

of resource access and withdrawal (Schlager & Ostrom, 1992). Permits and concessions 

function as legibility-making instruments because they attach information about resource 

users and their practices to an official permit and system of record-keeping. As 

instruments for regulating access, permits and concessions also have a spatial-territorial 

dimension in the sense that individuals and their activities become associated with 

certain spaces. For instance, permits for finfish usually include information about the 

geographic area in which fishing is permitted, the species and gear (e.g., types of nets) 

allowed, and the vessels and engines allowed to operate under the permit (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Example of a fishing permit for finfish in the state of Baja California Sur, 
specifying the kind and amount of fishing gears permitted, engines associated 
with the permit, and geographic extent of fishing zones. 
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However, permits do not confer exclusivity and many fishers might operate and 

compete over resources in a given fishing zone. In addition, permit-holders are not 

always the ones aboard vessels performing the labor of fishing at sea, since permit-

holders often hire other fishers. Therefore, fishing permits represent a formalization of 

fishing rights which not only produces the permit-holder as the legitimate user but also 

enables this user to develop contractual or employment relations with other fishers (i.e., 

hiring others as crew). One problem that might arise from these permit dynamics is that 

only permit-holders benefit from government benefits such as subsidies. For instance, in 

the Upper Gulf of California region, government authorities responded to the recent 

environmental crisis stemming from conservation efforts to protect the endangered 

vaquita porpoise (Phocoena sinus) by banning fishing over a large area and instituting a 

compensation program for small-scale fishers. Compensations for fishery closures are 

granted to permit holders only, rather than fishers working aboard permitted vessels. 

According to one informant from INAPESCA and several fishers in the regional meeting 

for Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 2), fishing bans and associated exclusions from 

compensations have led to increased crime and idleness, which they argue threatens 

the social fabric of these communities, while it has also contributed to a pattern of 

perceived helplessness in which fishers demand continued financial government 

support.  

Because concessions confer exclusive rights over species in a geographic area, 

they are widely perceived as promising instruments for promoting effective user 

investment in management (e.g., through local monitoring and enforcement; McCay et 

al., 2014; Niparajá & EDF, 2018). However, concessions produce confounding effects in 

practice for several reasons, which a recent report elucidates (Niparajá & EDF, 2018). 
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Concessions are granted by CONAPESCA, but the specific terms depend on requests 

by claimants. Therefore, they might be granted for a single species or for several 

species in a given area not based on ecological considerations per se but based on how 

they are requested. Concessions might be granted for a specific polygon (an area 

defined by geographic coordinates) or they might be granted for the entire coastal area. 

Sometimes rights assigned via concession are overlapping, which legally requires 

claimants or concessionaires to coordinate among themselves and provide evidence of 

adjacency agreements. Additionally, while one claimant might receive rights over an 

area for a certain species, another might have rights over a different species in the same 

area, which poses the potential conflict in cases of incidental capture or bycatch, and in 

cases where two concessionaires might not respect each other’s claims. Lastly, 

concessions are granted for sessile or non-migratory species, but these categories might 

be biologically inaccurate, for instance, in the case of shrimp which has considerable 

mobility during the larval stage of its life cycle (Niparajá & EDF, 2018).  

Permits and concessions are sometimes granted for political reasons, rather than 

based on the recommendations of INAPESCA. According to one informant from 

INAPESCA, records indicate that CONAPESCA often fails to approve permits or 

concessions for which INAPESCA has submitted favorable technical opinions, and vice 

versa, often approving them when INAPESCA has responded unfavorably. Anecdotally, 

fishers and other informants also report widespread granting of permits for the purpose 

of establishing political alliances, a clear example of clientelism. Concessions have also 

sometimes been employed as a means to appease populations of fishers. For instance, 

when cooperatives lost exclusive rights to valuable shrimp fisheries in the 1990s, the 

federal government granted shrimp concessions to cooperatives in the Gulf of Mexico 
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region, which fishers in Tamaulipas have perceived as a kind of consolation prize. These 

concessions, rather than fostering collective rule-making and local enforcement as in 

more well-known success cases (McCay et al., 2014), are perceived by fishers as 

ineffective (Méndez-Medina et al., unpublished data). The following section examines 

fishers’ perceptions, providing further nuance to understandings of these spatial 

instruments and other elements of ordenamiento.  

2.6. Ordenamiento through the perspectives of cooperativist 
fishers 

As the previous sections endeavor to demonstrate, ordenamiento of fisheries in 

Mexico is premised on policy discourses that emphasize solving the problems of 

overcapacity and overexploitation, promoting ‘measured and rational’ use of resources, 

and in practice relying on narrow sets of bioeconomic indicators and legibility-making 

practices to visibilize and control fishing effort, all of which can have contradictory 

effects. Reading these characteristics of ordenamiento through the statements of 

cooperativist fishers offers an opportunity to identify how these processes affect them, 

their continuity with other struggles over fisheries governance, and how they could 

potentially be otherwise. Despite differing local contexts, themes identified in fishers’ 

statements are common across regions. Fishers’ perspectives can be summarized along 

similar axes as the main characteristics of ordenamiento presented above: (1) discursive 

elements of ordenamiento, (2) the scientific practices employed, and (3) legibility-making 

and implications for access. In the following discussion, fishers’ quotes are identified by 

the region (see Figure 1), the city where the meeting took place, and the phase of the 

research (Phase 1, Phase 2, or national assemblies).  
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2.6.1. Discursive alignment and the purpose of ordenamiento: the 
need for order and responsibility 

Cooperativist fishers’ statements across regions suggest an uptake of the 

discourses of order and responsibility associated with ordenamiento and fisheries 

management more broadly. Through these discourses, fishers identify themselves as 

responsible actors who accept, internalize and sometimes independently carry out 

management activities. In these ‘internalization’ discourses, two trends can be identified. 

First, some fishers emphasize the need for fishers to organize themselves and comply 

with legal requirements and regulations to make fishing activities more orderly. In many 

instances they position themselves as already performing those duties of organization in 

fisheries and highlight the importance of cooperatives as a vehicle for achieving order. 

Meanwhile, other fishers tend to reflect on the need for ordering to occur externally – 

that external authorities must establish order in the local realm. Both of these 

internalization discourses coincide in that fishers accept some of the principles and 

instruments or regulations associated with ordenamiento, as well as the authority of the 

federal government to administer the use of marine resources and marine-coastal 

spaces. Table 5 provides examples of both of these discourses. In addition to these 

examples, cooperativist fishers commonly reference the need to be organized and fulfill 

their legal requirements in order to be taken seriously. Fishers understand that having a 

seat at the table and being recognized as legitimate resource users depends partly on 

their compliance and capacity to self-organize. The meaning of ‘being organized’ ranges 

from being administratively organized within cooperatives, having all legal requisites 

completed and documented, and even enacting collective forms of mobilization and 

making demands as a group. 
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Table 5: Examples of internalization discourses employed by cooperativist 
fishers. 

Internalization 
Discourses 

Examples (Region, meeting location, phase of research) 

Internal ordering 

“Fishing is salvageable […] for those of us who have very strict 
discipline in our cooperatives, and that can serve as example, 
those are the cooperatives that function the best because the 
government doesn’t give a damn and cooperatives that don’t give a 
damn fail. Now we are implementing strong cooperatives, we take 
care of our own resources with brigades.” (Region 4, Tepic, Phase 
1) 
“One of the biggest sources of pride for cooperatives is that they 
are respectful of size restrictions. During closed seasons, we are 
always respecting the government’s conditions and the laws, the 
norms, so yes, the truth is we feel proud that we are respecting the 
conditions of government, laws, norms, internal agreements and 
regulations (reglamentos). So, we should feel proud.” (Region 3, La 
Paz, Phase 1) 
“In fact, in the Port of Topolobampo, we are 8 or 9 cooperatives. 
We formed a council, all the cooperatives and we go monitor, we 
put in our own personal surveillance equipment, put in by the 
cooperative, and all members participate, each has their gear.” 
(Region 4, Mazatlán, Phase 2)  
Fishers from Region 5 (Ciudad del Carmen, Phase 2) argue that 
fishers need to be involved in monitoring protected areas, refuges 
and repopulation zones.  

External ordering 

“It is urgent that CONAPESCA conducts an ordenamiento involving 
a census of legal fishers, with well-regulated registration and crew, 
as well as identifying fishing zones for each of these legal vessels. 
That could help identify those fishing without permits (Region 4, 
Mazatlán, Phase 2).  
“What we are supposed to do, we do it and we do it well. We 
respect closed seasons, we respect size limits, everything that the 
agencies tell us we do. Who is really failing here? It’s the 
government, the authority is the one that is failing.” (Region 3, La 
Paz, Phase 1) 
One fisher from Region 4 (Mazatlán, Phase 2) proposes creating 
programs through INAPESCA so that they can create conscience 
among fishers so they respect the established zones for fishing.  

 

Miller and Rose (2008, p. 27) have analyzed the ways in which the “self-

regulating capacities of subjects have become vital resources and allies for the 

‘government’ of economic life, especially insofar as they have come to be understood 
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and regulated in terms of the notions of autonomy and self-fulfillment.” One non-

negligible dimension of cooperativism in Mexico is that, while cooperativist subjects are 

the target of diverse and often confounding regulatory techniques, the ideological 

resources upon which their organizations are founded emphasize these qualities of 

autonomy and self-regulation or self-governance. Self-governance is certainly in many 

ways beneficial to cooperativist subjects, in part because they are able to envision 

themselves as the authors of their futures, with agency to enact new possibilities. 

Additionally, in light of wavering State support for cooperatives, they are not only able 

but obligated to take matters in their own hands and seize the possibilities for sustaining 

their organizations. Cooperativist fishers make significant investments in local monitoring 

schemes, research and repopulation programs, and political mobilizing through 

federations and confederations, all of which demonstrate payoffs from autonomy. 

Nonetheless, these forms of autonomy are premised on compliance with governmental 

regulations, they depend on government support and recognition of fishers’ local efforts, 

and fishers’ discourses suggest they accept these conditions and have developed 

cooperativist subjectivities that are to some degree amenable to governmental ordering. 

In part, fishers are compelled to act according to regulations and requirements of 

federal fisheries management in order to benefit from government aid and subsidies. 

These incentives are contingent on compliance, essentially creating what Li (2005) has 

referred to as coercive conditionalities. One such subsidy program, PROPESCA, 

operates in this way and has been described by numerous fishers as a lock (candado). 

PROPESCA is a direct subsidy granted to compensate fishers, albeit minimally, for 

losses or opportunity costs associated with management instruments such as fishery 

closures, and also for any major event affecting production (e.g., a natural disaster) 
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(CONAPESCA, 2016). Obtaining the aid through PROPESCA requires fishers to register 

and participate in a course. According to an informant who has implemented these 

trainings, courses typically consist of general information about the logic behind fishery 

closures, as well as some general values to be instilled in fishers to steer them towards 

sustainability. These forms of education are ‘devices of meaning production’ (Rose 

1999, cited in Gibson-Graham, 2006) that constitute explicit attempts to guide the 

conduct of subjects towards desired objectives. Such devices aim to interpellate or hail 

subjects (Althusser, 1971) as certain kinds of citizens, in this case citizens who are 

responsible fishers and who respect the established regulations (e.g., seasonal 

closures). Similarly, SSF ordenamiento programs claim their objective is partly to foster 

these kinds of responsibilized subjects: 

Of equal importance is to create greater conscience in fishers regarding 
the care of fishing resources, with the goal that they learn to care and 
preserve fishery products, by themselves, so that they continue to be 
available for use by future generations. One way to arrive at this 
objective is by promoting a culture of feeling [ownership or propriety] 
over the resources so they themselves organize and seek means to 
administer it without the need for the authorities to be present (Botello 
Ruvalcaba et al., 2010b, p. 16). 

Cooperativist fishers’ statements, both at regional meetings and assemblies, 

reflect an alignment with this kind of conscience-building discourse. They emphasize the 

need to build conscience among fishers so they follow the established regulations and 

make orderly use of resources. For instance, according to one fisher from Region 4 (Los 

Mochis, Phase 1): “there are regions where there is a negative conscience and we must 

try to change the fisher, towards sustainable fishing.” Another fisher from Region 2 

(Tampico, Phase 2) argued that incorporating official norms into cooperatives’ internal 

regulations would help create conscience among fishers not to use prohibited gear (e.g., 
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gillnets). In some instances, fishers’ discourses also reflect an alignment with the logic 

that a sense of ownership is necessary for adequate use of fisheries resources: “The 

care for ecosystems has to do with exclusive use zones [i.e., concessions], there is no 

feeling of ownership if these zones don’t exist” (Region 3, La Paz, Phase 2).  

Much has been written about the forging of compliant subjectivities through 

internalization of governmental norms, particularly in relation to environmental behavior 

or environmentality (e.g., Luke, 1995; Agrawal, 2005; Rutherford, 2007). However, 

alignment between fishers’ discourses and those of ordenamiento policies is necessarily 

partial. Rather than passive or acquiescent subjects, fishers’ statements suggest they 

situate themselves in fraught relations between cooperatives, other sectors and 

government. For cooperativist fishers, ordenamiento is partly the promise that the State 

will regulate relations between SSF and other sectors, such as industrial fisheries, oil 

industry, and aquaculture – a promise they argue remains largely unfulfilled. For 

instance, fishers in Region 4 (Mazatlán, Phase 2) argue that order and regulation are 

necessary for shrimp aquaculture farms as they are harmful to fishing. Meanwhile, one 

fisher in Region 6 (Ciudad del Carmen, Phase 2) claims that nationalized oil extraction in 

the Gulf of Mexico has taken precedent and cooperatives no longer receive enough 

fishing permits, whereas in the past large cooperatives used to thrive in the region. This 

statement and many others suggest fishers long for a past when cooperatives occupied 

a more central role in the national agenda.  

Similarly, for cooperativist fishers the issue of ordenamiento also has to do with 

re-distributing access relations that have become skewed or inadequate. For instance, 

one group of fishers in Region 1 (La Paz) argue that the figure of the cooperative has 

been used by permit-holders (permisionarios) who formed cooperatives to consolidate 
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resources and operate more like private firms. This complaint is common in both the 

Pacific and Gulf of Mexico regions, in states like Sonora, Sinaloa, Baja California Sur, 

Tampico, Campeche and Veracruz. In these states, fishers point specifically to the 

medium-scale or semi-industrial shrimp sector, where permit-holders known as 

armadores have used the cooperative model to organize labor and acquire concessions. 

In addition, fishers have complained that these armadores abuse social security and 

health insurance benefit requirements, removing fishers from the official registrations as 

soon as they are no longer at sea – which makes them less like cooperative members 

and more like contracted labor. Similarly, fishers throughout the country complain about 

the widespread formation of small family cooperatives or “ghost cooperatives” enabled 

after legislative changes in the 1990s16. For fishers, one necessary aspect of 

ordenamiento is for the government to identify legitimate resource users and crack down 

on illegitimate forms of organization.  

Some fishers also become oppositional to influential discourses that threaten to 

alter existing access relations to the detriment of the cooperativist sector – what they 

defend in many ways is a continuation of the preferential treatment of years past, when 

cooperatives were valued more greatly by government administrations. One example is 

their opposition to ‘human rights’ discourses about fishing – questioning the notion that 

all people should have a right to benefit from the extraction of marine resources. Fishers 

opposing this idea think it should only be fishers with permits who can access marine 

resources, since they have worked to be recognized legally. Another example is 

opposition to give coastal resource access to peasants. Some cooperativist fishers 

argue this is an illegitimate claim because the peasants are farmers, and should not 
 

16 Specifically the Law of Cooperatives of 1994 (DOF, 1994).  
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receive fishing permits. Cooperativist fishers are therefore seeking to maintain the 

‘sectorialization’ of productive activities, in the process upholding historically enacted 

divisions that need not necessarily be so. There is evidence, for instance, of overlapping 

common-pool resource (CPR) tenure regimes elsewhere in in Mexico, facilitated by 

institutional arrangements such as coastal ejidos and fishing permits or concessions 

(Quezada Domínguez, 1995). Such arrangements blur the distinctions between 

agriculture and fisheries, between peasant and fisher.  

However, cooperativist fishers’ definitions of ordenamiento reflect a commitment 

to separating the cooperative sector from others. For example, fishers in Region 4 

(Mazatlán, Phase 2) claim there needs to be an ordenamiento but through cooperatives 

and federations, in which cooperative institutions are granted registrations or permits in 

order to protect their members as legitimate resource users. Another group of fishers in 

Region 1 (Arriaga, Phase 2) argue that all fishers need to organize into cooperatives in 

order to achieve adequate management. Often, they argue that other fishers (e.g., 

libres) who are numerous and unaccounted for are the problem in ordenamiento, a 

positioning which aligns with the narratives of disordered growth in official policies. 

Cooperativist fishers’ discursive alignment with the government’s vision of ordenamiento 

suggests they see themselves as legitimate users – they have permits and mostly 

operate legitimately – and they see illegal fishers, those violating regulations, and even 

independent fishers generally as essentially free-riding or shirking the regulatory 

framework.  

Fishers’ discourses also suggest ordenamiento occupies the realm of the 

messianic – a kind of order that was promised but has not yet been fulfilled. Specifically, 

ordenamiento represents an unfulfilled promise in the broader context of failed 
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governmental administration. A major reason why fishers see ordenamiento as 

incomplete is that government authorities fail to do their part in terms of enforcement. 

Fishers make extensive reference to local monitoring schemes which they have enacted 

to protect fishing zones in the absence of necessary enforcement by government 

agencies. As such, rather than being opposed to the practices of ordenamiento per se, 

fishers see them as ineffective without follow-through from government authorities. In 

this context, although they position themselves as responsible and compliant with 

regulations, some fishers (e.g., a group from Region 3, La Paz, Phase 1) argue the lack 

of government enforcement creates a de facto open access scenario where fishers 

become more prone to myopic resource use (i.e., harvesting more in the short-term 

because long-term resource availability is uncertain). For fishers, ordenamiento is 

inextricably linked to monitoring and enforcement (inspección y vigilancia) for preventing 

illegal fishing. Their statements across regions indicate that, without a coordinated effort 

to ensure this issue is resolved, ordenamiento remains unfulfilled and problematic. The 

framing articulated by one federation leader from Baja California at the 2017 assembly of 

the confederation illustrates how these issues are conceptually linked for cooperativist 

fishers:  

The sector suffers from a very big problem of illegal fishing, and in large 
part it has to do with ‘ordenamiento pesquero’. There has been work in 
the area of ‘ordenamiento pesquero’ but it has been limited to 
microchipping of vessels, which leads to us being organized and having 
our vessels chipped, but beyond that there are endless vessels that 
have cloned names and registration numbers, that don’t have any kind 
of registration, and use engines with greater potency than allowed for 
fishing. That is a problem of ‘ordenamiento’, and we relate it to [lacking] 
actions of monitoring and enforcement.  

According this federation leader, the issue needs to be addressed in a more 

‘integral’ manner, by which he means that different agencies need to coordinate on 
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enforcement (e.g., the Navy, the enforcement agency of the Secretariat of Environment 

and Natural Resources, SEMARNAT) in collaboration with fishers. Monitoring and 

enforcement against illegal fishing is without a doubt the most crucial problem according 

to fishers across sites, from regional meetings to national assemblies. For some fishers, 

the problem is so severe that it has become embodied in forms of anger, pain and 

impotence, as one fisher’s quote illustrates (Region 3, La Paz,):  

“We care about our resources. CONAPESCA doesn’t, they just ask for 
their check. But for us, it hurts. I’m hypertense from when I participated 
in surveillance, I became hypertense from the impotence […] One feels 
impotent not being able to stop illegal fishing.”  

Meanwhile, the topic of monitoring and enforcement is only peripherally mentioned in the 

official policies of ordenamiento and program reports which, for instance, discuss the 

role of tracking technologies and census efforts in improving monitoring. This gap 

suggests that future ordenamiento programs must seriously contend with the issue of 

illegal fishing, and concomitantly with monitoring and enforcement, if they aim to take 

seriously the concerns of fishers.  

2.6.2. Tensions arising from scientific practices 

Cooperativist fishers’ discourses reveal tensions surrounding the scientific 

practices that characterize ordenamiento and management more broadly. Rather than 

object to specific indicators for measuring sustainability, fishers’ statements suggest 

more fundamental issues with the way government approaches science. Some fishers 

expressed opposition to regulations and scientific practices as foreign impositions on 

their activities – foreign both in the sense of scientific expertise as American or from 

other countries and also as the work of experts outside local communities, who lack the 

specialized knowledge of fishers. For instance, one fisher from Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 
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2), argues they want to be assisted by Mexican scientists from the national university 

(UNAM) or the nearby city of Mexicali, and that “they don’t impose rules by foreign 

scientists.” Another fisher, also from Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 1), provides a thorough 

explanation of their opposition to science as a practice external to communities: 

[…] a methodology according to a document, they do a study, they go to 
school and study and they are prepared, and we recognize it, but we 
have other things, we have practices, we have knowledge of how the 
animal develops, we know the circumstances to be able to trap them 
[…] they should respect our experience and let us do selective fishing 
that works […] Either by whim or by technology or knowledge, they 
apply a rule that is theoretical against ours that is practical […] when a 
technician comes and helps us, because they do help us, one opens 
their mind too because they too adapt. The problem is that we have to 
adapt to the law, to management, when it should be the other way 
around, how to make the law should emerge from practice.  

This vision of scientific endeavor, and its relationship to regulation or legislation, 

positions fishers as key actors in the generation of knowledge – pointing to the need for 

collaboration between scientists and fishers to inform management. It also points out the 

kind of power differentials that scientific expertise enables in cases where resource 

users’ knowledge or practices are not explicitly considered. Whether experts listen to 

fishers or not, fishers become subject to the regulations put in place.  

The issue of closed seasons or temporary bans (vedas) exemplifies the kind of 

tensions fishers identify between scientific expertise and fishers’ practices. The majority 

of fishers emphasize the need to comply with vedas and size restrictions so that species 

can reproduce. However, fishers frequently refer to specific conflicts over the timing of 

vedas and their scientific basis. Some complain that closed seasons fail to capture the 

actual activities of fishers at sea. This kind of complaint is common, where closures are 

set for certain times (e.g., the reproductive period of a species) but might not coincide 

with the timing of most intense exploitation. In other cases, fishers complain that long 
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closures (e.g., for months) are mismatched with fishers’ harvesting practices which might 

last as little as days and are timed according to species’ migratory coastal movements 

(i.e., fishers argue they only harvest them when they pass through their zones). For 

instance, one fisher from Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 1) argues there is a mismatch 

between the long closure and the short harvest period of fish movements or runs 

(corridas): 

[…] they do studies and establish closures in each season but they don’t 
come and ask us “how much did you catch, how much not?” They don’t 
do economic studies of the community, to see if it helps or doesn’t help. 
In the issue of sharks, the run passes quickly, in 2 or 3 days it’s over. 
Every year we fish pufferfish, we catch 200, 300, half a ton, but we 
fished only 4 days, by tides17, those were the only days that the tides 
were productive, and those days when we didn’t fish, the product did not 
stay stable in one place. Now that they close those months when it 
comes in and we could fish a good quantity, get a good benefit, they 
closed it for months and those are months we could be working. And 
then there is no more, who knows who is capturing it or where […]  I 
have been working in San Carlos for 28 years and every year we would 
get more and more mackerel and all other products, and now that they 
close them, there’s no more. 

This fisher’s statement reveals that there is disagreement over the necessary 

duration and effectiveness of closures, but also some conceptual confusion regarding 

their purpose. The fisher argues the closures should result in economic benefits, which 

is rather a question that remains to be answered. The primary role of closures is to 

maintain the reproductive capacity of species, but could also result in long-term 

economic benefits for fishers if access to the resource is maintained over time. The 

mobility of pelagic fish species makes it challenging to ensure sustained access and 

property rights by one group of fishers over another (Schlager & Ostrom, 1999). In 

addition, this fisher is under the impression that closures themselves cause fish to 
 

17 Tides or mareas is a term used by fishers to describe a unit of harvest effort, usually a trip. 
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disappear and not return, possibly because they are being harvested elsewhere. These 

tensions suggest that scientific practices behind management instruments need to be 

more clearly communicated to fishers.  

Indeed, for many fishers, the regulations imposed and the science behind them 

occur behind a veil or in a black box, where fishers are informed of the size limits or 

closure dates without being offered details or explanations. Lack of transparency 

regarding the research being done about different species was also noted in several of 

fishers’ statements. For example, a group of fishers in Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 1) 

express their frustration that fisheries’ agency officials lack the answers to fishers’ 

questions about closures, and that they fail to perform economic studies in their 

communities to determine if regulatory measures are beneficial. Another fisher in Region 

4 (Los Mochis, Phase 1) expressed outrage that fishers were given a brief report 

regarding shrimp and crab closed seasons, but government officials were unable to 

answer fishers’ more specific questions.  

Other fishers view the scientific efforts of INAPESCA as limited and narrow in 

scope (e.g., focusing on larval studies). In response, cooperatives sometimes invest 

their own resources to conduct independent investigations, often hiring consultants or 

forming partnerships with academics to answer questions about their resources. They 

frame these investments as filling the gaps in government efforts. A group of fishers in 

Region 4 (Los Mochis, Phase 1), for instance, argue that if they “take the reins,” then the 

government will see them and help with the necessary research. The research they 

envision is thoroughly contextual and situated (i.e., “each body of water is different and 

requires a different cure”). One way some fishers in Region 4 (Los Mochis, Phase 1) 

propose to fill the gaps and resolve some of the tensions in scientific investigation is to 
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establish linkages with local universities or technical institutes, having students do local 

fisheries research to fulfill their requirements. Generally, fishers commonly propose that 

scientific investigation take place with their knowledge and experiences in mind.  

Some fishers also emphasize the need to foster linkages between the scientific 

and the regulatory capacities of fisheries agencies (i.e., between INAPESCA and 

CONAPESCA respectively) in order to promote more integrated or coordinated action. 

They argue it is important to fill the lacuna of interagency coordination and align 

management interests with the social and economic development of fishing 

communities. For instance, one fisher from Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 2) argues that 

CONAPESCA should work through INAPESCA to identify all the interests or issues in a 

given area and to create clear rules and consequences for those who are in violation. 

Interagency coordination might resolve some confusions that arise regarding the 

legitimacy of research for ordenamiento programs. For instance, one federation leader 

from Nayarit (Region 4, 2017 national assembly) argues that research funding for 

ordenamiento has been a waste because studies have been performed by external 

actors such as universities without verification from INAPESCA. The perception is that 

such ordenamiento studies are therefore not legitimate for decision-making in terms of 

permits and regulations. This is similar to the scenario described in Section 5.2 above, 

where fishers did not perceive an ordenamiento program to be legitimate in the absence 

of INAPESCA. This kind of tension fishers express suggests there is some confusion 

regarding the actors implementing ordenamiento studies, the legitimacy of the science 

behind them, and that it is necessary to better inform fishers regarding their purpose as 

distinct from studies conducted by INAPESCA. Greater clarity and transparency 
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regarding ordenamiento is therefore necessary to ensure not only fishers’ participation 

but also their recognition of management recommendations generated through them. 

2.6.3. Legibility-making and the politics of access 

Cooperativist fishers’ statements indicate there are both alignments and tensions 

with the legibility-making instruments of ordenamiento – that is, the procedures for 

identifying resource users and the system of permits and concessions through which 

access is regulated. Indeed, for fishers, the conflicts to which ordenamiento should 

respond are largely about the politics of access. Access can be understood broadly as 

the ability to benefit from resources (Ribot & Peluso, 2003), which stands in contrast to 

the concept of property rights as the formal recognition of entitlements that does not 

necessarily ensure the ability to benefit. For many fishers, as mentioned in Section 6.1, 

the purpose of ordenamiento should be to re-evaluate the legitimacy of rights that have 

been granted (e.g., to ghost cooperatives), and to settle disputes emerging from spatial 

arrangements of access by different sectors (e.g., SSF, industrial fishers, oil industry). 

Fishers describe a number of spatial conflicts or negative externalities, for instance, 

when industrial vessels use fishing zones frequented by small-scale fishers. Shrimp 

trawlers and sardine seiners are perceived as pillaging resources, which small-scale 

fishers argue impinge on their capacity to benefit from fishing. Through this lens, 

ordenamiento ideally represents a drastic reorganization of access dynamics and of 

formal rights through permits and concessions. At the 2018 national assembly, one 

federation leader from Chiapas argues spatial re-allocation of access should take place 

according to historical patterns of use, legitimizing cooperatives’ claims to historical 

fishing zones to protect them from industrial fishers and the construction of a gas 

pipeline.  
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Some fishers point specifically to the emphasis on legibility-making, coinciding 

with key informants that such practices as counting fishers are not comprehensive 

enough. According to one fisher from Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 1): 

In matters of ‘ordenamiento pesquero’, they have been dragging for 
many years […] Where do they start? They say, you are a cooperative 
authorized with 10 permits, we will check that you have the vessels 
registered, the engines, the gear […] who are the crew? That is what 
they ask you. That is not ordenamiento […] there are many things that 
need to be considered.  

Other fishers in Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 1) argue that, if ordenamiento has been 

carried out in terms of registrations, labeling vessels, and microchips, the authorities 

need to actually enforce the regulations that emerge from these efforts. They emphasize 

that fishers need to be organized as well, because there are too many economic units 

and too many communities, recognizing the difficult nature of organizing SSFs by area 

or resource when there are so many actors and their activities are dispersed. However, 

they argue that ordenamiento should be taking place on a much more granular scale, 

taking into consideration the context of the specific communities whose activities are 

regulated and incorporating their inputs. Others in Region 3 (La Paz, Phase 2) question 

more fundamentally the kinds of legibility-making devices that have been implemented, 

such as microchips, arguing these are foreign interventions (i.e., “installed by 

Americans”). They argue what is truly necessary is to end corruption in enforcement. 

One fisher says they removed the microchips from their vessels as a form of protest 

against widespread use of cloned permits and corruption in sanctioning of illegal fishers. 

The issue of cloned permits is a source of significant concern for cooperative fishers, 

since it threatens what they perceive as their legitimate rights.  
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Meanwhile, discussions in Region 2 (Tampico, Phase 1) suggest some fishers 

are enthusiastic about the possibilities offered by creating ordenamiento plans, which 

could bring to light the issues they face and direct government attention towards 

promoting value-added initiatives in the region, such as processing plants for mollusks. 

Fishers here also cite problems among different social groups as an impediment to 

collaboration on proposals for ordenamiento (i.e., conflicts among neighboring 

cooperatives working in the Lagoon of Tamiahua and conflicts between fishers and large 

permit-holders). They emphasize the need for enacting their own legibility-making 

practices – to know how many they are, how many are producing and how much. They 

argue this kind of information is necessary for each of the lagoon systems in the region. 

Resource use and associated social relations in this region are largely tied to the fate of 

the lagoons, and during Phase 2 of this research, fishers articulated the need to care for 

issues such as pollution in these systems as an important consideration for 

management.  

Fishers’ statements also suggest some conceptual confusion regarding the 

spatial dimensions of management instruments employed for ordenamiento. Some 

fishers mistakenly identify ordenamiento as a process that would grant them exclusive 

access over an area. For example, one fisher from Region 4 (Arriaga, Phase 2) argues 

that “a permit gives you freedom in one zone, [but] exclusive use comes from an 

ordenamiento.” Others have conflicting or mistaken ideas regarding the spatial 

dimensions of permits and concessions. For instance, a fisher in Region 2 (Tampico, 

Phase 2) argues that fishers have exclusive access rights over the coordinates 

associated with their permits, which is inaccurate. Another fisher from Oaxaca (Region 

1, Arriaga, Phase 2) explains that concessions only grant rights to harvest a species but 
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do not confer exclusive access over an entire area – he compares concessions to 

“imaginary dots” and that “to have an exclusive access zone, maybe that is not the 

government’s intention”. This last statement indicates that fishers are keenly aware of 

coordination dilemmas and operational constraints associated with these management 

instruments. That is, while concessions give fishers exclusive rights over a species in a 

given area, they do not necessarily guarantee an exclusive flow of benefits since other 

fishers can work in the same area and might incidentally or illegitimately capture the 

same species.   

Permits, a key element of ordenamiento, are commonly mentioned by fishers as 

a source of conflict. According to many fishers across sites, permits often fail to arrive 

once requested, and they complain about the of transparency over permit allocation 

decisions. Meanwhile, fishers in Region 1 (Tonalá, Phase 1) argue that permits should 

be granted to those who have been fishing without them, since total fishing effort would 

be unchanged – through this logic, authorities would simply be recognizing existing effort 

and making it legal. This argument resonates with those of fishers elsewhere who want 

formal recognition of their activities; to become ‘regularized’. Other fishers in Region 4 

(Los Mochis, Phase 1) point out the conflicts that emerge when the number of permits 

granted to a cooperative differs from the number of members harvesting those species – 

cooperative leaders must then allocate permits to some fishers over others. There is no 

clear solution to these issues, but fishers’ statements across regions indicate that 

permits and the processes for allocating them are commonly the subject of 

disagreements between fishers and governmental authorities.  

Regarding concessions or exclusive use zones specifically, fishers express 

differing views that tend to reflect regional and historical differences, as well as previous 
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personal experiences. For instance, fishers in Region 3 (Baja California, Baja California 

Sur) tended to reflect positively on the benefits of having concessions and the incentives 

they provide for fishers to invest in caring for resources in those areas. Cooperatives in 

this region are generally more isolated and handle valuable resources (e.g., abalone, 

lobster), which fishers across the country (e.g., at national assemblies) identify as 

explanations for the success of these concessions and cooperatives, although these 

variables alone may not explain their relative success. There is a history of effective 

coordination and collective action to manage concessions in this region (McCay et al., 

2014). However, even in this region, some fishers are critical of concessions, citing lack 

of enforcement and illegal fishing as challenges for maintaining them. 

Conversations among fishers from Chiapas and Oaxaca (Region 1, Arriaga, 

Phase 2) suggest fishers desire concessions because exclusive access rights would 

help resolve issues stemming from competition over fishing spaces. According to one 

fisher: “We are 5 cooperatives, it is difficult to maintain agreements amongst the 5, if we 

had our part of the water then we could work with them too and that way everyone says 

what to do with their zone.” This statement suggests some fishers view favorably the 

possibility of parceling out or dividing coastal space with the possibility for collaboration 

among those in charge of different zones. Similarly, fishers from San Carlos, Baja 

California Sur (Region 3, La Paz AG, Phase 1), argue that concessions provide a means 

to secure access rights from the intrusion of capitalist fishing enterprises, and also to 

assign greater clarity of access rights among many cooperatives who fish in the area. 

Concessions give them a legal or formal reason to protect those fishing grounds from 

excess effort or from outsiders. However, these fishers’ statements suggest they have to 
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be the ones enforcing the concessions or otherwise outside fishers will come and break 

the rules.   

Meanwhile, in the Gulf of Mexico states of Tamaulipas and Veracruz, fishers’ 

understandings and experiences with concessions were generally more negative. 

Concessions in this region were assigned after the loss of exclusive species for 

cooperatives in the 1990s, which makes them somewhat of a consolation prize, and 

fishers say they generally have not invested in local management of these areas 

because enforcement and local respect for the zones are lacking. In addition, fishers 

believe concessions to be ineffective given widespread illegal fishing in the region, as 

well as the presence of organized crime which overrides any formal or informal 

arrangements over the use of estuarine-coastal space. Organized crime was a problem 

only discreetly implied by fishers, who were fearful of even mentioning the issue. 

Nonetheless, governing the use of marine space in Mexico inevitably runs up against 

this insidious and ghost-like presence that upends existing norms and enacts new 

institutional constraints. In this way, the presence of organized crime can be understood 

as a fire object – that is, “an object that juxtaposes and transforms discontinuous 

realities that cannot be held together or brought to presence” (Law & Singleton, 2005, p. 

9). The concept of fire objects reflects the difficulty of ‘domesticating’ or ordering certain 

unruly forms of otherness (e.g., some diseases). Fire objects also make it painfully clear 

how different, sometimes opposing versions of reality co-exist through ‘flickers’ of 

absence and presence (Law & Mol, 2001).  

Nonetheless, cooperativist fishers across regions propose alternative visions for 

how concessions could be implemented. Specifically, they envision exclusive use areas 

or concessions granted to multiple sets of users rather than individual cooperatives. The 
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underlying rationale suggests fishers view these fishing zones as already shared and 

find it difficult or undesirable to parcel out to individual cooperatives. For example, 

fishers in Region 3 argue that having a concession for all the cooperatives – that is, a 

shared concession rather than individual – would be beneficial for the management of a 

clam fishery in the Upper Gulf of California. This proposition would group the cooperative 

sector of the region and ensure their collective access over a large area, rather than 

granting smaller areas to each cooperative. Fishers in Region 1 (Arriaga, Phase 2), 

argue similarly that concessions and the work of fishers in general should be performed 

jointly (pesca mancomunada). Fishers in this region and others are informally enacting 

their own informal arrangements to make collaborative use of one another’s 

concessions, which challenges the government’s spatial division of access rights. 

Similarly, another fisher from Region 3 (La Paz AG, Phase 1) argues there needs to be a 

drastic reorganization of permits and concessions. Specifically, this fisher proposes 

there should be concessions for all species in order to guarantee access for all 

communities through their fishing organizations, which would enable them to make 

arrangements to share and allocate fishing spaces collectively. Fishers therefore offer 

alternative visions for the implementation of management instruments such as 

concessions, which are not only a key element of ordenamiento but also regarded as a 

promising model for achieving sustainability (McCay et al., 2014; Aceves-Bueno et al., 

2017; Niparajá & EDF, 2018). Fishers’ perspectives on concessions align somewhat with 

the interventions of NGOs in Mexico, some of which have recently proposed expanding 

and reimagining the concession system to be able to grant more secure access rights to 

small-scale fishers for a greater range of species (Niparajá & EDF, 2018). More 

generally, cooperativist fishers’ statements provide some insights on how they envision 
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becoming more actively involved in co-determining spatialized forms of access, as well 

how they view the cooperativist sector as a central actor to be protected and directly 

benefit from ordenamiento.  

2.7. Conclusions 

This chapter has aimed to demonstrate how, rather than a coherent or uniform 

program, ordenamiento of fisheries in Mexico is an assemblage of different instruments 

and institutional practices, the implementation of which proceeds through heterogeneous 

practices and initiatives that involve both governmental authorities and diverse other 

actors. Ordenamiento is constituted by tensions, heterogeneities, and sometimes 

contradictory configurations of actors, discourses, techniques, rationalities and forms of 

knowledge-making. Nonetheless, ordenamiento also constitutes and characterizes a 

particular modality of rule, in which natural resources are to be administered in a rational 

and efficient manner. The entity responsible for the administration of fisheries is the 

federal government, but in practice ordenamiento has proceeded equally through the 

work of actors such as universities, NGOs and state-level agencies. The historical 

review presented here demonstrates how contemporary ordenamiento programs have 

emerged and sedimented through layers of meaning and practice that have built over 

time, giving rise to what are currently considered the appropriate approaches for 

governing fisheries. Fisheries have evolved over time from objects to be developed and 

exploited, the sites of resource nationalism and nation-building through both the 

production of food and export driven commercialization, towards more complex 

governance objects tangled in the conflicting governmental aspirations of production and 

conservation or sustainability.  
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Examining ordenamiento programs as they unfold 'in action' provides insights on 

some of their salient characteristics. As a policy discourse, ordenamiento emphasizes 

problems of 'disordered growth' which it proposes to resolve through primarily through 

an emphasis on bioeconomic measures and indicators, as well as alignment with 

international discourses of sustainable development. The practices of measurement and 

calculation employed in ordenamiento programs tend to emphasize bioeconomic 

indicators such as MSY and fishing effort at the expense of other dimensions of 

sustainability. The policy frames through which we envision the task of managing or 

ordering fisheries inevitably influences the kind of solutions that become possible. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, if ordenamiento is conceived as a way to propitiate the most 

‘optimal performance’ of ecological-economic systems – where reference points are 

calculated through estimations of fishing effort, population growth rates and mortality 

rates – it follows that outcomes of interventions are measured in similar bioeconomic 

terms. However, important dimensions of sustainability are missed through these 

framings and policy solutions.  

The redundancy of management instruments with other pre-existing approaches 

and instruments (i.e., management plans, permits, concessions) suggests there are 

unrealized opportunities for inter-agency collaboration and for more active participation 

of fishers. The implementation of ordenamiento by external actors, such as universities 

and NGOs, creates heterogeneity that enables opportunities for promising forms of 

intervention and participation, as well as some confounding effects in how the programs' 

legitimacy is perceived. In practice, the programs for the ordenamiento of SSF 

overwhelmingly rely on legibility-making practices through which counting fishers and 

accounting for their activities becomes more central than managing 'stocks' of resources 
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or ecological relations. Because they are rooted in practices of census and registration 

as an attempt to make legible the existing and lacking access rights for specific fisheries 

(i.e., permits, concessions), SSF ordenamiento programs and permitting more generally 

sometimes create exclusions and can erroneously stabilize social relations in fishing. 

Finally, examining the perspectives of fishers provides some key insights on the 

relationships between cooperatives and the governmental apparatuses of management 

and ordenamiento. Understanding fishers’ perspectives historically is a difficult yet 

important task because history has not been told in their words, but rather through 

accounts that center the ambitions and achievements of governmental authorities, and in 

the case of Mexico, those of federal government administrations especially. 

Nonetheless, much like other sectors, cooperativist fishers have exerted non-negligible 

pressures on governmental administrations to make decisions in their favor. That is, they 

have made themselves constituents to contend with, simultaneously courting the 

sectorial interpellation of governmental authorities (i.e., that cooperative fishers 

constitute an important productive sector) and staking claim to government support. 

Fishers’ statements discussed here demonstrate how they envision the role of the 

cooperativist sector in ordenamiento and in management more broadly.  

Cooperativist fishers' statements reflect an uptake or internalization of the 

principles of order on which fisheries management is premised. They see themselves as 

participants and legitimate users in what they wish were orderly and lawful fisheries. 

However, part of their compliance and internalization of these principles is contingent on 

what they envision as an unfulfilled promise or contract in which the State is not doing its 

part. Their discourses reinforce the role of the federal government in establishing order 

in fisheries, especially regarding wicked problems such as illegal fishing. Cooperativist 
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fishers also express many issues with the primary instruments for managing access in 

fisheries (permits and concessions) and propose alternative visions for how these should 

be implemented. Fishers simultaneously favor the parceling or dividing up of maritime 

space into fishing zones (i.e., to protect their access from industrial fishers, aquaculture, 

and oil industry), while simultaneously challenging the notion of separability and pushing 

forth an idea of shared or jointly managed concessions for cooperativist fishers. Overall, 

their discourses are suggestive of some major tensions in ordenamiento, which deserve 

consideration in future efforts to re-imagine these fraught governmental programs.  

Future work should endeavor to address these tensions and better incorporate 

fishers in decision-making, as well as promote the much-needed interagency 

coordination that national decentralization processes have promised but failed to deliver. 

In addition, additional research is needed to understand how non-cooperativist fishers 

(i.e., libres, permisionarios, industrial fishers) perceive and engage with governmental 

ordenamiento programs. Lastly, much remains unclear about the future trajectories of 

ordenamiento programs in Mexico in the context of a new federal administration that has 

created discontinuities in the bureaucratic networks of expertise formerly carrying out 

ordenamiento, and which has also been characterized by austerity measures and 

budget cuts on scientific research.
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3. Weaving governance narratives: Discourses of 
climate change, cooperatives and small-scale fisheries 
in Mexico 

3.1. Introduction 

In the coming decades, accelerating processes of climate change will likely 

exacerbate ongoing problems in the governance of the world’s marine fisheries. 

Predicted declines in productivity and species distribution shifts threaten significant 

impacts on local and national economies, food security, and ecological communities 

(Allison et al., 2009; Golden et al., 2016; Perry et al., 2005; Sumaila et al., 2011). 

Understanding impacts on small-scale fisheries is especially important because they 

generate the majority of global landings, fisheries jobs, and seafood for human 

consumption (A. Bennett et al., 2018; FAO & WorldFish Center, 2008). Small-scale 

fisheries tend to be characterized by relatively low capital investment, high labor 

intensity, and small boats targeting diverse species with multiple gear types (Salas et al., 

2007). However, most definitions of small-scale fisheries emphasize technological 

dimensions and labor performed at sea (Chuenpagdee et al., 2006), in effect obscuring 

other important social-ecological relations in which fisheries are embedded (Basurto et 

al., 2017; Smith & Basurto, 2019). 

In Mexico, the small-scale fishing sector is a significant producer, accounting for 

approximately 97% of all vessels and involving hundreds of thousands of fishers (Salas 

et al., 2011). Among small-scale fishers in Mexico, perceived impacts of climate change 

are becoming increasingly salient yet difficult to separate causally from other issues 

(e.g., widespread illegal fishing, declines in productivity). Moreover, problems in the 

governance of Mexican fisheries are embedded in particular histories of centralized 
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management and state-led economic reform. In the 1970s, the Mexican government 

promoted development strategies for generating economic growth the nation’s fisheries, 

which remained relatively unexploited until then (Hernandez & Kempton, 2003). In the 

1990s, the state reduced its own capacities through neoliberal reforms (e.g., reducing 

subsidies, promoting private investment), while simultaneously retaining centralized 

control of fisheries permits and access rights (Ibarra et al., 2000b; Young, 2001; 

Hernandez & Kempton, 2003). Two federal agencies housed in the Secretariat of 

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Food (SAGARPA) serve this latter purpose: 

INAPESCA (the National Institute of Fisheries and Aquaculture) conducts scientific 

research to inform management, while CONAPESCA (the National Commission of 

Fisheries and Aquaculture) is the regulatory body that assigns fishing permits and 

administers subsidy programs, among other tasks.  

Historically, cooperatives have been a major organizational model for small-scale 

fishers in Mexico, where they are legally defined as social organizations formed by 

individuals with common interests “based on principles of solidarity, individual efforts, 

and mutual assistance for the purpose of satisfying individual and collective needs, 

through the realization of economic activities of production, distribution, and 

consumption of goods and services.” (DOF, 1994). The history of cooperativism in 

Mexican fisheries is similarly embedded in a history of state-led development and 

intervention. Starting in the 1920s, post-revolutionary governments incentivized the 

formation of cooperatives by granting them fishing permits and exclusive access rights 

over some species (formalized in the Law of Fisheries of 1947) (Martínez Martínez & 

González Laxe, 2016). Later in the 1970s, increased productivity was promoted through 

low-interest loans distributed by a national fisheries bank (BANPESCA) and a parastatal 
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commercialization through the company Productos Pesqueros Mexicanos 

(PROPEMEX), as well as subsidies and infrastructure investments (Ibarra et al., 2000b; 

Young, 2001; McCay et al., 2014). However, neoliberal policies in Mexico have 

drastically shifted these incentives, opening up the fishing sector to private investment 

as cooperatives lost exclusive access rights after the Law of Fisheries of 1992 (A. 

Bennett, 2017). In addition, the bankruptcy of BANPESCA in the 1980s negatively 

impacted cooperatives’ access to capital, which has made them vulnerable to private 

competitors (A. Bennett, 2017; Ibarra et al., 2000b; Vásquez-León, 2012).  

Cooperativism developed into an important form of collective action in Mexico 

partly because cooperative firms overcome high transaction costs associated with 

commercialization of landings, and they facilitate collective access to fishing rights and 

government benefits (Basurto et al., 2013; A. Bennett, 2017; Nenadovic et al., 2018). 

Cooperatives are also important for the provision of other services (e.g., freshwater, road 

infrastructure) in coastal communities (Basurto et al., 2013; McCay et al., 2014). 

Additionally, fishers have harnessed the cooperative model to form nested, multi-level 

organizations for political representation and collective action. That is, cooperatives have 

unified into regional federations, which in turn form national-level confederations. 

Organizing into confederations has allowed small-scale fishers to participate in broader 

political forums, such as national policy councils (Espinosa-Romero et al., 2014). The 

first national confederation, CONACOOP (National Confederation of Fishing 

Cooperatives), was created in 1973 and currently represents approximately 20% of all 

fishing cooperatives in Mexico (COBI, 2015). In 2014, several federations departed from 

this group and formed a new confederation, CONMECOOP (Mexican Confederation of 

Fishing and Aquaculture Cooperatives), which currently represents 34 federations from 
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14 coastal states, approximately 300 cooperatives and more than 30,000 individual 

fishers (Nenadovic et al., 2018). 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the exchanges taking place in the 

general assembly of CONMECOOP in 2016, where fishers interacted extensively with 

federal government representatives. The assembly is conceptualized as a forum for 

political exchange where actors enact discursive practices that reflect particular policy 

preferences and illustrate broader struggles in the management of fisheries in Mexico. 

The chapter employs discourse analysis to examine dialogues between fishers and 

government actors, focusing especially on discussions of climate change and its impacts 

on small-scale fisheries, as well as other major governance issues. This chapter 

demonstrates how social actors position themselves in relation to other actors through 

discursive practices; how they make argumentative claims through narratives and 

rhetorical devices; and how certain narratives and discursive elements are deployed to 

reify or establish common understandings of fisheries problems. From a theoretical and 

methodological standpoint, this chapter aims to contribute to various policy studies 

traditions by demonstrating the utility of ethnographically grounded discourse analysis 

for understanding policy processes. 

3.2. Methods 

General assemblies are the principal decision-making mechanism in Mexican 

cooperatives, and by extension also federations and confederations since these are 

nested institutions regulated under the same legislation (DOF, 1994). As with most other 

cooperative organizations in Mexico, the assemblies of CONMECOOP are held annually 

and serve different functions, such as reviewing the confederation’s past activities and 

democratically determining future activities or electing leadership. Here we focus 
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especially on the 2016 assembly of CONMECOOP, which involved open forums for 

questions and discussion between fishers and representatives of the federal 

government. We audio-recorded and transcribed the proceedings of the assembly, 

which took place in Mexico City during March of 2016. We also attended and recorded 

the annual assembly in 2017 and 2018, which took place in Mexico City in March and 

June respectively. Permission to record was obtained by asking confederation leaders 

and also obtained orally at the assemblies. We also conducted ethnographic observation 

throughout the assemblies and informal interviews with confederation members, three in 

2017 and four in 2018. Information from 2017 and 2018 is supplemental to our analysis 

and provides additional context for understanding the range of issues associated with 

the governance of fisheries in Mexico. 

We analyzed the 2016 transcripts inductively according to principles of grounded 

theory as an approach to qualitative data analysis (Charmaz, 2008), first performing an 

open coding of the transcripts and narrowing over successive coding efforts to identify 

emergent themes. Some of the major themes identified include: climate change, conflict 

between small-scale and industrial fisheries, subsidies, monitoring and enforcement, and 

illegal fishing. Qualitative data were coded using NVivo (QSR International), a qualitative 

data analysis software. In addition, insights from narrative policy analysis (Kaplan, 1986; 

Roe, 1991) and discursive positioning theories (Davies & Harré, 1990; Hajer, 1995) were 

used to examine the rhetorical elements of discourses found in the assembly. These 

analytical approaches, as well as the data presented here, are not intended to provide a 

systematic survey of attitudes and policy preferences related to the small-scale fishing 

sector in Mexico. This work is inherently limited by the scope and content of issues 

discussed at the assemblies. Findings are contextualized ethnographically through the 
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authors’ broader research experiences and knowledge of fisheries in Mexico, as well as 

consideration of broader literature. The following section describes the theoretical 

perspective of the paper, and subsequent sections present major findings and 

conclusions.  

3.3. Confronting ontological-epistemological divides: Discourse 
and institutional analysis 

Fisheries are commonly conceptualized as common-pool resources (CPR), 

where one user’s appropriation subtracts from the total resource pool, and from which it 

is costly to exclude unauthorized users (Ostrom, 1990). The field of CPR or commons 

scholarship emerged partly in response to influential thinking rooted in bioeconomics 

and neo-Malthusianism, which drew a linear relationship between population growth and 

resource depletion. Hardin's (1968) ‘tragedy of the commons’ emerges as the most 

emblematic metaphor for this line of thinking, which poses centralized control or 

privatization as logical solutions to resource degradation (Ostrom, 1990). Several 

commons scholars have critiqued the assumptions of this tragedy narrative (Berkes, 

1985; Feeny et al., 1990; Ostrom et al., 2002), and demonstrated how resource users 

can communicate to develop institutions (i.e., rules and norms), therefore avoiding 

tragedy and giving rise to enduring arrangements for governing resources (Ostrom, 

1990). This field has made significant contributions to the study of common property, 

social-ecological systems, and factors that influence governance and institutional 

change (Agrawal, 2001; Berkes et al., 2003; Ostrom, 2005; Ostrom et al., 2002).  

One key contribution of commons scholarship is the Institutional Analysis and 

Development (IAD) framework, a conceptual tool intended to foster a common 

‘metatheoretical language’ for analyzing diverse institutional situations and integrating 
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different theories and models (Ostrom, 2011, p. 8). The IAD framework situates social 

actors within action situations, which are shaped by various contextual elements (e.g., 

the biophysical world, existing institutions), in order to analyze how interactions and 

outcomes are influenced by the kinds of rules and norms at play. The framework is 

useful because it allows us to envision multiple spaces for decision-making by actors in 

action situations, and to theorize the actions they take in different ways. Some scholars 

have theorized policy change as driven by coalitions of actors making use of knowledge 

and learning to further their interests, or as driven by the influence of interest groups on 

bureaucratic processes (Sabatier, 1988; Moe, 1995). As Moe (1995) demonstrates for 

the United States, public bureaucracies are not designed for efficiency, effectiveness, or 

because they lead to the most equitable outcomes. Rather, they are shaped by the 

interests and incentives of multiple actors. One key mechanism through which actors 

assert their interests and attempt to shape policy processes is their use of discourse and 

strategic use of particular policy narratives (Kaplan, 1986; Roe, 1991; Hajer, 1995; 

Dryzek, 2005).  

Institutionalists and other scholars of the commons have acknowledged the role 

of language and ideas in constituting social realities, identities, and social orderings 

(Aligica & Boettke, 2009). Yet paradoxically, despite explicit efforts to engage with 

language and linguistic elements (e.g., Crawford & Ostrom, 1995; Basurto et al., 2010), 

there has been relative inattention to discursive practices as political strategies that 

mediate the material force of ideas (i.e., their effects on the world). Indeed, some 

engagements with commons scholarship have been critiqued for inattention to historical 

and political dimensions (Cleaver, 2000; Clement, 2010). In addition, some work on the 

commons has remained somewhat disengaged from the political influence of the core 
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ideas it represents – for instance, how work on the global commons can reinforce 

Western notions of development and modernization (Goldman, 1997), or how some 

contributions of the field have coalesced into a prescriptive management discourse 

premised on decentralization as a normative end (Bresnihan, 2016).  

Partly at the root of these critiques are ontological and epistemological 

differences. Institutionalist approaches are useful for understanding the incentives actors 

face in policy settings, or mechanisms available for deliberation. However, because 

these analyses often adopt an individualistic epistemology (methodological 

individualism; Aligica & Boettke, 2009), premised to varying degrees on economic 

rationality (i.e., self-interested, utility-maximizing actors), they can obscure the relational 

and performative dimensions of policy making and institutional change. By relational we 

mean that all seemingly concrete or structural phenomena are constituted by specific 

relations and processes, and that relations rather than discrete objects are the 

ontological units of the world (Barad, 2007; Haraway, 2008). Relational ontologies differ 

drastically from more anthropocentric perspectives premised on dualistic understandings 

of the ‘social’ and ‘natural,’ or which conceive of such categories as separable, inherent, 

or essential (Castree 2003). Performativity is a concept influenced by the work of 

feminist theorist Judith Butler, emphasizing the practices through which particular 

realities are enacted, embodied, and reproduced (Barad, 2007; Gibson-Graham, 2008).  

Accordingly, here adopt a more relational perspective and argue that fisheries 

and policies to govern them are (1) co-produced by the intertwined agencies of human 

and more-than-human natures (Barad, 2007; Bresnihan, 2016; Moore, 2015), and (2) 

constituted through discursive practices and their relations to the material world (Barad, 

2007; Hajer, 1995). By more-than-human natures we mean that non-human components 
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of social-ecological systems directly shape the possibilities for human action, and that 

societal processes (e.g., resource extraction, capital accumulation) do not act on nature, 

but through nature (Moore, 2015). So-called ‘bio-physical elements’ are therefore not 

‘exogenous variables,’ as suggested even in more politicized analyses using the IAD 

framework (e.g., Clement, 2010), but integral material-semiotic actors shaping action 

situations. Moreover, we understand discourse as an “ensemble of ideas, concepts, and 

categorizations that are produced, reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of 

practices and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities” (Hajer 

1995: 44). This definition, which reflects the importance of practices, is useful for 

examining the performative nature of policy processes. In addition, attending to 

discursive practices offers a possibility to explore dynamic processes through which 

actors acquire positions in action situations, enlivening more static yet helpful 

understandings of positionality used in institutional analysis (e.g., positions of resource 

users based on rights; Ostrom, 2005).  

Several kinds of environmental discourse have been studied using discourse 

analysis, including acid rain, soil degradation, and deforestation (Hajer, 1995; Forsyth, 

2001; Hajer & Versteeg, 2005b; Dryzek, 2005). In this analysis, we draw from social-

interactive discourse analysis, rooted in the work of theorists like Davies and Harré 

(1990) and Billig (1987), but refined by Hajer (1995) for the study of environmental 

discourses. A major emphasis of the social-interactive approach is the argumentative 

nature of political struggles, or how actors produce and shape discourse through 

argumentation. According to this perspective, which draws on Michel Foucault’s theories 

of power and subjectivity (e.g., Foucault, 1980), human interaction and reality are 

constituted through the exchange of arguments and people acquire certain subject-
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positions through the discursive practices and techniques available to them, which they 

employ tactically. In this paper, we examine how actors position themselves in relation to 

specific socio-environmental problems and to other relevant actors as they make 

arguments about fisheries in Mexico. We focus on the ways actors employ discourse to 

represent problems, possible solutions, the roles of other actors and rationalities for 

management, weaving them into particular governance narratives. 

Given the role of argumentation in environmental politics, Hajer (1995) draws 

attention to rhetorical or persuasive devices, particularly the Aristotelian rhetorical 

elements of Ethos, Pathos and Logos. Ethos refers to the character of the speaker, 

whose authority, reputation or credibility are invoked in making an argument. Pathos 

refers to emotional appeals (e.g., pity), while Logos is related to the logical or rational 

basis of an argument. Additionally, the Sophist rhetorical concept Kairos refers to 

persuasion through the timeliness or appropriateness of an argument or speaker (Hess, 

2011). Kairos is a useful concept for examining emerging discourses about climate 

change and the ongoing preoccupation with environmental crises (Nicotra & Parrish, 

2010). Attending to rhetorical devices, as well as more pragmatic aspects of discourse 

(e.g., context, presuppositions, implicatures), can be useful for examining how expertise, 

authority and appropriateness are produced in the political articulation of environmental 

discourses (Choy, 2005; Hess, 2011; Blok, 2014). Examining rhetorical elements 

generally is also useful for understanding how discourses coalesce into narratives or 

storylines – discursive formations that position actors in certain roles, propose causal 

relations, and suggest possible solutions (Kaplan, 1986; Roe, 1991; Hajer, 1995). 

Narratives depend partly on the possibility for multiple interpretations, which 

allow actors to draw meaning from independent events, such as fish mortality in the case 
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of acid rain discourse (Hajer, 1995). At issue here is not whether storylines are ‘true’ but 

rather the way actors employ narratives to represent a given phenomenon. Attending to 

these discursive elements, in addition to the social and historical context, can be useful 

for determining how environmental problems are co-produced by diverse actors and how 

policies are contested, challenged or defended. Narratives can become structured and 

influential when actors’ credibility depends on their use of specific discourses, and they 

can become institutionalized (e.g., incorporated into formal policy) (Hajer, 1995; Dryzek, 

2005). Storylines or narratives are adopted by emergent discourse coalitions, groups of 

actors united in their attraction to and deployment of particular narratives. According to 

Hajer (1995, p. 65), discourse coalitions form when “a common discourse is created in 

which several practices get a meaning in a common political project.” These differ from 

Sabatier’s (1988) concept of policy coalitions in that actors need not have the same 

interests or beliefs to share in the tactical use of common storylines (Hajer, 1995).  

The Mexican confederation (CONMECOOP) can be considered a type of interest 

group with incentives to position itself advantageously in relation to federal government 

actors, as well as to its constituent federations and cooperatives. Government actors’ 

responses to fishers are likely also shaped by their own incentive structures, such as 

length of office tenure and likelihood of re-election (Moe, 1995). In the context of this 

research, fishers enter conversations with government on unequal footing. The ultimate 

decision-making authority resides with federal agencies. Inviting government actors to 

the assemblies of their organizations is explored here as a mechanism for fishers to 

express grievances and participate in the production of meanings and understandings. 

Through our analysis in the following sections, we seek to demonstrate how actors co-

produce understandings of climate change and other problems at the CONMECOOP 
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assembly. We also examine the ways actors position themselves in relation to one 

another, and how their policy narratives prioritize certain kinds of knowledge and 

management rationalities. However, the dialogues taking place at the assemblies of 

CONMECOOP alone do not explain policy change and must be understood more 

broadly through other political practices and historically grounded relations of production, 

power, coercion and contestation. We contextualize our findings accordingly in the 

following sections, although exploring in depth some of these dimensions is beyond the 

scope of this chapter, which focuses instead on the assembly as a site where meanings 

are co-produced and policy preferences become articulated. These forms of narrativized 

argumentation offer insights into the major issues, debates and tensions surrounding 

fisheries policy in Mexico. 

3.4. Findings and Discussion 

3.4.1. Problem framings and discursive positionings  

In the general assemblies of CONMECOOP, there is a specific structure for 

engagement between fishers and government actors. One confederation member is 

elected as moderator for the assembly. The conversation with government 

representatives is a relatively open forum in which any fisher can ask a question or 

comment, followed by responses from the representative, or sometimes followed by 

additional comments from other fishers before a response. Argumentation is therefore a 

central element of these discussions. In the 2016 assembly, fishers first welcome and 

address a representative from CONAPESCA, the Director of Organization and 

Development. After speaking with him at length, a separate discussion takes place with 

a researcher who represents INAPESCA. The question-answer structure of the dialogue 
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allows actors to position themselves in particular ways, bring up issues they want to 

discuss, and engage one another directly.  

Throughout the assembly, both fishers and government officials address several 

problems related to the management of fisheries. Some of the major problems included: 

lack of access to subsidies from CONAPESCA, illegal fishing, inadequate monitoring 

and enforcement, and climate change. The overall tone of the assembly indicates both a 

preoccupation with these problems and a focus on producing strategic, direct action to 

solve them. In the words of the moderator, this is not an “assembly of lamentations. We 

want this to be […] an assembly of proposals.” Cooperativist fishers and CONAPESCA’s 

representative emphasize the need to create strategic proposals that can be used for 

leverage and collaboration with higher levels of government. Other fishers place 

emphasis on demanding that things are done with immediacy and urgency, that 

neglected segments of the fishing sector be brought to the attention of the central 

government, or that fishers take matters into their own hands.   

Generally, fishers in the assemblies make several kinds of rhetorical arguments 

that serve to reinforce their credibility and the urgency of their problems. Key arguments, 

summarized in Table 6, include: (a) appeals to historical experience or the importance of 

the ‘social sector’; (b) appeals to the high productivity of the small-scale sector, as well 

as declines thereof; (c) conflicts with the industrial sector or foreign fleets; and (d) implicit 

threats of violence or resistance. These arguments reflect both the speakers’ subject-

positions and the kinds of rhetorical language they use. An appeal to pathos or emotion 

is evident in some fishers’ implicit threats to promote resistance, potentially violent in 

nature, if problems are not addressed. For instance, one fisherman references past 

conflicts in Yucatán over illegal sea cucumber fishing, in which local fishers set fire to the 
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vessels of illegal fishers (see Table 6, d). Another fisherman speaking on behalf of 

cooperatives in the state of Chiapas positions the sector as dependent on the federal 

government while also appealing to pathos in the audience: “More than anything this is a 

cry for help from the fishing sector of Chiapas […] We are fishers who need our federal 

government.” Asking for the federal government’s aid, this fisherman also positions the 

sector in opposition to local governments, which he describes as ‘avoidant’ and ‘lazy’ 

when responding to fishers’ issues: “The social sector has hope. We can’t do it alone. 

Some local governments respect us, but others ignore us. So, our only option is the 

federal government. We must face the issues together in a pragmatic way.” These forms 

of positioning suggest fishers perceive the role of the federal government is that of a 

paternalistic caretaker, responsible for establishing order and assisting fishers. This 

proposed role for the state reflects historical relations of production, given the Mexican 

government’s crucial role in developing fisheries through legislation, subsidies and 

development programs (Quezada Domínguez, 1995; Young, 2001; Martínez Martínez & 

González Laxe, 2016). 
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Table 6: Rhetorical arguments made by fishers in the 2016 assembly. 

Type of rhetorical argument Example quotes 

 
(a) Historical involvement and challenges of 
the small-scale sector 

 
“I have been a fisherman since 1962.” 
 
“Finally, some of us have been fishing for over 
40 years and we struggle to come to this 
meeting, but here we are.” 

 
(b) Productivity of the small-scale fishing 
sector 

 
“[…] for the particular case of Guerrero, Oaxaca 
and Chiapas, which are the states I represent 
here and have the most production in the 
country.”  
 
“Here we produce an economic volume from 
fishing that in others, even if they have better 
numbers, they have a low volume of production 
[…] we have high value.”  

 
(c) Conflict between the small-scale and the 
industrial sector 

 
“I come from the federation of Guasave to tell 
you we have a serious problem with tuna and 
sardine vessels […] they come to the shores and 
they take everything.” 
 

 
(d) Implicit threats of resistance 

 
“We have to take very seriously what we are 
getting into, because people blow up and fishers 
are very volatile, especially when they need 
money.”  
 
“I said, friends, this is not going to get resolved. 
Let’s burn the damn boats. We burned the boats 
and it got resolved.” 

 

Cooperativist fishers enact a particular kind of positioning, appealing to ethos, 

when they describe small-scale fisheries as a productive and important social sector. 

This positioning emerges historically from relations of labor and production under 

cooperativism, in which cooperatives emerge as distinct from the private sector (Vargas-

Cetina, 2005). More specifically, the concept of “social sector” is a legal-juridical term 
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used in public administration in Mexico to refer to a number of entities that cannot be 

defined as private (e.g., capitalist firms) or as public (Calvo Blanco, 2017). The term can 

be used to refer to ejidos, syndicates, cooperatives, and peasant organizations, but in 

fisheries it usually refers to small-scale fishers (ribereños) organized in cooperatives 

(Yurkievich & Sánchez Crispín, 2016; Martínez Martínez & González Laxe, 2016). In the 

2016 assembly, and in the politics of Mexican fisheries more broadly, fishers discursively 

perform the identity of the social sector as one that is distinct from the industrial sector, 

with whom they express having conflict at least nine distinct times. The industrial sector 

becomes the subject of narratives of inequality and marginalization. According to one 

fisher in the 2017 assembly, the social sector should be angry at the “inequality between 

the powerful industrial sector and the social sector.” Simultaneously, as fishers 

interpellate (Althusser, 1971) or discursively give identity to the federal government as 

caretaker, the social sector becomes a subject of the state’s intervention. In addition, in 

fishers’ rhetoric, differentiated social groups (e.g., fishing sectors) become homogenized 

and different actors acquire specific roles – which, as government actors’ responses 

suggest, become subject to contestation.  

Responding to fishers’ questions and demands (Table 7), government 

representatives at the 2016 assembly primarily make efforts to (a) reiterate and reinforce 

the commitments of federal agencies to the cooperative sector. Stated commitments 

include continuing to work together with fishers, to facilitate participation in forums for the 

negotiation of policies, and to ensure intended benefits of fisheries policies (e.g. 

subsidies) are directed to the small-scale sector. Other responses by government 

officials included: (b) encouraging fishers to exert their own collective power (e.g., 

through voting) and put pressure on congress to increase the budget available for 
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fisheries agencies; (c) using scientific explanations of climatic or other environmental 

phenomena, appealing to logos; and (d) otherwise shifting the responsibility over certain 

tasks to the fishing sector (e.g., arguing fishers must complete paperwork correctly).  

Government actors support their stated commitments partly by positioning 

themselves in relation to higher-ranking and ostensibly respected members of their 

agencies. For example, the representative from CONAPESCA begins his introduction by 

positioning himself as a direct link to the National Commissioner of Fisheries and 

Aquaculture, saying the commissioner is a committed official who always considers the 

fishers and sends them an affectionate greeting. This is a clear appeal to ethos, 

signaling the agency’s commitments to the sector and the speaker’s allegiance to his 

agency. In addition, while he emphasizes his limited ability to act on several issues given 

his office, he also positions himself metaphorically as spokesperson (vocero) or speaker 

(altavoz) to his superiors and other departments in CONAPESCA. The government 

official makes himself synecdoche to CONAPESCA (i.e., a part that comes to represent 

the whole). He tells the fishers he represents the broader agency: “Take me as a 

spokesperson to all the other directors to be able to transmit everything you have […] 

We are here representing CONAPESCA in general, and any issue we can help facilitate, 

here we are.” This discursive positioning gains momentum in the assembly, as fishers 

take up the same language to frame subsequent exchanges. For instance, one fisher 

begins his comment by saying, “I come from Yucatán […] and I come to tell you about a 

problem we have here with fishing, since you said you want to be a spokesperson to 

your leaders in CONAPESCA.” 
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Table 7: Major types of responses by government actors to fishers’ demands. 

Type of response Example quotes 

 
(a) Reinforcing commitments to 
collaboration 

 
“As you can see, we are truly compromised with the 
sector […] and now that we are working closely with 
the support of the secretary who knows well the issues 
of the sector […] the work we are doing, and the basis 
and support of the studies comes directly from you. 
That is something we must acknowledge and thank 
you for.” 
 

 
(b) Encouraging fishers to exert their 
power as citizens 

 
“The other thing I think is best, especially now that 
election time is coming in many states, I think that with 
you who are leaders, you who are always in contact 
with the legislative [government], and who are 
sometimes the ones who practically decide in congress 
what amounts go to each program, we have to seek a 
greater budget for the fishing sector”  

 
(c) Scientific, rational, or economic 
explanations of management problems 

 
“Effectively, when we are talking about benthic 
resources like clams and conch, and the management 
of the fisheries is short-term, we have to do the studies 
to define the conditions of the populations. And based 
on that, we can define the quota for the exploitation of 
that species.” 
 

 
(d) Shifting responsibility to fishers  

 
“As government officials, we pay attention to the 
documents presented by fishers […] which say, ‘I 
present this, I have this permit, I am part of this 
cooperative’ […] In the face of this, there is little we can 
do.”  

 

Similarly, the representative from INAPESCA invokes the character of his 

supervisor, describing him as a committed public official working “hand in hand” with 

fishers. This rhetorical appeal to ethos implies the speaker is credible given his proximity 

to leadership, while reinforcing his agency’s stated commitments to collaboration. After 

referencing his supervisor, he says: “INAPESCA is an institution that works directly with 

you. We are working day after day, hand in hand with you. The studies and 
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investigations we do, we couldn’t do without you, […] you all know it.” The representative 

from INAPESCA never explicitly offers himself as spokesperson for fishers’ issues in his 

broader agency, but fishers nonetheless interpellate or hail him into this position, urging 

him to play this role. One fisherman begins his public comment as follows: “Doctor, 

taking advantage that you are here as spokesperson to the institute [INAPESCA], there 

is something the officer forgot about.” The fisher explains some issues of inequity in 

access related to the closure of shrimp fisheries, and concludes by saying: “Take this 

into account. Become our spokesperson if it is necessary.” These are moments in which 

actors become positioned in certain roles – in this case, fishers urge the representative 

to become an advocate for the sector. These discursive positions also reflect ongoing 

tensions regarding the role of state agencies and fisheries research in sustaining 

fisheries production and promoting social sustainability.   

Throughout this discussion, fishers and government actors use the word 

problemática (in Spanish, a set of problems) to invoke specific clusters of issues. 

Simplified names become shorthand for complex management issues. For example, 

furtivismo refers to illegal fishing and poaching. Illegal fishing may be distinct from 

poaching (e.g., fishing without a license versus poaching valuable or protected species), 

and could refer to conflicts within the small-scale sector or with foreign vessels. Each 

problem framing invokes storylines along which there are some convergences (e.g., all 

actors recognize there are enforcement problems), but differences are likely to exist in 

the ways fishers and government actors perceive these issues. Referring to furtivismo, 

one fisherman says, “Everyone knows the subject,” before going on to argue that illegal 

fishing is the reason all species are declining. Although illegal fishing is obviously a 

major issue, this fisherman’s use of hyperbole belies the reality that fisheries declines 
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result from the interaction of multiple causal factors, and other actors in the assembly 

might disagree about which ones are primarily to blame.  

In addition, although they are discussed as discrete issues, problem framings are 

interrelated. For instance, fishers lament the lack of funding received from one of 

CONAPESCA’s subsidy programs, which compensates fishers for opportunity costs 

associated with closures (vedas), but the perceived issue stems from fishers lacking 

permits for species being compensated through the program or lacking fishing permits 

altogether. Permit allocation is itself influenced by scientific assessments carried out by 

INAPESCA, through which CONAPESCA determines which fisheries are sustainable 

and economically viable or profitable (‘rentable’ according to the INAPESCA 

representative) (CONAPESCA, 2010). Nonetheless, invoking these different problem 

framings allows each actor to establish a relatively shared problem framing when 

addressing others, responding to a question, or proposing solutions. In the following 

section, we examine more closely how the problem of climate change is discussed in the 

2016 assembly and the narratives and arguments that emerge around this problem 

framing.  

3.4.2. Climate change discourses in the 2016 assembly 

Climate change discourses tend to be characterized by urgency and timeliness, 

epitomizing the rhetorical concept of Kairos (Nicotra & Parrish, 2010). Understandably, 

the tone of current conversations can be summarized as follows: Climate change is 

happening now, so what are we going to do about it? Powerful discourses about the ‘end 

of the world’ have emerged in describing climate change and associated environmental 

crises (Danowski & Viveiros de Castro, 2016). These framings can sometimes preclude 

the possibility of ‘staying with the trouble’ and engaging in much-needed forms of co-
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existence that might give rise to alternative futures (Haraway, 2016). Conversely, some 

strands of discourse about the climate crisis reflect what Dryzek (2005) refers to as 

administrative rationalism, a political-environmental discourse that positions experts and 

bureaucrats as capable actors responsible for developing solutions and adaptations to 

global environmental change.       

At the 2016 general assembly of CONMECOOP, elements of urgency are 

evident in the discourse used to describe climate change, as well as fisheries issues 

more generally. The fisherman who acts as moderator begins the discussion with 

government officials by expressing a sense of urgency, while simultaneously positioning 

himself in relation to the director of INAPESCA as a scientific authority: “And a message 

the director has always given us, that climate change, to use his words, is already here, 

although many of us don’t want to see it […] So what are we going to do for our future? 

[…] the truth is we have lived it all first-hand this past year.” Throughout the assembly, 

fishers draw direct associations between climate change and fisheries declines or shifts 

in the spatial distribution of target species. Government representatives agree with 

fishers that climate change is to blame.  

Discussions of climate change at the 2016 assembly form a particular narrative, 

deployed by both government representatives as an appeal to logos, which centers 

scientific understandings and expert-based solutions. The representative from 

CONAPESCA makes the following explanation about climate change: Even minor 

changes in temperature (e.g. associated with El Niño events) affect ‘cold-blooded 

organisms’, more than ‘terrestrial or warm-blooded animals,’ but we do not react quickly 

to the changes of nature, which leads to the ‘problemáticas’ with salmon, sardines, and 

other commercial species; these changes favor some organisms but not others, and 
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many ‘products’ (i.e., catch or resources) will disappear in some places, because 

organisms seek their best ‘adaptation’ in the ‘substrate in which they live.’ He says the 

effects of climate change have mostly been negative so far, but emphasizes that “There 

is a readjustment until fisheries return to a normal state in which there will be a 

prevalence of El Niño/La Niña with little difference in temperature” and negative impacts 

will decline. His conclusion is that the government “must rely heavily on science to guide 

us and see when we can begin and end a fishing season.” He positions both federal 

agencies and their activities as central to the dilemmas posed by climate change.   

Several inconsistencies are evident in this representative’s narrative. Fisheries 

and climate science face the similar challenge of high uncertainty, yet this actor’s 

rhetoric suggests a single-equilibrium understanding of ecological systems – asserting 

the system will return to a ‘normal’ state – which has been challenged significantly in 

ecology (Folke, 2006). Another issue here is the assertion that ‘we’ do not adapt to 

nature’s changes – although it is unclear who ‘we’ is, this positioning suggests an 

understanding of nature as separate from humanity, an unpredictable force to which 

humans nonetheless must respond. In this actor’s narrative, harvested species are 

simultaneously living, agential beings and commodities (i.e. product) – a tension that is 

clear in some of the critical research on fisheries (e.g., Campling et al., 2012; Bear, 

2013; Saguin, 2016). The claim that we must rely on science to answer all these 

questions suggests this narrative is rooted in ideological discourses like administrative 

rationalism (Dryzek, 2005) and ecological modernization (i.e., implying that technological 

fixes will effectively solve environmental problems; Hajer, 1995; Dryzek, 2005). Fishers 

are seemingly assuaged by these responses, although scientists fail to address some 

major concerns, such as equity in the distribution of funding or the allocation of permits. 
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Nonetheless, fishers take up scientific climate change discourse to explain broader 

trends and declines in fisheries, despite disagreeing about the exclusivity of scientific 

knowledge: 

We do recognize the [research] efforts, we do, but we should focus 
efforts in the most pragmatic way to resolve needs more short-term. I 
know investigations are done little by little, but I also know that science 
should be based on […] daily observation, on the daily practices of 
fishers […] Because as you say about climate change, well, we all live it. 
We are seeing that fisheries are not what they used to be. Now is the 
time.       

Statements about climate change by the representative from INAPESCA align 

with those of the representative from CONAPESCA. He agrees that the effects of 

climate change are increasingly evident in fisheries and aquaculture, and that scientific 

assessments being conducted using research vessels from the United States will be a 

crucial means for making policy decisions. Describing their efforts with these vessels, he 

says: “Climate change is happening, and we are monitoring it in real time aboard the 

vessel, and it’s something very important, and we are looking at it and measuring it.” In 

this argument, climate change becomes something ‘out there’ that can be measured and 

monitored, re-centering the measurement strategies of state-scientific agencies.  

However, despite pleas to incorporate fishers’ experiences into research 

agendas, some of the discussions about climate change suggest a degree of 

administrative inflexibility. When pressed to talk about slow bureaucratic processes 

preventing fishers from acquiring permits to harvest cannonball jellyfish (the cnidarian 

Stomolophus meleagris), the representative from INAPESCA responds that permits are 

allocated by zones, and that zones are defined in relation to resources. The jellyfish had 

become abundant in some areas and fishers urged scientists to make assessments of 
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the viability of this emerging fishery. The representative argues they cannot give permits 

to everyone for this resource to ensure profitability:  

It would be as if we had a party every year and we each get a slice of 
cake, and the more guests we have, the thinner the slice of cake we 
each get. Until there will be a time when we wouldn’t go to the party, 
because we wouldn’t have enough. That is what happens with 
resources and that is why we are defining the correct effort for each 
resource so that it is truly profitable. 

The colorful metaphor of the cake mirrors Hardin’s (1968) image of the 

overgrazed pasture in the tragedy of the commons, both in its simplicity and in terms of 

how this problem framing leads to solutions like centralization and privatization. It 

centers government experts as the key actors determining resource access and 

prioritizes economic profitability as a rationale for governance. The exchange also begs 

several broader questions. If species are increasingly shifting in distribution (whether in 

response to climate change or not), how can spatially fixed permits adequately address 

the allocation of resources? Conflicts arising from spatial restrictions associated with 

permits suggest a refusal by state agencies to be flexible in terms of geographies or 

epistemologies already established as legitimate. This unwillingness to see (or 

conversely, fixation on a particular way of seeing, sensu Scott, 1998) is precautionary 

but seems at odds with ever-shifting ecological dynamics. It also ignores other forms of 

knowledge that exist about abstract phenomena like ecological populations or species 

ranges.  

At the same time, fishers at the assembly demand more scientific assessments 

and their language tends to echo the emphasis on profitability. One fisherman makes 

direct links between the need for research, the major issue of illegal fishing (furtivismo), 

and the need to secure economic gains for small-scale fishers:  
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We also need studies to see in which ways illegal fishing has already 
affected this species, which is not a species that can develop quickly. 
[Conch] is a species that cannot run, does not walk. So, we want to 
know how you can support us and have studies done, and know how 
this fishery is doing. That fishery, if we are able to regulate it and care 
for it well, believe me we would have good capture and economic 
outpouring for fishers.  

This comment illustrates how both fishers and government actors emphasize 

economic aspects of sustainability as rationale for governance and scientific 

assessments. Through these economic arguments, both groups of actors loosely form a 

discourse coalition that prioritizes scientific knowledge. The technical opinions being 

produced are hybrid legal-scientific documents in which INAPESCA makes policy 

recommendations (e.g., closures, size limits). Technical opinions are objects constituted 

by articulation or translation across different knowledge realms (Robertson, 2006). That 

is, scientific knowledge comes to gain political meaning through the production of these 

technical opinions. Fishers demand scientific assessments partly to gain access and 

capture economic benefits, while government agencies become positioned as 

‘indispensable’ governance actors  through the production of scientific recommendations 

(Callon, 1984). Nonetheless, fishers’ demands for scientific research differ from the 

views of government officials. Fishers demand greater participation and involvement 

opportunities in research or technical capacities, for example, (1) taking fishers’ 

observations and daily experiences in greater consideration and (2) allowing fishers to 

establish laboratories to test the safety of mollusks and expedite certification processes. 

Fisheries agencies in Mexico have been receptive to some initiatives for participatory 

research, notably the creation of fisheries refugia through collaboration with fishers and 

NGOs. 
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3.4.3. Fisheries refugia as sites for the negotiation of fisheries 
management 

Fisheries refugia are small marine areas in which fishing restrictions are 

established to protect target organisms during important life-stages (e.g., spawning sites, 

nurseries) to prevent population declines and increase resilience to pressures like 

overharvest and climate change (Paterson et al., 2013). With legal recognition from the 

federal government, fishers are now collaborating with NGOs to establish networks of 

refugia throughout Mexico. Fishers are directly participating in the collection of ecological 

data and knowledge co-production in a novel sense. Simultaneously, local knowledges 

are being constituted through the national logic of scientific assessments, which are 

most readily legitimized and recognizable for management. The NGOs participating in 

these processes can be conceptualized as boundary organizations, facilitating 

articulation between different realms of knowledge and negotiating different interests 

(Gray, 2016).  

Fisheries refugia are also sites for the contestation of rights to access and 

appropriate different resources. In the context of the CONMECOOP assembly, fishers 

make different arguments to bolster claims about resources, as well as to attempt to 

secure or extend their access over certain species or geographic areas. One fisherman 

points to coastal reefs in Zihuatanejo, Guerrero as important nurseries for valuable and 

declining species (e.g., the red clam, Megapitaria aurantiaca), arguing they should be 

protected. Another fisherman from Baja California references a refuge that has existed 

for almost 5 years, and presents the issue of spillover. The refuge was created for 

preventing the exploitation of certain finfish, but other species are proliferating there 

(e.g., lobster), and fishers would like to gain access to harvest them. The fisherman 

argues that, although other fishers in the area are interested in forming more refugia, 
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they will lose interest if government does not produce technical opinions and permits for 

relevant target species. Government officials respond in anticipation to this kind of 

argument, emphasizing they do not want to create false expectations of new fisheries 

opening. These exchanges illustrate significance of refugia as sites for political 

contestation through which fishers are interested in extending their extractive activities 

while government actors are positioned as agents of enclosure. 

These exchanges also illustrate a common dynamic in fisheries governance in 

Mexico, which has centered on access to fishing permits. Fishing permits have been the 

main instrument used by the federal government to control fishing effort, as far back as 

the Law of Fisheries of 1925 (Soberanes Fernández, 1994; Martínez Martínez & 

González Laxe, 2016). Accordingly, access to fishing permits (which was exclusive to 

cooperatives for some time) has driven distinct institutional ecologies in which some 

cooperatives formed only to gain access to permits, whereas in some cases fish buyers 

with permits (permisionarios) have used them to maintain control over fishing labor (Cinti 

et al., 2010; Basurto et al., 2013). Changes in fisheries legislation between the 1980s 

and 1990s have directly shaped these dynamics, shifting the incentives of the 

cooperative sector. As the president of a federation in Oaxaca points out, the Law of 

Fisheries of 1992 (DOF, 1992) eliminated exclusive access over certain species and the 

exclusive granting of concessions for cooperatives. In addition, the Law of Cooperatives 

of 1994 decreased the minimum required number of members in a cooperative to five, 

making possible the formation of smaller or family-based cooperatives (COBI, 2015; 

DOF, 1994). Discussions at the assemblies of CONMECOOP reflect these tensions. In 

the assemblies of 2017 and 2018, fishers expressed frustration over the proliferation of 

small cooperatives, arguing they were not ‘real’ cooperatives. These became debates 
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over what constitutes a real or pure cooperativist sector (sector social). Attending to 

these exchanges at general assemblies offers a useful first step for understanding 

fishers’ perceptions of broader policy changes occurring nationally.  

3.5. Conclusions 

The range of discursive strategies used by fishers and government actors at the 

general assemblies of CONMECOOP demonstrate how the identity of the sector, roles 

of actors, and positions on problems like climate change are represented in political 

argumentation. Our analysis has focused on the ways actors position themselves and 

others in narratives that are indicative of broader debates and issues in the governance 

of fisheries. Some of these positions are related to sector or class identities (e.g., 

cooperativist versus industrial sector), while others reveal tensions regarding the role of 

the state and the production of scientific knowledge in resource management. Fishers 

have particular ideas about the kinds of support they expect from government agencies. 

Meanwhile, in these political performances, federal government actors respond to fishers 

and come to be positioned as allies to the sector, as spokespersons in support of 

fishers, or as agents of decision-making and expertise. The narratives and types of 

discursive positioning that emerged during CONMECOOP’s 2016 assembly suggest 

fishers and government actors formed a loose discourse coalition around shared 

problem framings or problemáticas. For example, both fishers and government officials 

employ scientific framings of climate change in their arguments, despite diverging in their 

specific interests and visions for how problems should be managed. Both also coincided 

in the perspective that economic profitability is a major rationale for governance, and that 

the role of state agencies should be to support the cooperativist sector and produce 

scientific knowledge to inform management.  
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More generally, this work suggests there is space for re-considering some 

elements theorized by institutional scholars of natural resource governance and policy. 

According to Bridge and Perreault (2009, p. 476): “Governance refers to the fundamental 

question of how organisation, decisions, order and rule are achieved in heterogeneous 

and highly differentiated societies. At its core, governance addresses the problem of 

economic and political co-ordination in social life.” As such, governance refers to a 

number of different forms of organization including laws and formal regulatory structures, 

and also the kinds of political work that define policy objectives and rationalities for 

planning and regulation (Nuijten et al., 2004). By political work, we refer to the practices 

through which some actors become positioned as spokespersons for others (Stengers, 

2005), the kinds of representational, performative and instrumental work through which 

worlds-in-common are formed (Latour, 2004a). Political practices can also be 

understood as those in “which artefacts, activities or practices become objects of 

contestation” (Barry, 2001, p. 6). Whereas institutional scholars have long attended to 

the interplay of formal and informal rules that shape resource governance arrangements, 

less attention has been paid to the discursive and performative dimensions of political 

work that underpin them. In this study, we have taken a relational perspective through 

which we can understand the governance of fisheries as an ongoing process that brings 

together different actors, discourses, institutions and political subjectivities in particular 

yet dynamic configurations.  

Examining the discourses used by actors involved in debates about governance 

can enhance our understanding of governance processes, institutions and collective 

action. We can understand institutions as “the prescriptions that humans use to organize 

all forms of repetitive and structured interactions” (Ostrom, 2005, p. 3), and more broadly 
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also as the patterns of behavior that emerge from those rules and their interplay with 

other social-ecological components of the world (Leach et al., 1999). As McCay (2002, 

p. 388)388) points out, processes of collective action, such as the political work carried 

out by the confederation, “reshape […] networks, meanings, perceptions, and social 

experience” in ways that affect the context of people’s choices regarding institutions and 

their involvement in governance. This insight suggests processes of collective action 

emerge from specific historical contingencies and have the capacity to dynamically 

assemble and reassemble social realities. Similarly, institutions are not stable objects or 

outcomes, but rather historically contingent and emergent from specific practices 

(Jessop, 2001). Underlying specific rules are open-ended and contested processes of 

rule-making (Havice & Iles, 2015), and we might benefit from attending to those 

processes in addition to the structure of rules and incentives. Lastly, while the IAD 

framework includes categorization of different actor’s positions, there has been less 

emphasis on the micro-political moments and discursive maneuvering that co-produce 

positionalities in action situations. We hope this work demonstrates the value of 

attending to discursive practices as a tool for understanding the ways actors position 

themselves and others in distinct policy narratives, an approach that enriches and 

challenges institutional analysis for the study of governance.  
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4. Problemáticas: A problem-centered performative 
politics of collective action among cooperativist fishers  
4.1. Introduction 

Crisis has become a central and defining feature of human-environment 

relations, certainly in the United States (Buell, 2003) but also throughout the world and 

more broadly in humans’ diverse cultural imaginaries (Danowski & Viveiros de Castro, 

2016). The world’s fisheries in particular are framed, by many accounts, as being in a 

state of crisis – often described in the singular (crisis), despite overwhelming evidence 

that multiple and sometimes competing realities (crises) are at play in conflicts over 

fisheries and the world’s oceans. Indeed, the problems facing the world’s fisheries are so 

wide-ranging, mobilizing diverse collectives around complex matters of concern 

(Roelvink, 2016; c.f. Latour, 2004), that we can conceive of fisheries governance as an 

‘anthropological problem’ of global character (Ong & Collier, 2005; Rabinow, 2002). 

Anthropological problems are “domains in which the forms and values of individual and 

collective existence are problematized or at stake, in the sense that they are subject to 

technological, political, and ethical reflection and intervention” (Ong & Collier, 2005, p. 

4). The stakes are high for resolving global fisheries problems – from issues framed in 

terms of food security and human rights to questions about the fate of threatened 

ecological assemblages – and the ‘adequate’ means to resolve them are being 

questioned and reworked in an increasingly dynamic world.  

How we understand and articulate the problems facing the world’s fisheries 

matters for the kinds of solutions that become possible, the actors responsible for them, 

and the outcomes of interventions. As feminist philosopher and cultural theorist Donna 

Haraway reminds us, “it matters which stories tell stories as a practice of caring and 
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thinking” (Haraway, 2016, p. 37). In the context of policy studies, scholars have 

examined how policy analysts create problem framings or problematizations, which 

promote certain forms of intervention and understandings of reality over others (Fischer, 

2003; Ureta, 2014). Similarly, sociologists of science and other scholars have attended 

to the processes of problematization through which scientists or other experts become 

positioned as indispensable actors for addressing socio-environmental problems (Callon, 

1984; Callon et al., 1986; Choy, 2005; Blok, 2014; Li, 2007). Problematization by experts 

has been the focus of these streams of scholarship, yet others in political science have 

attended more specifically to the kinds of issues and narratives that garner support by 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and the international community while others 

are relatively neglected (see, e.g., Bob, 2002).  

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how cooperativist fishers in Mexico 

articulate problems in the governance of fisheries and to what effect. More specifically, 

this chapter examines how fishers employ practices of problematization to influence the 

forms of collective action taking place through nested or multi-level cooperative 

institutions. Fishing cooperatives in Mexico form regional organizations, federations, 

which in turn form confederations at the national level. These are important and 

understudied multi-level institutions for political representation and collective action. The 

main research questions motivating this chapter are the following: How do cooperativist 

fishers assemble around specific problems or matters of concern? How are local or 

regional concerns articulated at the assemblies of one national confederation? What are 

the implications of these performances for the kinds of collective action taking place 

through the national organization? 
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In this chapter, fishers’ engagement with problematization is conceptualized as 

part of a performative politics of collective action. That is, cooperativist fishers engage in 

problem-centered political practices, forming discourse coalitions around shared problem 

framings to draw attention to them and to set a collective agenda for their national 

organization. I examine three interrelated dimensions of this performative politics by 

analyzing fishers’ discursive practices at regional meetings and national assemblies. 

First, fishers articulate problemáticas or matters of concern using discursive strategies 

such as narratives and storylines, through which they explain the nature of their 

problems and assign roles or positions to various governance actors. Second, fishers 

engage in affective practices that are both discursive and embodied, making use of 

feelings and emotions to make arguments about major governance problems. Third, 

fishers’ political engagement with governance problems or matters of concern has multi-

scalar implications, articulating local-regional concerns in the context of national 

assemblies and harnessing the multi-level representativity enabled by nested 

cooperativist institutions. Through this problem-centered politics, cooperativist fishers 

compete to prioritize and promote the forms of collective action they envision as 

necessary for sustaining their organizations in the long-term and resolving governance 

problems.  

4.2. Methods 

The data informing this chapter were collected in the context of a National 

Diagnostic of Fishing Organizations (Diagnóstico Nacional de Organizaciones 

Pesqueras, DNOP). The DNOP is a collaborative research project that aimed to assess 

the performance of cooperative organizations throughout Mexico and to generate, 

through engagement with fishers, strategies for strengthening of the sector. The project 
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involved collaboration between one national confederation (CONMECOOP) two Mexican 

NGOs, and academics from Duke University. Phase 1 of this project took place in 2017 

and consisted of meetings in 6 regions of Mexico (Figure 4) involving in-depth surveys of 

cooperative organizations as well as discussions resembling large focus groups, during 

which researchers asked fishers to describe the challenges they face as organizations 

and the specificities of their regions. Discussion sessions from Phase 1 were audio-

recorded, transcribed by field assistants and coded inductively by the first author and 

one research assistant using principles of constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 

2006) in order to identify major problem framings and categories, as well as the solutions 

being proposed by fishers. Table 8 summarizes the coding structure generated through 

inductive analysis of problem categories.  
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Figure 4: Map of the regions of the DNOP or Diagnostic project. The following are 
the states in each region. Region 1: Chiapas, Oaxaca; Region 2: Tamaulipas, Veracruz; 
Region 3: Baja California, Baja California Sur; Region 4: Sonora, Sinaloa, Nayarit; 
Region 5: Guerrero; Region 6: Tabasco, Campeche, Yucatan, Quintana Roo. Each red 
point marks the cities where regional meetings were held. (Source: Adapted from 
(Nenadovic et al., 2018). 
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Table 8: Problem categories identified through inductive qualitative coding of 
Phase 1 regional meetings. 

Major problem category Subcategories or sub-codes of problems 

Biophysical and ecological problems or 
interactions with non-humans 

- Climate change and other climactic issues 
- Bycatch, incidental capture, depredation 
- Environmental degradation 
- Invasive species 
- Pollution 
- Scarcity of fish or target organisms 

Organizational problems (issues ‘internal’ 
to cooperatives) 

- Lack of cooperativist values 
- Defection by cooperative members 
- Lack of capacity or expertise 
- Lack of collaboration between cooperatives 
- Debt to social security, other kinds of debt  

Economic Issues 
- Subsidies and federal budgets 
- Infrastructure needs 
- Expenses for fishing 

Conflicts with other sectors or groups 

- Industrial sector and private shipowners 
- Illegal fishing 
- Non-cooperativist fishers (free fishers or 

‘libres’) 
- Ghost or false cooperatives 
- Oil industry 
- Organized crime 
- Tourism 
- Environmentalists and conservation conflicts 

Problems with government functions  

- Permits 
- Monitoring and enforcement 
- Closures 
- Corruption 
- Decision-making ignores communities 
- Lack of government support 

 

A second phase of the DNOP took place in 2019 and involved another set of 

regional meetings, consisting of plenaries to present findings and focus groups to record 

fishers’ perceptions and proposals for achieving strategies generated in Phase 1. Focus 

groups from Phase 2 were audio-recorded and documented in field notebooks by 
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research assistants, as well as in collective ethnographic accounts produced by the 

research team (5 research assistants and 1 research coordinator). These collective 

ethnographies are adapted from the framework of collaborative event ethnography 

developed by Brosius and Campbell (2010), which has been used to study global 

environmental governance meetings (e.g., Campbell et al., 2014). To complement data 

from these focus groups, the first author conducted participant observation during two 

regional meetings, including an additional focus group, and informal interviews with 

fishers. Data from Phase 2 are used here primarily to enrich analysis of problem 

framings from Phase 1, to provide more detail, and to understand how discussions of 

problems have evolved over time.  

Lastly, to understand how problem framings become articulated in national 

spaces for representation, this chapter examines the annual assemblies of one national 

confederation – the Mexican Confederation of Fishing and Aquaculture Cooperatives 

(CONMECOOP). CONMECOOP represents 34 federations from 14 coastal states, 

which in turn represent approximately 300 cooperatives and more than 30,000 individual 

fishers (Nenadovic et al., 2018). Assemblies are the primary decision-making 

mechanism for cooperative organizations, including federations and confederations. 

During national assemblies, members make decisions democratically, usually by 

majority vote. Federation leaders participate in open discussions to voice their 

grievances and urge confederation leaders to take action. Simultaneously, federations 

represent the priorities of sometimes numerous cooperatives and have their own 

assemblies (Figure 5). National assemblies are political spaces where federations from 

various parts of Mexico come together to make decisions collectively, voice grievances 

or problems, and determine strategically their action as a national organization. 
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Assemblies also involve discussions with government officials and other actors (e.g., 

NGO collaborators) invited to the space.  

 

Figure 5: Schematic of nested representation in federated cooperative 
organizations in Mexico 

 

The annual assemblies of the confederation were audio-recorded and 

transcribed by research assistants and the first author between 2016-2019. Recordings 

are complemented by participant observation, field notes and informal interviews for the 

years 2017-2019. Transcripts of the assemblies of the confederation were coded 

qualitatively by the first author, based on the coding scheme used to analyze data from 

the DNOP, in order to identify the most salient problem framings and to understand the 

how discourses from regional meetings become mobilized in the spaces of the national 

organization. Table 9 summarizes major problemáticas identified at the assemblies over 

time. 
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Table 9: Major problemáticas identified in the Assemblies of CONMECOOP 

Problemática Year(s) 

Climate change 2016 

Conflicts with 
conservationists and 
‘radical 
environmentalists’ 

Vaquita conservation issues in the 
Upper Gulf of California Every year 

Proposal to create large marine 
protected area in Gulf of California 2018, 2019 

Opposition to Biodiversity Law 
change 2018 

Construction of oil pipeline in the Gulf of Mexico 2018, 2019 

Illegal fishing & Monitoring and enforcement by federal 
agencies 

Every year,  
especially 2017-2018 

Labor issues related to large private ship-owners 
(armadores) 

Every year, especially 
2019 

Social security debt Every year 

Subsidies and federal funding administered by the 
confederation Every year 

 

The analysis presented in this chapter focuses primarily on two major 

problemáticas or sets of issues: (1) labor abuses and conflicts between cooperativist 

fishers and private ship-owners (armadores), and (2) conflicts with conservationists or 

environmental organizations. These problemáticas were chosen because they intersect 

with other storylines or problem-framings, they weave together a diversity of actors and 

events in which we can trace the influences of public policy changes and historical 

relations between cooperativist fishers and the State and markets, and they illustrate 

how these problems stir up passions or emotions. These major problemáticas serve to 
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illustrate cooperativist fishers’ problem-centered performative politics and are also 

representative of how cooperativist fishers engage with problems more generally. 

4.3. Towards a performative politics of problemáticas 

Building on Latour’s (2004a, 2004b, 2005) work on the politics of representation 

and the role of science in democracy, Gerda Roelvink (2016) explores the question of 

how hybrid collectives assemble around shared matters of concern and enact various 

forms of collective action. Roelvink examines affective and performative dimensions of 

collective action, particularly in the context of antiglobalization social movements. 

Performativity is a concept grounded in the work of queer and gender studies scholars 

such as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (2003) and Judith Butler (1990, 2010), who build on 

J.L. Austin’s theory of performative speech acts to examine how social categories such 

as ‘gender’ or even ‘the economy’ are actively embodied and enacted through discourse 

and other every-day practices rather than pre-discursive or biologically essential 

(Roelvink, 2016). Scholars of science and technology have been instrumental in 

expanding notions of performativity beyond discourse to encompass material 

dimensions – including experimental apparatuses for scientific knowledge production 

and the networked practices that actively constitute the economy (Barad, 2007; Callon, 

2007). Such performative propositions suggest that science and other fields (e.g., 

economics) are socially productive rather than merely descriptive of observed 

phenomena (Barad, 2007; Law, 2009b). 

Drawing on these performative accounts of the social, in this chapter I 

conceptualize fishers’ practices of problematization as performative and thus constitutive 

of social realities, as well as generative of particular forms of collective action. I use the 

term performative to describe the problem-centered political practices of cooperativist 
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fishers for two reasons. First, fishers’ engagement in problematization – through 

discursive or expressive means but also through material practices (e.g., protests, the 

formation of political alliances and networks) – can be understood as a form of worlding 

or world-making that has the potential to bring about new realities (Tsing, 2005, 2010). 

Second, fishers’ engagement with problems is performative in a theatrical sense. Fishers 

employ rhetoric, affective expression and embodied acts to draw attention to struggles 

that animate or merit collective action.  

Fishers’ practices of assembling around matters of concern or problemáticas is 

political in the sense that they position some actors as spokespersons for others (Latour, 

2004a; Stengers, 2005). The political work of nested, federated cooperative 

organizations in Mexico relies heavily on practices of representation – it is about who 

gets to speak for small-scale fishers, for the social sector (i.e., cooperatives rather than 

private enterprises), and for a variety of non-humans and more-than-human phenomena. 

Their work is also political in a more traditional sense, in that fishers’ collective action 

around governance problems or matters of concern involves their presence in formal 

decision-making forums (e.g., government commissions), seeking to influence how 

decisions are made by government authorities. In the following sections, I examine three 

major interrelated dimensions of cooperativist fishers’ problem-centered performative 

politics: (1) the discursive practices employed, particularly narrative and discursive 

positioning, (2) the affective dimension of discourses and other practices, and (3) the 

multi-scalar practices through which fishers represent and mobilize around their 

concerns as the object of national collective action.  
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4.3.1. Discursive practices: Problemáticas as storylines 

More than just language, discourse is an “ensemble of ideas, concepts, and 

categorizations that are produced, reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of 

practices and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities” (Hajer, 

1995, p. 44). Rather than merely describe or represent ‘objects’ that precede language, 

discourse is a process through which ‘objective’ and material realities and their 

meanings are actively performed (Barad, 2007; Hajer & Versteeg, 2005b). How issues 

are represented and performed through discourse has implications for the kinds of 

governance networks that form and the kinds of action that become possible or desirable 

(Hajer & Versteeg, 2005a).  

Scholarship on discursive or interpretive approaches to policy analysis 

demonstrates the importance of elements such as argumentation, rhetoric, framing and 

narrative for the formulation of policy problems and their solutions (Fischer & Forester, 

1993; Fischer, 2003; Hajer, 1995; Roe, 1991). These concepts are useful for 

understanding the discursive practices of cooperativist fishers in Mexico. For instance, 

Hajer (1995) draws attention to the formation of discourse coalitions, groups of actors 

that become contingently united in their shared use of specific discourses. Discourse 

coalitions converge along storylines, which are “narratives on social reality through 

which elements from many different domains are combined and that provide actors with 

a set of symbolic references that suggest a common understanding” (Hajer, 1995, p. 62). 

A key element of storylines is subject positioning – the ways actors situate themselves 

and others in narrative framings, including who is responsible for certain actions and the 

intentions behind them (Davies & Harré, 1990; Hajer, 1995). As such, the concept of 
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storylines is akin to a broad narrative which can encompass different yet interrelated 

story elements (Feldman et al., 2004). 

4.3.1.1. Cooperativist fishers’ use of storylines and discursive positioning 

The problem framings or problemáticas around which cooperativist fishers 

assemble can become powerful storylines that structure knowledge, beliefs and actions. 

Through storytelling, fishers give chronological or logical ordering to problems, assign 

positions to diverse actors, and give accounts of different actors’ agency and 

intentionality.  

(1) Conflict with environmental conservation interests: The threat of enclosure 

Small-scale cooperativist fishers in Mexico have a complicated relationship with 

biodiversity conservation and environmental interests. On one hand, the findings of the 

DNOP or Diagnostic project suggest that fishers from all regions place high value on 

measures to protect ecosystems and improve fisheries management (Nenadovic et al., 

2018; Méndez-Medina et al., in preparation). In many cases, fishers work with NGOs to 

establish conservation areas such as fishing refuges and implement fishery 

improvement programs (Espinosa-Romero et al., 2014). On the other hand, however, 

some forms of biodiversity conservation are especially problematic for fishers.  

Their problems with conservation can be traced to two main issues: (a) past 

efforts to establish marine protected areas (MPAs) and other spatial management 

instruments (e.g., refuges for protected species) have sometimes been enacted without 

consulting the sector, and (b) fishers have often been blamed for the mortality of 

endangered charismatic wildlife species such as sea turtles and the vaquita porpoise 

(Phocoena sinus). Both of these issues coalesce into a broader narrative of enclosure 

that positions outside actors such as government or ‘radical environmentalists’ as 
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threatening to strip fishers of rights or access to fishing zones. In some instances, 

enclosure is described as ‘enclosure by polygons’, where polygon refers to conservation 

areas delimited by coordinates, while in others, enclosure takes place through the threat 

of embargo on exports by the United States.  

Specific events are woven into an overarching narrative of enclosure by 

conservation. For instance, fishers in the Upper Gulf of California have been especially 

affected by conservation efforts to protect the vaquita porpoise (Phocoena sinus), which 

become entangled as bycatch in gillnets (Rojas‐Bracho et al., 2006). Gillnets are used 

by legal small-scale fishers but also notoriously by illegal fishers harvesting totoaba 

(Totoaba macdonaldi), a Sciaenid fish targeted for its high-value swim bladder for sale in 

Asian markets. The harvest of totoaba has been prohibited in Mexico since the 1970s 

(Bahre et al., 2000), but recent demand from Asia has made illegal harvest in Mexico 

profitable, encouraging opportunistic involvement by organized crime networks such as 

drug cartels (Alvarado Martínez & Martínez, 2018). Starting in 2015, measures for 

protecting the vaquita have involved expanding an existing conservation area or 

polygon, a moratorium on gillnet fishing, and a compensation scheme for fishers affected 

by closures (SEMARNAT, 2015).  

Fishers from the Upper Gulf of California complain that these measures have led 

to exclusion and enclosure for small-scale fishers in the region, as well as other 

unintended impacts on communities. According to one fisher from San Felipe, in the 

state of Baja California:  

“San Felipe is the part that is 100% affected because now we have 
another polygon that was implemented […] despite not yet being made 
official, that polygon by San Felipe leaves us 100% enclosed. Why? 
Because that polygon will not even allow navigation. So, San Felipe is 
locked in, because it is enclosed by polygons, so yes, we are in a very 
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critical situation. And the government has compensated us, yes, but 
really the compensation does not get us out of the problem that we have 
at the level of the community.” (Phase 1) 

The broader community-wide issue, he argues, is that fishers need to work 

because idleness has resulted in higher levels of crime and drug use in the region. 

These effects of enclosure result in a ‘disintegration of the social fabric’ in communities, 

according to several fishers from this region (Phase 2, Region 3; 2019 assembly). 

Similarly, one fisher from Region 2 (Phase 2) argues the following: “They say the vaquita 

is in danger of extinction. No, the community is the one in danger!” 

Regarding the tensions building up in the Upper Gulf of California, one 

confederation leader made the following statement at the 2018 national assembly:  

“Nongovernmental organizations from the United States that focus on 
the conservation of the vaquita and sea turtles are a very strong threat 
to the fishing sector in our country, where the threat of embargo is latent 
on Mexican fisheries products for export.”  

In the 1990s, the United States placed embargos on shrimp imports from Mexico 

because of their negative impacts on sea turtles, in what became contentious debates 

with environmentalist organizations and in the context of the World Trade Organization 

(Bisong, 2000). More recently, the much-feared threat of embargo over the vaquita has 

materialized, as the United States banned several kinds of seafood from the Upper Gulf 

of California region of Mexico (Mogerman, 2020; NOAA, 2020). 

Other recent events lend support to fishers’ enclosure narrative. In 2018, an 

environmental NGO named CODEMAR (Coalición en Defensa de los Mares de México) 

proposed a controversial MPA that would encompass a large portion of the Gulf of 

California. Fishers argue the proposal was made without consulting small-scale fishers. 

This is the kind of pattern that fishers oppose, rather than conservation per se. Their 
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argument is that they take issue with the processes for making these decisions, which 

often exclude them. For instance, at the following assembly in 2019, one federation 

leader argued the following: “The truth is that there have not been consensus processes 

with the fishing sector to arrive at determining certain area closures.” 

However, the narrative of enclosure does not achieve closure or complete 

hegemony. Fishers’ experiences with conservation efforts are varied, and many cite the 

successes of protected areas and the benefits for small-scale fishers. According to one 

federation leader at the 2017 assembly: “In the case of my cooperatives in Baja 

California, we have coexisted for more than 30 years with a protected area, and the truth 

is it has helped us more than it has hurt us […] it has benefited us because the trawling 

vessels can no longer enter.” Another federation leader at the 2016 assembly similarly 

argued that conservation polygons can become a tool for excluding rivals or competitors 

such as industrial sardine vessels.  

Fishers’ negative response to the MPA proposal by CODEMAR might seem 

paradoxical from this standpoint, since it was intended to favor small-scale fishers and 

largely exclude industrial fishing (Mario Gomez, Director of CODEMAR, personal 

communication). Yet because of its large size and because planning processes did not 

involve the small-scale cooperativist sector, the MPA proposal fed readily into a narrative 

of enclosure by external actors (i.e., ‘radical’ environmentalists). In addition, discussions 

during the 2019 assembly of the confederation indicate fishers are generally opposed to 

new protected areas in general, not only because of the narrative of enclosure, but also 

because existing ones are not well enforced. The implication is that cooperativist fishers 

comply with restrictions, but other fishers do not, creating a free-riding dynamic (i.e., 
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cooperativists lose opportunities to benefit while illegal fishers ‘plunder’ conservation 

areas). 

(2) Conflicts with private shipowners (armadores) 

Another major problemática or storyline along which different groups of fishers 

converge is the issue of private shipowners (armadores), specifically in states like 

Sinaloa (Region 4, Figure 2) and Tamaulipas and Veracruz on the Gulf of Mexico 

(Region 2). These are states with a history of strong and large cooperatives that have 

declined considerably, as well as rich shrimp fisheries. In this storyline, the central 

conflict is between cooperativist fishers and private shipowners (armadores) involved in 

offshore fishing (altamar) using shrimp trawlers. According to fishers in these regions, 

armadores commonly hire disenfranchised cooperativist fishers to work aboard trawlers, 

sometimes through workers’ cooperatives that function to organize labor but do not 

operate under cooperativist principles – e.g., members are not equal owners of the 

enterprise, they do not have equal decision-making power. Rather than fishing 

cooperatives (i.e., marketing cooperatives with fishing licenses) these are associations 

of workers perceived as illegitimate by many fishers in the region. The issue of external 

actors co-opting the cooperative model (i.e., forming a cooperative but operating it 

otherwise), is common across sectors in Mexico and in the Gulf of Mexico fisheries in 

particular (Gatti, 1986; Cruz & Argüello, 2006). 

 The dynamic described by fishers is one of local bosses who accumulate capital 

and consolidate different sections of the supply chain, controlling labor and production in 

ways that are contradictory to the cooperativist movement and to the idea of social 

justice in general. The origins of this dynamic can be traced to to the early 1980s, when 

privately owned shrimp vessels were transferred to cooperatives (cooperativización), 
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because only cooperatives could access high-value reserved species such as shrimp 

and benefit from low interest loans from the national fisheries development bank 

(BANPESCA) (OECD 2006). Over time, as many cooperativists became indebted to 

BANPESCA and defaulted on loans in the 1990s, many chose to sell their fishing 

permits and vessels to private firms – especially in the Gulf of Mexico region, in states 

such as Tamaulipas and Veracruz (according to fishers in this region, Phase 1 and 2). 

This history has engendered understandings of private shipowners as a major threat to 

cooperatives and a symbol of the general decline in the cooperativist sector.  

Neoliberal reforms in the 1990s also intensified competition between private 

interests and cooperatives. In 1992, a reform to the Law of Fisheries stripped 

cooperatives of reserved species and enabled private investment in shrimp and other 

fisheries (Ibarra et al., 2000b). A new Law of Cooperatives in 1994 also decreased the 

minimum number of members required to form a cooperative, viewed by cooperativist 

fishers throughout Mexico as a blow to cooperativism because it enabled the formation 

of smaller and sometimes false or ‘ghost’ cooperatives that do not function according to 

cooperative principles.  

These affronts to cooperativism are woven by fishers into a broader narrative 

about the purity of the social sector. In this purity narrative, some actors (e.g., 

armadores, ghost cooperatives, or ‘paper cooperatives’) are positioned as an outside 

‘other’ that threatens or dilutes the ‘real’ cooperativist or social sector. An underlying 

argument for the division or conflict between cooperativist fishers and private enterprises 

is that, according to one federation leader from Mazatlán, Sinaloa (Region 2, Phase 2): 

“We fish to live while others fish to profit.” Other fishers complain that outside workers 

are hired by armadores rather than real fishers or people from their community. For 
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instance, one fisher in Los Mochis, Sinaloa (Region 4, Phase 1) argues: “There are a lot 

of people that participate in the activity [fishing] who really have no right to participate in 

it, because they are people who do not live in the communities.” Another fisher from 

Region 2 says: “Now the armadores are the ones who have the power, they are the 

ones with the command, and now the fisherman could be anyone.” For him the issue is 

partly that armadores hire fishers from elsewhere, who sometimes leave or are not 

reliable, leaving ships anchored unable to make as many fishing trips as intended. Lack 

of productivity likely limits individual fishers’ earnings on these vessels, but the argument 

supports a broader us vs. them narrative – ‘we are fishers, they are not.’ 

Another key feature of the armadores storyline is the issue of labor abuses. 

Cooperativist fishers argue that illegitimate workers’ cooperatives associated with 

armadores create unfair labor conditions. Fishers working for armadores complain about 

dangerous working conditions at sea and unfair compensation for their labor. In 

Tamaulipas (Region 2, Phase 2), fishers argue that “the cooperatives are now in the 

hands of the armadores”, and they complain about labor abuses related to insurance 

and social security. One fisher describes how, after 5 days of returning to land from a 

fishing trip, they are removed from the social security registry and they lose benefits. 

Fishers argue they no longer have the same benefits as when they belonged to stronger 

cooperatives. Labor abuses of this sort intersect with stories about the past, when large 

cooperatives thrived in these regions and protected fishers. The armadores storyline 

therefore aligns with what fishers in Tamaulipas (Phase 2) describe as a broader decline 

in the cooperativist sector. In this region, fishers explicitly link this issue of armadores to 

the 1994 legislative changes and President Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994), whose 
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administration has come to represent Mexico’s shift to neoliberal policy favoring private 

enterprises over the social sector.  

Lastly, the storyline of armadores has to do with competition over resources, both 

in terms of fishery production and financial resources from the State. First, the 

armadores strike a nerve for cooperativist fishers because of the ties to industrial fishing. 

Cooperativist fishers commonly describe the industrial sector as plundering or pillaging 

resources. For instance, according to one fisher in Los Mochis (Region 4, Phase 1): 

“The trawlers are razing the whole reef, they kill where the fish live, and [during the 

closed season] the sardine vessels are taking all the mullet and the shrimp, everything.” 

At the same time, cooperativist fishers resent competing for government subsidies with 

both industrial fishers and ‘false’ cooperatives. During meeting in Tepic, Nayarit (Region 

4, Phase 1), fishers complained that they were denied subsidies because the money for 

a particular program had gone to the industrial sector. Another fisher in Los Mochis 

(Region 4, Phase 1) describes a specific ghost or false cooperative: “They gave them 

permits for Chinese clam [Chione spp.], they gave them 7 permits, and last year they 

gave them 6 engines, and we only got 1. They don’t even have a vessel, they kept one 

and sold 5.” These issues intersect with cooperativist fishers’ broader demands for re-

organizing or planning in fisheries (ordenamiento) throughout Mexico. Fishers argue the 

federal government needs to actively re-organize fishing to resolve competition over 

maritime space, enforce rules, and ensure that benefits and access rights go to the 

rightful fishers.  

4.3.2. Affective dimension of fishers’ problem-centered politics 

Affective expression is another major component of fishers’ performative politics. 

Affect has recently been the subject of increased attention and interest among social 
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and cultural scholars, but usages of the term and of competing theories of affect remain 

contested (Anderson 2006, Wetherell 2015). Drawing on a Spinozan metaphysics, some 

theorists conceptualize affect as a body’s capacity to be affected by and to affect other 

bodies (Anderson, 2006; Probyn, 2016; Roelvink, 2016, c.f. Massumi, 2002). From this 

vantage, affect is sometimes understood as a pre-conscious or pre-discursive effect of 

bodies on other bodies, a trans-corporeal form of overflow or excess moving beyond the 

individual, sometimes eluding cognitive or representational processing. This perspective 

is useful for understanding how, for instance, affects such as joy or anger ‘move’ or 

‘amplify’ in large crowds (Wetherell, 2015; Roelvink, 2016).  

However, drawing upon the psychobiological evidence and debates in social 

psychology, Wetherell (2015) argues against notions of affect as either a primitive or 

biologically pre-determined set of human responses or a pre-discursive, purely 

embodied phenomenon. She argues instead for an understanding of affect as deeply 

intertwined with practices of meaning-making and dependent on particular social and 

material contexts. She points to the usefulness of a practice-centered approach, one of 

affective practices, as a good starting point for analyzing affect in the context of social 

and cultural theory. Affective practices include “responding to loss, dealing with threat, 

being joyful, showing Schadenfreude, claiming the moral high ground, indicating 

appropriate remorse, etc.” (Wetherell, 2015, p. 148). Affective practices are both 

discursive and communicative as much as they are embodied. A practice-oriented 

analysis makes it possible to describe specific instances when affect is mobilized 

discursively or materially as a way to organize political collectivities, such as social 

movements (Roelvink, 2016). 
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Affective practices are central to cooperativist fishers’ engagement with 

governance problems. They commonly employ affective practices to express their 

grievances, make persuasive arguments, or call others to join them in action or 

solidarity. Specific affective practices include expressing feelings or emotions (e.g., 

expressing anger) – through discourse and rhetoric as much as embodied expressions 

like tone and body language – and certain actions meant to demonstrate their 

frustrations (e.g., protests). Affect is therefore a central discursive and political aspect of 

collective action among cooperativist fishers. The most salient affective components in 

fishers’ discourses at regional meetings and assemblies are (1) suffering or pain, (2) 

anger, and (3) more positive affects (e.g., pride or elation) as a function of cooperativist 

solidarity.   

At both regional meetings and assemblies, fishers commonly adopt a mode of 

expression that emphasizes the pain and suffering experienced by fishing communities 

largely as a result of government policies or inaction, or the actions of other key 

governance actors such as ‘bad NGOs’, ‘radical environmentalists’, the oil industry, and 

industrial fishers or armadores. This kind of externalization is common at both regional 

meetings and assemblies, where fishers focus on the roles of external actors’ in the 

problems they face. Indeed, the methodology in Phase 2 of the DNOP sought to actively 

question this tendency and ask fishers to think about their own capacities for action 

(Mendez-Medina et al., in preparation).  

During the national assemblies, representatives from different regions are given 

space to speak freely and voice their concerns to the broader group. Some fishers at the 

assemblies enact performances that are highly emotional – often these are federation 

leaders from more remote states or places where certain problems are particularly 
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acute. For instance, at the 2019 assembly, one federation leader from the state of 

Campeche (Region 6) describes the problems faced in his region in an exasperated and 

anguished tone. The problems he cites include poverty, the lack of government 

enforcement for closures which he argues enables illegal fishing and worsening scarcity, 

the conflicts with offshore oil rigs in Ciudad del Carmen (Gulf of Mexico) and the 

‘invasion’ of organized crime in the region. As he speaks, weaving this complex image of 

problems, his lips tremble and he seems to be on the verge of tears.  

Fishers from the Upper Gulf of California, where conflicts over the conservation 

of the vaquita are central, commonly adopt expressions of pathos that communicate 

their pain and suffering. During one focus group in Region 3 (Phase 1), one fisher’s 

emotional participation dominated the discussion. In his account of the struggles in San 

Felipe, he mentioned recent deaths in violent conflict that erupted in the region, the 

inability to fish in a community that relies entirely on fishing, and how some fishers are 

working despite the prohibitions because they have families and young children to feed. 

As he speaks, his tone is distressed and anguished, and he evokes responses of pity 

and solidarity from other fishers in the focus group. The desperation he expresses stems 

from the recent end to compensation programs for fishers in this region, which are still 

subject to no-fishing zones.  

Another common form of affective expression among fishers is anger. Anger as 

an emotional phenomenon is manifested in more volatile ways in the experiences and 

actions of bodies. Anger is sometimes articulated as a function of impotence or 

helplessness, being unable to resolve problems. For instance, one fisher in La Paz 

(Region 3, Phase 1) describes his experiences regarding illegal fishing and having 

participated in fisher-led monitoring efforts:  
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As the colleague was saying, we care about our resources. 
CONAPESCA [the federal fisheries agency] doesn’t care, they just ask 
for their check. For us, it hurts. I have high blood pressure from when I 
helped with monitoring. When we caught that [illegal] boat I ended up 
with hypertension from the impotence, almost diabetic, one feels 
impotent not being able to stop illegal fishing.   

Another manifestation of anger and impotence takes the form of physical or 

direct action, such as forms of protest. In particular, fishers cite instances in which they 

have set fire to vessels or other forms of property when ignored by government or other 

actors (e.g., industrial fishers). At the 2018 assembly, one federation leader from 

Oaxaca (Region 1) describes his stance on why fishers have used fire as a political tool 

to get powerful interests to listen to them or take them as a serious threat:  

“Some years ago, to resolve the problem, after knocking on the doors of 
the large tuna investors, of senators, representatives, we found 
ourselves in the awful need to have to burn down a tuna fishing vessel 
so they would pay attention to us – and they did.”  

Similarly, an exchange between several fishers from the Upper Gulf of California 

in La Paz (Region 3, Phase 1) illustrates the confluence of issues and frustrations – lack 

of order in permits (ordenamiento), false cooperatives formed by armadores, fishery 

closures unenforced – that led fishers to burn government vessels and illegal fishers’ 

boats: 

Fisher 1: Keep burning vessels! 

Fisher 2: We will keep burning boats […] if they don’t get with it, we will 
keep burning them […] besides, they already took away our fishing 
zones, the whole area of the gulf and San Felipe, they took it away. 

Fisher 3: We have to have balls, we have balls. 
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This exchange demonstrates not only the bubbling up of anger and frustration 

associated with fishers’ decision to burn down property, but also the link to bravado or 

masculinity. These fishers argue that direct action and destruction are representative of 

their bravery as men; an avenue for showing they have power and should be taken into 

account. In other spaces, such as the 2016 and 2018 assemblies, some fishers similarly 

argue they “need to have balls” to confront the powerful actors they face – from 

government to large private investors.  

One fisher in La Paz (Region 3, Phase 1) offers another possible explanation for 

why burning vessels or other kinds of property becomes a viable route for fishers to 

protest and demonstrate their anger:  

It’s the only way the government is going to notice you. If you do 
something bad, something that hurts it. If you only use words and yell, it 
can cover its ears and continue dawdling. But if you take something, 
something belonging to the government that hurts it. People burn the 
boats and cars, burn the whole gulf because they won’t let them fish. 

This explanation suggests a positioning in which some fishers perceive the 

government to be a person-like entity with a unified intentionality. In this description, 

burning vessels is one way to hurt the government to get “it” to listen.  

Impassioned participations by fishers at the national assemblies, particularly 

angry ones, are met with sympathetic responses and cheers. They are also met by 

responses that are meant to temper the passions expressed or to channel them in ways 

perceived as more productive. The latter responses usually come from leaders of the 

confederation (e.g., the president or treasurer). There are two main underlying reasons 

cited for tempering passions. First, government officials and legislators are often invited 

to the national assemblies, and confederation leaders fear that angry participation by 

fishers could be perceived as disrespectful. Decorum and precision or clarity are 
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advocated by leaders as more appropriate forms of participation, and they cite the 

danger of losing access to subsidies. Second, several federation leaders argue against 

‘lamentations’ (2016 assembly) in favor of making concrete proposals to improve 

governance. In this view, fishers should embody responsibility and professionalism in 

order to be heard and taken in consideration.  

Lastly, the affective dimensions of collective action become apparent when 

fishers discuss the passions and feelings associated with belonging to cooperatives, and 

to a broader national cooperative movement. Affective expressions of collective action in 

this sense include pride and elation, as well as expressions of the will to fight to defend 

their organizations. For instance, one of the leaders of the national confederation 

describes the purpose of the DNOP project and of the work of the confederation more 

generally in the following way: “…that is what this is about, to demonstrate the love we 

feel for cooperativism, it’s impassioning” (Regional meeting, Phase 2, Region 4). On 

multiple occasions, confederation leaders emphasize how their identity as cooperativists 

is just as important to them or more than their identity as fishers. Similarly, one 

federation leader at the 2018 assembly argues: “What we have to do here is to 

consolidate our thinking and vision as a union [‘gremio’], of a productive sector to which 

we should be very proud of belonging, that is fundamental.” Fishers at regional meetings 

also express pride about belonging to cooperatives and the good work they do. One 

fisher in La Paz (Region 3, Phase 1), for example, describes the pride he feels about his 

cooperative’s environmental work: “Yes, we have to take care of [resources], and it’s an 

honor that the cooperative is recognized at the national level […] and to represent the 

cooperative.”  
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4.3.3. Multi-scalar practices for articulating collective matters of 
concern 

Scale is an important dimension of how we conceptualize human-environment 

relations and processes of collective action. Scholars of common-pool resource (CPR) 

theories have drawn empirical attention to the importance of local-level practices of rule-

making, and have developed influential models for thinking about governance processes 

as scaled in a nested or hierarchical way (Smith et al., in revision). For instance, in the 

analysis of institutions (i.e., norms and rules), Ostrom (2005) differentiates between the 

operational or every-day level of analysis, the collective-choice level at which actors 

make decisions about operational rules, and the constitutional level where decisions are 

made regarding who can participate at the collective-choice level. Ostrom’s (1990) 

influential design principles for long-term sustainability of CPR systems emphasizes the 

importance of nested institutions, where local arrangements are supported by higher 

level institutions. Subsequent waves of scholarship have sought to theorize and 

demonstrate empirically the importance of cross-scale linkages or connections between 

actors and processes at various scales (Cash et al., 2006; Basurto, 2013), as well as the 

value of understanding the factors influencing who wins or loses from cross-scale 

interplay (Adger et al., 2005). That is, not all actors benefit equally from cross-scale 

interactions such as information sharing or connections across jurisdictional scales 

(Adger et al., 2005; Cash et al., 2006).  

Meanwhile, other scholars in other fields such as human geography, 

anthropology and science studies have focused their attention on scale as a relational 

process, pointing to the ways in which scale is produced through practices. Some 

scholars have explored the potential of multi-sited ethnography to understand how the 

global is actively constituted through local processes or ‘situated globalities’ (Marcus, 
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1995; Tsing, 2005; Blok, 2010, 2013, 2014). This kind of scholarship demonstrates how 

strategic use of discourses and scientific expertise function as key mechanisms through 

which scalar relationships become performed and mobilized to advance some interests 

over others (Choy, 2005; Tsing, 2005; McCarthy, 2005; Sievanen et al., 2013). From this 

kind of perspective, scales are not domains to be crossed or linked, but rather social 

phenomena that are actively produced or performed by diverse actors, including social 

researchers and the governance actors we study (Mansfield, 2005; Smith et al., in 

revision). Mansfield (2005) advocates for thinking about the ‘multiscalar’ dimensions or 

implications of various practices rather than viewing practices as taking place within a 

given scale or level. From this stance, linkages between actors and processes might be 

considered as multi-scalar rather than cross-scalar.  

The political practices of governance actors such as cooperativist fishers have 

complex scalar implications, and have the potential to rework scalar relations and 

concepts such as the region and the national. Through nested institutions such as the 

confederation, cooperativist fishers in Mexico engage in diverse multi-scalar practices 

that are both socially meaningful to them and also serve as political strategies to enroll 

different groups of actors into contingent alliances that benefit the social sector. The 

multi-scalar practices that are most relevant for understanding the work of the 

confederation considered here are the following: (1) the strategic use of discourse and 

discursive alignment among coalitions of fishers, and (2) strategic linkages or 

partnerships with governance actors beyond the confederation, including government, 

NGOs and other groups of fishers.  
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4.3.3.1. Multi-scalar discursive strategies 

Discursive practices are a central mechanism through which local and regional 

issues are articulated by fishers to influence the activities of the national confederation. 

Discursive practices that foster alignment among different interests are key for creating 

linkages between events and processes otherwise perceived as occurring at different 

scales. Discursive alignment refers to the notion that fishers are strategically or tactically 

linking their discursive practices with those of other actors. Through storylines and other 

strategies, such as galvanizing affective expressions, cooperativist fishers attempt to 

interest and enroll one another in particular causes.  

One major discursive strategy employed by several fishers at the assemblies is 

to re-scale particular issues that might be commonly associated with a specific region as 

national matters of concern. Such attempts at national re-scaling (Mansfield, 2005) 

constitute attempts to re-signify local or regional issues as ones of interest to fishers in 

the whole country. National re-scaling of this sort is intended to foster a national sense of 

collective action and enroll or interpellate the confederation as the main actor 

responsible for representing and acting on these national issues. During the 2016 

assembly, one federation leader describes their struggle to pay the federal social 

security debt, which he argues was generated when his cooperative had more vessels 

and could produce more: 

When can we pay that debt? They’re hounding us, and we even applied 
for debt forgiveness according to the law, for them to forgive the debt for 
the past 5 years. And I think this is something that we have to elevate to 
the national level, to the level of the confederation.  

Another federation leader at the 2018 assembly argues the following, making a 

case for a national vision of problems generally:  
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“I think we should not see them as isolated issues, as problemáticas of 
different regions, that at the end of the day are common matters that we 
are suffering in the country. I think instead when we have a situation of 
this sort, we should form common fronts to at least know in depth the 
issues of those people and try to help each other.” 

One possible reason for this national re-scaling is a logic that, as one federation 

leader at the 2018 assembly puts it, they should each be familiar with each other’s 

problems because “tomorrow it could be happening to you.” Lastly, one federation leader 

in the 2017 assembly calls for illegal fishing to be considered a national security issue. 

He addresses a senator in charge of the Senate’s Commission on Fisheries and argues 

for a formal shift to re-scale and re-signify this issue from one purely in the realm of 

fisheries to one of broader security: 

I think the issue of illegal fishing is an issue of national security. 
Fisheries should be considered a matter of national security and in that 
sense I am proposing to you what we proposed 6 months ago, to create 
a National Security Council for fisheries issues that involves all the 
security agencies and where we can lay out the problems [problemática] 
that we have currently, illegal fishing. 

Another discursive strategy employed by fishers at the assemblies, which 

functions as a re-scaling or articulation of the local into the national, is “piling up” around 

a given issue. A key example of this is the case of building opposition to the former 

Director of Monitoring and Enforcement (Inspección y Vigilancia) for the federal fisheries 

agency. Fishers expressed dissatisfaction with this public servant since 2016, linking his 

poor performance to the lack of progress in combating illegal fishing in the country. 

Fishers’ statements suggest this Director had made unfulfilled promises: “He promised 

us the sky and the stars […] and his same discourse always, about capital, about the 

consumption of shrimp, increasing production to the limit, telling us to make the effort, 

with all the damn needs we have in the social sector” (Region 4, Phase 1). At the 2017 
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assembly, tensions over this director gained such momentum that removing him from 

office became one of the central points echoed and pushed by federation leaders as a 

national strategy. In the end, this effort was not successful, but it demonstrates how 

fishers pile up around a given issue – in this case with one person embodying an entire 

problemática and galvanizing fishers. 

Similarly, a significant discourse coalition formed around the problem of 

armadores or shipowners, particularly in 2019. During all the national assemblies (2016-

2019), fishers from Mazatlán, Sinaloa (Region 4) have been consistently vocal about the 

issues faced by offshore fishing cooperatives and the conflicts they face with large 

shipowners (armadores). However, tensions over this issue were escalated and brought 

to the foreground in the 2019 assembly through two mechanisms. First, the federation 

leader from Mazatlán brought with him a group of four other fishers from the region, 

many from an older generation and some who did not even belong to the confederation. 

They participated in every portion of the assembly, attempting to re-center the 

armadores storyline. The issue gained particular traction as another federation leader 

from Veracruz (Region 2) joined and amplified their messages about unfair labor 

conditions and false cooperativism. The shared yet different experiences of fishers from 

these two regions enabled alignment to push the confederation to take action. As a 

result, when a federal agency representative visited the assembly, confederation leaders 

were able to schedule a meeting for that same week involving fishers from these regions 

to discuss the issue further and develop a plan of action.  

Confederation leaders also recognize the importance of discursive alignment 

between fishers’ organizations and other influential actors, particularly the federal 

government. Before the 2018 election of President Lopez Obrador and in its wake in 
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2019, confederation leaders emphasized the importance of linking their work with the 

emerging political discourses of the new presidential administration. Such discourses 

include framings of poverty alleviation, food security and social wellbeing (bienestar 

social), key elements of the incoming president’s populist political platform. Fishers 

frame discursive alignment as a possibility for obtaining and maintaining government 

support, particularly during a time when large organizations (e.g., syndicates, 

cooperatives) were being scrutinized for links to corruption – another central axis of the 

new president’s platform. This is one example of how, at the same time that the 

confederation must respond to the localized discourses of regional federations being re-

scaled and articulated nationally, they also seek to align themselves discursively with 

actors in broader scales and domains (e.g., international NGOs, government 

administrations). Alignment is framed as a means to maintain their relevance as a 

national organization and ensure continued access to decision-making spaces and 

resources.  

4.3.3.2. Strategic linkages and alliances 

Nested cooperativist organizations employ other multi-scalar practices to 

advance their interests, including formal linkages to government and strategic alliances 

with non-state actors. The confederation in particular harnesses its connections to state 

and non-state actors with different resources to advance the organization’s interests. 

One major strategy of the confederation is to attend and represent the sector at every 

possible space where they are invited, including: the Nacional Council on Fisheries and 

Aquaculture; an advisory commission on the vaquita porpoise, held by the Secretariat of 

Environment; a national committee on fishery closures; the National Technical 

Committee for the Fund on Protected Areas; legislative commissions on fisheries in 
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Mexico’s Congress; and even international spaces such as the World Forum of Fish 

Harvesters and Fishworkers (WFF) and the Confederation of Artisanal Fishers of Central 

America. According to the President of the confederation, it is important for them to 

participate in these diverse “acts of presence” to have a seat at the table in policy 

meetings, formal decision-making spaces, public discussions or conferences that might 

affect the small-scale cooperativist sector. 

The confederation also harnesses its connections to congresspeople by inviting 

them to the national assemblies and participating in Senate and Deputy commissions on 

fisheries matters. Inviting legislators to the national assemblies and collaborating with 

them has symbolic importance – demonstrating respect for elected officials and including 

them in fishers’ spaces – as well as practical importance as a mechanism to familiarize 

them with the issues of the sector and attempt to influence agenda setting at national 

legislative commissions.  

The confederation has established other formal linkages with federal government 

agencies. For instance, they were granted the formal capacity to administer government 

funding as a sort of mediator between government and cooperatives. One instance of 

this emerged to address the issue of sea turtle bycatch in the Gulf of Ulloa (Region 3). 

The confederation received and administered federal funding to implement video-

monitoring aboard vessels to determine whether small-scale fishing caused sea turtle 

mortality. Ultimately, evidence on the cause of sea turtle mortality in the region remains 

inconclusive (P. Turk-Boyer, personal communication) but fishers frame this as a 

success for their institutions – both because they were entrusted with federal funding, 

which they argue makes them a trustworthy governance actor, and because they believe 

these efforts vindicate their initial claims that small-scale fishers are not to blame for the 
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issue. Similarly, in 2016 and 2018 the confederation was entrusted with administering a 

subsidy program for items beyond the normal scope of the federal fisheries agency, 

such as vehicles, refrigeration and infrastructure projects. According to confederation 

leaders, this capacity to administer subsidies is important because it signifies that they 

are trusted by both government and cooperatives.  

Forming partnerships with NGOs is another major strategy of the confederation 

that has implications for processes at multiple scales. The DNOP or Diagnostic project 

itself is an example of such a partnership, with every actor providing key resources and 

ideas that enable knowledge co-production. The confederation provides access and 

information on the cooperatives it represents, NGO partners bring with them a diversity 

of skills and technical resources for planning data collection and disseminating 

information, scientists bring methodological and theoretical expertise as well as skills to 

coordinate data collection, and importantly, all actors participate in decisions regarding 

the research design, implementation, analysis and dissemination. Findings from this 

research project have already been employed by fishers as a way to establish 

conversations with government about the needs of the sector that are framed as 

grounded in empirical evidence.   

Another alliance exists between the confederation and the Environmental 

Defense Fund (EDF) in Mexico. Through this partnership, fishers have gained technical 

assistance on how to navigate social media, focusing on how to showcase the small-

scale sector in these online platforms, as well as workshops for capacity-building. They 

also traveled with EDF to a climate change and fisheries conference in Europe to 

present about their work, which fishers cite as an exciting and important opportunity that 

makes them proud. Lastly, through a partnership with The Nature Conservancy in 
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Mexico, the confederation is exploring financial mechanisms such as trusts 

(fideicomisos) to resolve the problem of social security debt faced by many cooperatives.  

Finally, the confederation also forms sometimes-surprising partnerships to further 

the interests of its constituents. Despite the division and conflict between small-scale 

cooperativist fishers and the industrial sector, the confederation has established an 

alliance with other fishing groups in Mexico that are seemingly at odds with one another. 

This National Fishing Front (Frente Nacional Pesquero) includes the National Chamber 

of the Fishing Industry (CANAINPESCA) and the Union of Shipowners of Mazatlán and 

Sinaloa (Union de Armadores), as well as both national confederations. This alliance 

formed primarily for two reasons: (1) to oppose a proposed Law of Biodiversity that 

would weaken existing legislation and enable expanded possibilities for extractive 

activities such as fracking and mining, and (2) to put collective pressure on government 

agencies to increase the federal budget for fisheries. Despite considerable tensions 

between these groups (i.e., industrial fishers and cooperativists) and the differences in 

their interests, confederation leaders have framed this alliance as one that must be 

navigated carefully because it could be highly beneficial for the cooperativist sector.  

4.4. Discussion and Conclusions 

The analysis presented here illustrates how fishers discursively articulate and 

assemble around shared problems or matters of concern. The problemáticas they 

describe conjure up worlds that overflow with descriptions of agency and causality; they 

are ‘entanglements of matter and meaning’ (Barad, 2007) that reflect the coming-

together of histories, subjectivities, institutional arrangements, and the bodies and 

technologies that contend with or are governed by them. The problemáticas examined 

here illustrate some fundamental tensions that have emerged in the relations between 
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the fishing sector, the State, and other actors such as environmental NGOs. These 

tensions are continuously being negotiated and reassembled through the problem-

centered political practices of federated cooperatives. In this way, cooperativist fishers 

are harnessing the multi-level or multi-scalar representativity of their organizations to 

voice certain issues and make contributions to ongoing debates about fisheries 

governance as an anthropological problem – questioning and reconfiguring what the 

appropriate forms of ‘individual and collective existence’ should be and the processes 

through which decisions are made (Ong & Collier, 2005).  

Considering the elements of the problem-centered politics sketched here, several 

questions can be raised about their implications for understanding collective action and, 

more specifically, the roles of cooperativist organizations in responding to and 

negotiating governance issues. First, what can we learn from fishers’ discursive and 

affective practices in relation to problemáticas or matters of concern? On one hand, the 

discursive practices of fishers – which have been relatively understudied in favor of more 

resource-focused analyses of fishing cooperatives – demonstrate the importance of 

storytelling and the coalitions that form around powerful storylines as a driver for 

collective action. Such forms of storytelling breathe life into a national cooperativist 

movement built partly on shared experiences and collective struggle. Through the 

discursive performance of problems, fishers generate and articulate shared 

understandings, as well as priorities and strategies for taking action to contest the 

prevailing governance arrangements in fisheries.  

On the other hand, as illustrated by their often-vivid descriptions of problems, 

many cooperativist fishers in Mexico employ a somewhat oppositional politics in their 

discourses, in the sense that they generally tend to externalize and situate blame in the 
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locus of outside forces beyond their control. This is the case in the context of regional 

meetings for the DNOP, a tendency the project sought to challenge by pushing fishers to 

think about their own capacity for action (Méndez-Medina et al., forthcoming). This 

emphasis on externalizing is also common in national assemblies, where federation 

leaders employ a problem-centered approach to voice regional problems. Tragedy- or 

problem-centered framings are rooted partly in a historical shift in the relations between 

cooperatives and the State – from cooperativism as an idealized form of organization 

fostered by past federal government administrations (Nava Hernández & Barajas Pérez, 

2015) towards one that has been materially and ideologically left behind in the wake of 

economic crisis and neoliberal reform (A. Bennett, 2017). They are also rooted in the 

very real governance problems fishers face – such as widespread illegal fishing and lack 

of government enforcement (Cinti et al., 2010; Finkbeiner & Basurto, 2015). 

Yet questioning the negative dimensions of fishers’ politics is important. 

Following Hynes et al. (2007), Roelvink’s (2016) work on the politics and geographies of 

collective action asks what we might learn from shifting toward a ‘politics of affirmation’ 

rather than one of opposition – one in which hybrid collectives channel their praxis 

toward innovations and the forging of alternatives rather than only on resisting some 

outside force or ‘other’ (e.g. neoliberalism). Similarly, in the context of fishing 

communities in North Carolina, Garrity-Blake (2016) demonstrates how positive or 

proactive narratives emphasizing the value of fishing for communities could be 

harnessed more productively by fishers (e.g., being considered in decision-making), as 

opposed to narratives associated with threats to the sector and the decline of traditional 

fishing which are less successful.  
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On a second and related note, what does the politicized expression of affect 

achieve in the case of cooperativist fishers in Mexico? A ‘politics of affect’ has been 

embraced by some social movements as an alternative to ideological grounds for 

organizing collectivities (Roelvink, 2016). That is, some collectivities have pivoted 

productively from ideological opposition to some external, oppressive other (e.g., 

capitalism, neoliberalism) and towards a politics of shared affect. Roelvink (2016) 

situates the turn to affective politics as a response to the failure of some movements 

previously focused on oppositional ideological framings (e.g., against neoliberalism) that 

left little room for envisioning alternative futures. The recent trend of scholarship on care 

has been generative in re-focusing some attention to affective relations and constructive 

shared experiences as key to collective action and environmental conservation (Kirksey, 

2015; Haraway, 2016; Larsen, 2016; Probyn, 2016; Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017). Today’s 

powerful social movements such as Black Lives Matter certainly hybridize both of these 

impulses – focusing on oppositional targets like the police as much as shared affective 

experiences like grief and ‘black joy’. Suffering and other negative affective movements 

can be articulated and mobilized in such a way as to enact such a “positive metaphysics” 

or a politics of affirmation (Anderson, 2006, p. 740), but such a re-articulation requires 

careful work in channeling the pull of negative affective elements and sometimes volatile 

passions into productive political work. Essentially, it requires us to “stay with the 

trouble” of our present times and continue working on crafting alternative futures 

(Haraway, 2016). 

Through the national confederation, cooperativist fishers in Mexico seem to be 

balancing negative or oppositional aspects of their political praxis with more positive or 

constructive ones. The multi-scalar practices of the confederation and all the 
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organizations it represents suggest possibilities for enacting forms of collective action 

that reposition and re-scale the world of fishing cooperatives – one that might be 

narrowly understood as contained in the local realm – into one of national or even 

international importance. This multi-scalar work can amplify and re-center the voices of 

cooperativist fishers while pushing for change. A key role of the national confederation 

seems to be channeling the problem-centered discourses of fishers, and the strong 

passions and negative forms of affect associated with them, towards the crafting of 

alternatives and creating productive partnerships to find solutions to those problems. As 

such, the confederation plays an important mediating role between various groups of 

governance actors – from cooperatives and federations to government agencies and 

environmental NGOs. The diverse multi-scalar practices employed by federations and 

the confederation illustrate the productive role of a politics that is able to balance and 

channel those powerful discursive and affective phenomena – reflections of fishers’ 

experiences and frustrations – towards a solution-centered praxis.  
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5. Conclusions 
5.1. Review of findings from each chapter 

In this section, I summarize the major findings from each chapter and indicate 

how they contribute to the broader research questions: 

RQ1: What kinds of discursive and political practices do cooperativist fishers employ to 

represent themselves and other actors involved in the governance of fisheries?  

RQ2: How do cooperativist fishers assemble around and contribute to understandings of 

governance problems? What are the implications for collective action? 

RQ3: What do the discourses of cooperativist fishers, examined in historical context and 

considering other circulating discourses, reveal about contested or politicized 

aspects of fisheries governance in Mexico?  

Chapter 2 traces the historical trajectories and the intersections between political 

rationalities, governmental techniques and forms of knowledge that have given rise to 

ordenamiento (planning, ordering) – a governance concept or policy framing through 

which diverse actors are competing to enact order in Mexican fisheries. The chapter 

demonstrates how, rather than the product of coherent governance processes and 

ideologies, ordenamiento is constituted by contradictions, conflicts, and piecemeal 

implementation of various projects or programs. In part, the reason for such seemingly 

contradictory and decentered governance practices is that CONAPESCA, the federal 

agency tasked with ordenamiento, does not coordinate fisheries planning in a standard 

or centralized way. Rather, ordenamiento is subject to decentralized financial 

mechanisms and often carried out by external actors (e.g., NGOs, universities, 

federations, and even other government agencies). Ordenamiento programs themselves 
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consist of diverse practices of knowledge production to evaluate fisheries and propose 

management measures to order them. Some are technical studies with little participation 

from resource users while others involve complex decision-making networks facilitated 

by NGOs. One major finding from this chapter is that attempts to order small-scale 

fisheries in particular rely disproportionately on legibility-making practices (e.g., counting 

fishers and their vessels, microchip tracking) rather than striving to achieve the more 

holistic or ecosystem-based vision of ordenamiento articulated in federal legislation 

(DOF, 2007) and official policies (CONAPESCA, 2010). 

Another reason for the contradictions identified in the chapter is that 

ordenamiento as a governance concept exists at the intersection of sustainability 

discourses used to define it (e.g., in international accords, fisheries legislation, policy 

documents) and more economically focused discourses that reflect a long history of 

governing fisheries as objects of development and resource nationalism. The concept of 

ordenamiento thus epitomizes the tensions that arise in Mexico from governing and 

ordering fisheries with the simultaneous and sometimes opposing objectives of 

economic productivity and environmental sustainability (Ibarra et al., 2005).  

Chapter 2 responds directly to RQ3, describing in depth the relationships and 

tensions associated with ordenamiento as the product of (a) historical political-economic 

patterns that have influenced how fisheries are governed currently, (b) the realities 

associated with the implementation of ordenamiento programs or projects, and (c) the 

discourses and perceptions of cooperativist fishers regarding generalized concerns over 

ordering and re-organizing fisheries. Analyzing cooperativist fishers’ perceptions reveals 

that ordenamiento represents for them an unfulfilled promise, a field in which 

government authorities are not doing their part to achieve adequate organization in 
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fisheries. In the chapter, contrasting the official policy discourses with those of 

cooperativist fishers – whose experiences and desires at times run up against and at 

others align with those of governmental authorities – is empirically useful for 

understanding the politicized and contested dimensions of ordenamiento and 

governance interventions more generally. In the chapter, I identify some of the conflicts 

over ordenamiento as stemming from disputes over access rights and their legitimacy. 

Cooperativist fishers demand re-organization in fisheries as a means to maintain 

cooperatives as central and legitimate users, and to fix what they perceive as patterns of 

poorly allocated access rights. In the process, they are affirming the State’s authority to 

determine who the legitimate rights-holders should be in fisheries. Cooperativist fishers 

are also, in many instances, proposing and informally enacting new forms of 

management that trouble the rationales underlying predominant management tools used 

in ordenamiento (e.g., spatial concessions).  

Chapter 3 pays close attention to the kinds of exchanges taking place at the 

2016 assembly of one confederation, examining the discursive strategies and 

positionings adopted by federation leaders from different regions in discussions of 

governance problems such as climate change. At the assemblies, cooperativist fishers 

tactically employ discourse to position themselves as an important social sector in 

Mexico, citing the historical importance of cooperatives and their high economic 

productivity while also differentiating themselves from other segments of the national 

fishing sector (e.g., industrial fishers). The chapter demonstrates how the assemblies of 

the confederation, beyond simply forums for democratic decision-making (i.e., where 

members of a cooperative institution vote to make collective decisions), are politicized 

sites for the negotiation of priorities for the national confederation. The assemblies are 
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spaces where regional and local concerns become represented or articulated and 

coalitions of actors form around specific problems. These complex sets of problems or 

problemáticas are important discursive elements around which actors align and adopt 

sometimes contradictory positions. Several major tensions become evident from 

cooperativist fishers’ engagement with problemáticas at the assemblies, raising 

fundamental questions about the rationales for governing fisheries, particularly scientific 

expertise and the contradictory role of federal agencies as both caretakers of industry 

and agents of enclosure.   

Chapter 3 responds primarily to RQ1 and RQ2. First, the chapter demonstrates 

the importance of assemblies as politicized spaces where cooperativist fishers use 

rhetoric and other discursive strategies to position themselves and mobilize around what 

they argue are the most pressing problems faced across regions. These rich discursive 

practices of representation are crucial for understanding how cooperativist fishers are 

assembling through nested cooperative organizations to enact collective action and 

situate themselves as an important sector of the fishing industry. The chapter 

demonstrates how, by inviting government officials into their assemblies, fishers are 

creating new forms of political representation and dialogue with authorities, making 

themselves political actors with which the government must contend. It is through their 

discursive practices as well as by mobilizing around particular governance issues that 

these forms of political and collective action take shape. In addition, this chapter also 

contributes to RQ3 by demonstrating the importance of historical context for interpreting 

the discursive exchanges taking place at the assemblies of the confederation. For 

instance, by situating discursive positionings that frame governmental authorities as 

caretakers of the fishing sector in the context of broader trends of paternalism and 
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clientelism in the governance of fisheries, as well as more broadly in patterns of state 

formation in Mexico.  

Chapter 4 delves deeper into the concept of problemáticas, showing how 

cooperativist fishers align themselves or assemble around specific problems. This 

chapter therefore responds directly to RQ2, as well as RQ1. Here I attempt to place 

fishers’ engagement with problemáticas in the context of a broader problem-centered 

political praxis being enacted through multi-level cooperative institutions such as the 

confederation. The chapter demonstrates how three major aspects of this problem-

centered politics interact to influence the kinds of collective action that take place 

through the confederation. More specifically, the nested or multi-level structure of 

representation enabled by the formation of federations and confederations creates 

opportunities for cooperativist fishers from different regions to demand attention to the 

problems the sector faces. Spaces such as the assemblies of the confederation serve 

this purpose, enabling regional leaders to articulate their problems and ask their national 

representatives to take action on their behalf. The political work of the confederation, 

which includes their participation in formal decision-making forums and their alliances 

with state and non-state actors, also creates opportunities to shape the kinds of possible 

actions to resolve governance problems. In these politicized spaces and relationships, 

my argument in this chapter is that discourse and affective expressions are central 

drivers for collective action.  

Findings from this chapter illustrate how, rather than the aggregate product of 

individual rational choices, the collective action currently taking place among 

cooperativist fishers in Mexico is driven by discursive practices that serve to forge 

alignments among cooperativist fishers, as well as between cooperativists and other key 
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actors (e.g., NGOs, government representatives). Collective action is also partly 

motivated by powerful affective expressions, which are both discursive (i.e., inseparable 

from meaning-making) and embodied. This chapter therefore contributes towards 

approaching the issue of affect in collective action, an understudied dimension in a field 

where resource-centered or rational choice-based analyses are more common. The 

chapter suggests that, through their nested institutions, cooperativist fishers in Mexico 

are attempting to balance negative and more proactive or positive elements of their 

problem-centered politics – aiming to balance the focus on problems by proposing 

solutions and envisioning how things could be different. 

5.2. Directions for future research 

This dissertation has aimed to engage more seriously with the role of discourse 

and the political dimensions of collective action by cooperativist fishers, who are using 

their nested cooperative institutions to shore up and renew the cooperativist movement 

in the wake of neoliberal reforms and austerity measures that have reduced federal 

support. This work thus represents an attempt to engage with cooperativism in small-

scale fisheries in a way that shifts focus away from elements more commonly explored 

in the institutionalist tradition for studying natural resource governance – for instance, the 

norms and incentive structures that motivate fishers to belong to cooperatives. The more 

relational perspective adopted in this dissertation emphasizes how governance actors 

position themselves and each other through discourse. However, an important aspect 

that has not been explored in depth here is the influence of non-human agency and 

materiality on cooperative institutions and more broadly on the kinds of governance 

arrangements that become possible for fisheries. Future work could further explore the 
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dynamic interrelations between discourses, material elements and constraints, and 

institutional change or development.  

The analysis presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation attempts to grapple with 

the ambiguity and multiple meanings of ordenamiento in Mexican fisheries. The contrast 

between official discourses and ordering strategies on one hand, and the perceptions 

and informal arrangements enacted by cooperativist fishers on the other, suggest 

opportunities for further research. For instance, spatial concessions are a major 

instrument employed for managing access to fisheries in Mexico. Insights from 

cooperativist fishers suggest concessions are not always desirable because they 

territorialize fishing zones in ways that contradict fishers’ practices and beliefs. That is, 

some fishers do not approve of dividing up maritime space among cooperatives, but 

favor instead allocating areas to multiple cooperatives. Some concession-holders (e.g., 

cooperatives) are coordinating and sharing access to their concessions, effectively 

managing them as networked areas. Aceves‐Bueno et al. (2020) have examined some 

of these cooperative arrangements in Mexico, but further studies are necessary for 

understanding not only their effectiveness for achieving management and conservation 

objectives, but also the kinds of collective action and economic rationalities that make 

these forms of cooperation desirable and possible for fishers.  

The work presented in this dissertation also points towards a need for greater 

research on the dynamics taking place between small-scale fishers and large 

shipowners (armadores) in some regions of Mexico, particularly Pacific states like 

Sinaloa and others in the Gulf of Mexico like Tamaulipas and Campeche. Some of the 

situations that fishers describe suggest labor abuses and exploitative situations that 

might benefit from being considered from a human-rights perspective. Human rights-
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based approaches are promising for engaging critically with these issues and developing 

more holistic policies to balance social and ecological aspects of sustainability (Kittinger 

et al., 2017; Teh et al., 2019). Future research might be useful to determine the 

mechanisms and incentives that keep fishers in exploitative situations, as well as the 

historical patterns, policy changes, and risk factors that influence their occurrence.   

Another important avenue for future investigation is related to the effects of 

global environmental change and other global disturbances on the forms of collective 

action and governance arrangements taking place in fisheries. As Chapter 3 illustrates, 

climate change remains an important and in many ways unaddressed concern among 

fishers in Mexico. Some cooperativist fishers are attempting to address problems they 

associate with climate change by tapping into their extended networks. For instance, 

some fishers in Baja California are attempting to cultivate abalone in aquaculture 

facilities on land as a way to alleviate their mortality in the wild and the associated 

economic losses. They rely on their own financial resources to achieve scientific and 

technical requirements of cultivation, and have drawn on expertise from fishers and 

scientists in places like Japan and Chile. Future research could examine more directly 

how fishers form these networks for mitigating environmental change, as well as to 

understand how fishers and other governance actors are coproducing the realities of 

climate change through their discourses as much as through material practices of care 

such as cultivation. These relationships of care are promising for forming new kinds of 

co-existence and ethical entanglements with seafood (Probyn, 2016).  

Moreover, in the midst of the current global pandemic associated with the novel 

coronavirus illness, COVID-19, something that has become evident is the disease’s 

potential to disrupt the supply chains that support cooperativist fishing enterprises – as 
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well as the fishing industry more generally. News from small-scale fishers and 

fishworkers throughout the globe suggest potentially disastrous consequences are on 

their way as the world copes with this pandemic1. In the case of cooperativist fishers in 

Mexico, the pandemic has also limited the confederation from convening their annual 

assembly this year. As the chapters in this dissertation demonstrate, these are crucial 

spaces for decision-making and political representation, and the impacts of the virus 

extend beyond supply chains to the institutional processes that make such coordinated 

forms of collective action possible. As I write this, we have just received news that 

Anselmo López Villalobos, a federation leader from Oaxaca, has passed away from the 

virus. This charismatic if sometimes controversial federation leader has been 

instrumental in representing the southern region of Mexico, which suffers from greater 

poverty and neglect in management, at the national assemblies. In the wake of his 

death, it is unclear how national representation for this region will change. Future 

research must inevitably contend with the impacts of these disruptions on fishers’ lives 

and the futures of their organizations.  

 

1 The International Collective in Support of Fishworkers (ICSF) has been reporting on these matters as the 
global events are unfolding. See for instance: https://covid.icsf.net/ 
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